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ABSTRACT

This thesis is

an

investigation into meta-autobiographical aspects of Carol

Shields's 1993 novel, The Stone Diaries. The
in which the novel engages with both

autobiography

to

body,

the

focus of the thesis is

on

the ways

techniques of autobiography and feminist theories of

examine the communal

construction of her

primary

appropriation

of the

protagonist's voice,

the

representation her relationship with her absent mother,

and

the domestic aspects of her life. The thesis makes reference to several of Shields's other
works

as

it investigates The Stone Diaries.

Chapter One examines autobiographical

writing

is both relational and

fragmented,

those theories. It identifies the novel
between fiction and
informed
life

begins to situate

postmodem

autobiography. Finally,

the

text that

also

can

be

a

critical

Chapter Two looks
between first- and

at

uses

disrupts

the boundaries

Marlene Kadar that suggest that

practice.

the

undermining

third-person narration,

protagonist Daisy Goodwill

the novel in the context of

chapter acknowledges that my thesis is

by theories propounded by Nathalie Cooke and

writing

the novel

as a

and

theories that suggest that women's life

appropriation of

by the people' around her.

techniques

theories that propose that women's life

"

and the eventual narrative

Flett's life story

these varied narrative

of the narrator's voice, the vacillation

It concludes that
<,
to both inscribe andcomment critically on

writing is discontinuous

and

iliei� lives
"

interdependent
Chapter Three examines the traditional unspeakableness of bodies, especially
women's bodies, in

autobiography.

inclusions in the novel

are

This

evidence of an

autobiography has the potential

to be

chapter suggests
awareness

that

that

corporeal omissions and

representing

suggestion

that

women

body

in

emancipatory.

Chapter Four looks at the novel's parent-child relationships
Brodzki's

the

often

in

light of Bella

begin writing autobiographies

attempting to communicate with their absent mothers.

The

way of

chapter argues that Daisy's

autobiographical project is in part an attempt to connect with
n

as a

her dead mother,

an

attempt

that is successful only in her imagined merger with the

Chapter Five examines references
domestic,

an

aspect of life often left

out

to

body of her mother at death.

diaries in The Stone Diaries

of both

Mystique (1963), this [mal chapter investigates how

explores and undercuts the idea that the domestic
women.

writes

using

narrative

the

can

be

an avenue

by Betty

Friedan

the narrative both

of creativity for

that the novel, to

use

Rachel Blau DuPlessis's words,

ending," by showing Daisy

as a

wife, mother, and friend. and by

My thesis concludes

"beyond

evidence of the

autobiography and fiction. Showing how

the novel engages with theories of women's domestic lives put forward
in The Feminine

as

techniques

that allow her to

imagine and then

iii

record her

own

death.
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CHAPTER ONE

Autobiography

In

a

1996

men,

students

to

join

him in

critical

as

different

striking

and

the lives described, the

as were

spouses, and parents Only
",

one

of the

autobiography-writing exercise of that class
autobiography,

men, to defme themselves in their

women

men

had

a

single

without

exception

Until

effectively

mentioned

family

cannot be considered

it nevertheless reveals

"Confessions and

Autobiography

scene

-

as

writing by women.

Autobiography"

was

In

from
was

children,

his parents

-

a

representative of all

tendency for women,

autobiographies as relational beings situated

relatively recently, autobiography

levels

given him a love of travel. Although the

inadequate to explain key features

excluded life

varying

located

within their families,

families and their communities. The exercise indicates that traditional
about the self may be

and four

mini-autobiographies, however,

specifically

only to explain that their frequent moves

men's and women's

own

of introduction. Some discussed

them. One described

characteristic of these

themselves within their communities, and

siblings,

writing, Professor

composition, four women

as a means

approaches important to

childhood. The most
that

life

from twenties to fifties, read their three lines aloud with

of self-consciousness. Some used the lines
or

on

writing three lines of their

After five minutes of concentrated

ranging in age

theoretical

class

University of Saskatchewan graduate

Anthony Harding asked

autobiographies.

Critical Practice in The Stone Diaries

as

within their

categories

of women's life

unlike

of writing

writing.

commonly defined in a way that

1962, Steven Spender opened his essay

with the words, ''The

is: 'the story of one's life written

dictionary

defmition of the word

by himself" (115). Autobiography

was

thus, by definition, the story of a man's life. Georges Gusdorf suggested in 1956

that

autobiography was

a recent

development because

have the "consciousness of self," the "conscious

1

earlier

awareness

generations

of the

of men did not

singularity

of each

2

individual life,"

required

to

write

personal history: ''Throughout most of human history,

the individual does not oppose himself to all others; he does not feel himself to exist
outside of others, and still less

interdependent existence
Not

does Gusdorf's

only

but very much with others in

against others,

that asserts its

rhythms everywhere

the

women

writing

about the self in which many

typically have
As William

narratives"

women

part of the

are

of

writings

in

none

autobiographies by

subject"

which do not mention "a

books

or

else be

disqualification

and

verse

autobiography,

and the

This limitation has meant

a

on

disqualified

of works

are

many

bibliographies

important

autobiography that refer "only in

number of "oft-quoted articles

on

the

single women's autobiography" (2-3). Jelinek

from which the characteristics of the genre

of this

noted that there

"Despite the fact that women's life studies

them

as

biography" (xi).

even

women; and

to

to

genre)

in Criticism, Estelle Jelinek lists several

numerous

passing"

conform

by many women

theorists. In the introduction to her 1980 collection

of which "is it

autobiographies by women";

concludes that

similarly

about the self, which often take the form of diaries and letters, have

Autobiography: Essays

autobiography,

works

Spengemann points out, "letters, journals, memoirs,

ignored by autobiographical

Women's

reason

been omitted from discussions of the

genre instead has been limited to "self-written

been

of the

appears much like the life

engage. Gusdorf's and other

traditionally have been considered inadmissible

that women's

description

lead, and his description of self within the rhythms of community much like

limited characterizations of autobiography
writers

community" (30, 29).

refer exclusively to men, but also his

language

"interdependent existence" that is anathema to autobiography
many

in the

an

by

as

are

are

excluded from the evidence

drawn, it is assumed that they will either

autobiographies" (6).

women, most of the

She argues that because

"objective theories"

of critics of

autobiography before 1980 "are not applicable to women's life studies" (5). As

Paul

Jay

1
Regenia Gagnier has shown in Subjectivities that working-class Victorian narratives,
whose authors did not have the "privacy and leisure" to permit the composition of works
with the "rich and ornate linguistic 'display' "traditional to autobiography, also were
disqualified from the genre (4). Indeed, Gagnier writes, "Victorian literature as it was
studied in the academy" excluded "Subjects who did not assume creativity, autonomy, and
freedom; who expressed no self-consciousness; who did not express themselves in
individuated voices with subjective desires" (28). Like feminist autobiographical
theorists, she has expanded her consideration of Victorian autobiography to include
"previously excluded" self-representations (5).

-

3

suggests in ''What's the Use? Critical Theory and the Study of Autobiography," "If,

historically, women's autobiographies
the form of

were

of necessity written in the

diaries, letters, personal memoirs, and journals, then

autobiography as a form
One of the many

must accommodate

them"

our

private sphere in

conception of

(50).

examples of the exclusion of women's autobiography from

autobiographical theory is William Howarth's 1974 discussion of autobiography as self
portrait.

Howarth

self-portraits by painters such

uses

Rembrandt, and Van Gogh

autobiographies by

as

as

Michelangelo, Raphael, Hogarth,

models upon which to base his theories about

writers such

as

St.

Augustine, John Bunyan, Henry Adams,

Malcolm

X, James Boswell, Benjamin Franklin, William Carlos Williams, Jean-Jacques Rousseau,

Henry Thoreau, Walt Whitman
and chosen

autobiographers

portraits, and women

as

and William Butler Yeats.

is male, in

Every

in time and life

Since 1980, Jelinek and other feminist theorists of

and that

that

narrow

autobiography by women is
defmitions need

to

She suggests that

individuality. Instead,

often different from

Olney's

chosen other"
as

the

seems

writings by

women

that stress

the sole voice

on

women's
or

Mason argues, "the disclosure of female self is linked to the

"to enable

"grounding
write

women to

of identity

seventeenth centuries, each of which takes God
number of more recent

community but a woman,

or

or a

and delineation of an
women

husband

Mason

identity by

from the fourteenth to
as

"other." However, she

autobiographies, "it is not a man, or men, or a

women, who

More recent feminist theorists,

through relation to the

openly about themselves" (210).

alterity" (231) four autobiographies written by

a

autobiography by men,

1980 collection of essays, which is

"prototypes" for her theories of "evolution

concedes that in

and Howarth's.

do not write to express their separateness

women

identification of some 'other' ," and this

way of

Spender's, Gusdorf's,

exclusively by and about men, Mary Mason's is

autobiography.

takes

as

autobiography.

autobiography have challenged

be broadened to include

their lives in relation to others. In James
almost

such

categorizations

self

experience as Margery Kempe

and Gertrude Stein have written works that can be considered

They argue

of his artist-models

spite of the fact that women also have painted

widely separated

exclusive definitions and

one

provide

the other of identity"

(234).

writing about contemporary autobiography by

4
women, have

argued that it is indeed not through

one

other, but in relation

to a broader

community that women are able to "write openly about themselves." Francoise Lionnet
writes that for women writers, "the human individual is

whose

'autonomy'

Stanford Friedman

can

a

relational

fundamentally

only be a myth" (27). Tackling Gusdorf's

theories

posits that the female autobiographical self "often

directly, Susan

does not oppose

herself to all others, does not feel herself to exist outside of others, and still less

others, but very much with others in

everywhere
are seen as

in the

an

as

community" (56). Community, interdependence,

noting

the relational

against

interdependent existence that asserts its rhythms

fundamental aspects of women's

As well

subject

and

relationship thus

autobiography.2

nature

of women's

autobiography, some

contemporary feminist theorists suggest that women's autobiography is

more

fragmented

and inconclusive than men's. Jelinek argues that male

often

"consciously

shape the events

of their life into

a

coherent whole"

autobiographers

by using

"a

chronological,

linear

narrative," but, in contrast, "irregularity rather than orderliness informs the self-portraits

by women.

The narratives of their lives

disconnected, fragmentary,

or

organized

are

often not

chronological and progressive but

into self-sustained units rather than

chapters" (17). Jelinek's arguments have been echoed, restated,

subsequent feminist theorists of autobiography.
her introduction to The Private

Writing,

that for women,

splitting

that

2

can

only

connecting

and

expanded upon by

Shari Benstock, for

example, argues in

Self: Theory and Practice o/Women's Autobiographical

''Writing

the self' is "a process of simultaneous

trace fissures of

discontinuity" (29).

sealing

and

Jeanne Perreault suggests in

argues more generally that "Much women's writing can, in fact, be
attempt to define an isolated individual ego but to discover a collective
of
subjectivity which foregrounds the construction of identity in relationship"
concept
(Feminine Fictions 10). However, the view of women's autobiography as grounded in
relationship is not shared by all feminist theorists. In" 'Not Just a Personal Story':
Women's Testimonios and the Plural Self," Doris Sommer makes a distinction between
the relational nature of testimonials and the non-relational nature of autobiographies. She
suggests that while women's testimonials tend to show evidence of a "plural" self,
"autobiography is precisely that genre which insists on singularity. When women write it
they tend to distinguish themselves from others and to assume what they consider to be
more differentiated, male personae" (108). In Autobiographies, Leigh Gilmore argues
against claims for a "unitary, transhistorical female experience," which she views as
inherent in the theory that women autobiographers "have flexible ego boundaries, develop
a view of the world characterized by relationships (with priority frequently given to the
mother-daughter bond), and therefore represent the self in relation to 'others' (xii, xiii).
Patricia

Waugh

seen not as an

"

5

Writing Selves: Contemporary
calls

Feminist Autography that the words 1 and

"autography" signify "both continuity with an ongoing life

community,

and dissociation within that life

Our Selves, the most

Mapping

gaps,

-

comprehensive study

gaps and fissures

Subverting its
to be a

as

I

give

can

represent rich

body and

a

areas

began

my

about the self by

it

of

a

of alternate

identity"

for

own

women

part of a "black hole" theory of women's autobiography.

so

dense that none of the normal ways

we

promises

have used to map

in women's narratives thus may

language" (15).3 Gaps

study

In

of Canadian women's

initial connotations of negation, she suggests that "the black hole

place where matter is

the universe

a

in what she

amputations, silences" (4).

autobiography, Helen Buss categorizes the "possibility
through

in

we

for scholars interested in women's lives.

study

of the

fragmented

looking not at autobiography,

and relational nature of women's

but at

a

Canadian novel

published

writings
in

1993,

Carol Shields's The Stone Diaries. I found the novel's title, with its reference to diaries,
common

form of women's life

autobiography.
tree,

by

writing, evocative

of expanded

The genre of autobiography also is

categorizations

implied by

the novel's

preceded by a poem purportedly written by one of the people listed in

the table of contents that indicates the book will engage with

a

life at

intervals, from "Birth, 1905," through "lllness and Decline, 1985,"

chapter, "Death";

and

novel's characters.
name was

book's

3

A

comes

Autobiography

is further evoked

less

chronological

of

opening family
the

family tree;

roughly ten-year

to the fmal undated

of photographs labelled with the

names

of the

by the opening words "My mother's

Mercy Stone Goodwill"; by the first chapter's repeated

more or

sometimes

by the middle section

a

birth-to-death narrative. As I

my and I; and

by the

progressed through

the

autobiographical account of the life of Daisy Goodwill Flett, I became

dissenting voice regarding the theory of women's autobiography as discontinuous
from Domna Stanton, who is troubled by the assertion that "men's narratives were

linear, chronological, coherent, whereas women's were discontinuous, digressive,
fragmented" (11). Stanton argues that some women's narratives are, indeed, linear, and
notes that some male critics, especially those who approach autobiography from a

postmodernist perspective, posit that all autobiography is fragmentary. Janice Morgan,
meanwhile, suggests in her introduction to Redefining Autobiography in Twentieth
Century Women's Fiction that ''the by-now canonical features of contemporary self
fragmentation, discontinuity, duality, and above all, a
representational writing
textual
self-consciousness
have, in fact, frequently been present in women's
pervasive
autobiographical writing all along" (7).
-

-

6

convinced that The Stone Diaries accords in many ways with feminist theories of
The novel's

autobiography.
women's

increasingly

autobiography both

discontinuous narrative indeed represents

fissured and

as

as

portrayable only within and through a

network of relationships, familial and otherwise. However, the novel does not just mimic

autobiography; it acts as a critical

comment on it In contrast to what the title

book is

clearly not a "daily record

of matters

defmes

diary; the table of contents refers only ironically to the

chapter.s the narrator muses repeatedly

affecting the writer personally,"

implies, the
as

the OED

actual contents of each

about the genre of autobiography itself; and the

photographs provide a jarring counterpoint rather than correspondence with the
descriptions

of characters in the

autobiography,
As
name was

a

Mercy

however, is

at

Displacement,

-

the

conspicuous in the past tense

moment of the text,

(245-46),

compelling need

to enter into

and that the mother is often the

Bronte's Jane

novel that is

beginning

Eyre,

a

Heinrich Plett's

of the

as

dead

as

body is

her dead mother

an

explicitly named

daughter's story. However,

memory and

sprawled,

to one

text"

(30) By
..

of the verb. The mother,

discourse with the absent

"pre-text" for her daughter's

or

as

Charlotte

marked intertext in The Stone
allows for the

Di Brandt argues in relation to novels

chapter,

by

the mother's

large,

overwhelming presence. Daisy connects with

memory, into

imagined constructions of her own birth

death.

Although Mercy's life follows the traditional romance plot,
4

of maternal other in

autobiographies such

the end of the first

the novel's most

own

"My mother's

of The Stone Diaries remains "centred in the mother's

by moving beyond

and, eventually, her

as

meta

important other

terminology, the mother's death in childbirth

Margaret Laurence, the narrative

body,

relation

Language," Bella Brodzki argues that the choice
out of

as

while the father is not. In "Mothers,

Like heroines of earlier fictional

to use

with the words

whose absence is

originary

be classified

the genre of autobiography.

introducing herself in

autobiography (245).

Diaries,

can

Stone Goodwill,"

and

distant mother"

on

autobiographer, Daisy opens the novel

autobiography is "generated
or

The Stone Diaries thus

work of literature that comments

fictional

her mother

-

or a

text.

as

she dies in childbirth

As Shields points out in an interview with Joan Thomas, "the chapter headings speak
to what [is] in the chapter, so that in fact the chapter on Love isn't really about
love, and the chapter on Childhood only touches on childhood" ("Golden Book" 58).

ironically

7
to make room for her

daughter's story (Brandt 14-15), Daisy's

She herself does not die in childbirth, and neither of her two

plot ending.

romance

marriages brings with it her metaphorical death
in Jane

life subverts the

own

and the end of the story,

Eyre. By continuing the narrative through Daisy's

life

as

as

and friend to other women, the novel instead offers readers

the

life not

housewife, the
life to

sort of person

The novel's

portrayal of Daisy's

of her married life and her

Blau DuPlessis identifies

as a common

own

life

The Feminine

death also

plot and traditional fictional autobiography.

autobiography,
written,

an

from measles and

if such

assemblage

autobiography

commentary

a

with what Rachel

narrative strategy of twentieth-century

romance

a

Mystique. Daisy's

aligns

"writing beyond the ending" (197), in this case the ending

Daisy's story is

housewife is

as a

writers:

recovering

glimpse into

who, Patricia Meyers Spacks suggests, "seldom offers her

by another marked intertext, Betty Friedan's

imaginative rendering

room

a

only of a young, questing woman, but also of a middle-class

public view" (112).

informed

marriage

widow, wife, mother,

grandmother,
imagined

does

on

autobiography itself.

of both traditional

As she lies in

pneumonia, she comes to believe

thing were imaginable, would be, if such

of dark voids and

women

a

a

darkened

that "Her

thing were ever to be

unbridgable gaps" (75-6). Daisy's fictional

in The Stone Diaries contains the kinds of voids and gaps to which Jelinek,

Benstock, Perreault, and Buss refer when they speak of women's autobiography. One

unbridgeable
between

gap is the novel's spotty

of the

body.

The gap

body and text was recognized by autobiographer Virginia Woolf earlier in this

century when she
one

description of experiences

wrote that

of her unfulfilled

of The Stone Diaries

truth of her
it is silent

own

on

[her]

own

experiences as a body"

Like Woolf, the fictional

tacitly admits that she is unsuccessful

such

through

as

autobiographer

describes her

own

birth,

her first sexual encounter and the births of her three

these gaps the impossibility of adequately

body within the constraints of internalized patriarchal thinking that

presents women's sexuality

as

was

in her attempts to represent the

body. Although Daisy's autobiography vividly

important details

the

the truth about

goals ("Professions" 153).

children. The novel reveals

representing

"telling

abnormal and women's bodies

as

repositories of evil.

Gaps and misdirections in representation of bodily experience also reflect an

8

autobiographical tradition

that discourages sexualized

Neuman suggests, because the self in

quest," bodies "rarely figure"
described, it becomes

a

of the

autobiography is "synonymous

in the genre

"naming [ot]

portrayals

the

body.

with

As

Shirley

spiritual

("An appearance" 2,1). When the body is
that

unspeakable"

figures as a political act

(Watson 139).
The absence of the

body in

exclusion of Daisy from the

The Stone Diaries is made concrete

photographs,

form the central section of the book.

intended to illustrate the novel's characters, that

Images of Daisy's parents are there, as are images of

her friends, her husbands, and her children; however, she herself is absent
are

evident between what readers have

imagined

and what they

as

obese

concerned, the
void. The

as

the written text suggests. However,

centre of

pictorial void

Shields's fictional

see

in the

far

as

autobiography is

as

not

within The Stone Diaries is evidence,

in women's

-

and

more

decentred

as

and often is absent

-

her voice is

other voices and other modes of narration, and

much of the novel

as

displaced by

displaced by the

her story is

by an

omniscient

or

judgmental

narrator

-

newspaper

clippings, letters, theories
recipes, lists

of family and friends

of books

grocery lists,

purchased

she is, in effect, "crowded out of her

tells

us

that "hers is the

multiplicity
and

more

Daisy

Daisy herself.

in

As

Daisy's voice is supplanted by a proliferation of outside accounts

photographs,
-

replaced

who refers to

the third person, who undercuts her version of events, but who may be
the novel progresses and

a

Shari Benstock argues,

stories of others around her. Her authorial "I" fades in and out of the narrative,

through

it is

autobiographical texts" (20).

Daisy's self appears more
numerous

not

is

just disjunctive;

as

the

photographs;

Daisy's body

that "The self that would reside at the center of the text is decentered

altogether

Disparities

for example, presents her as

photograph labelled with the name of Daisy's mother,
nearly

the

through

only

account there

Daisy
own

presented

has read and

life"

in their voices,

lingerie she has

(190). Although

is" (149), her story is taken

over

by

the narrator
a

of other voices, and the stories of people with whom she is in relation

frequently intrude.

Shields's construction of fictional

community

of voices and stories suggests that women's

based upon

relationship, while also revealing

more

autobiography through a

autobiography is, indeed,

the limitations of that communal

often

9

of the self. It suggests that if a woman is

representation
individual

subjectivity may become

always already

in relation, her

lost in the interconnections that constitute her sense of

of other voices to construct the self thus

self. The novel's

use

exploration and

contestation of contemporary feminist theories of autobiography.

a

Can theories of autobiography be used

fictional text, written in part
about the fictive

Arguments
can

indeed be

as

the

this

in short,

Northrop Frye's

1957

of autobiography suggest that

context

as

diverse

and

an

n'y

or even

-

''the attempt to differentiate between
For if by 'fictional'

accuracy,

select

only

those events and

and Paul

Jay have

asserted the

difference" (Le

Pacte

autobiographer "defines, restricts, or

hardly 'factual,'

status of any text,

impartiality,
makes

(86). Jay

a

inclusiveness

-

imposed

postmodemist argument that

autobiography and fictional autobiography is finally

we mean

something, that is, which is literary
ontological

restatement of

'nonfictional,' for it welcomes all the devices of skilled narration

upon other forms of historical literature"

pointless.

give form to

integrated pattern" (307). Theorists

a aucune

Howarth suggests that the

and observes few of the restrictions

5

impulse to

the events of his life, and that "Autobiography is thus

'unimaginative,'

to

Lejeune writes that an internal analysis of autobiography

novels reveals that "il

autobiographique 26).

order,

autobiography is "prose fiction" because it is

and therefore fictional,

of autobiography.

to

(82). Hutcheon's argument is a

Philippe Lejeune, William Howarth,

autobiographical

shapes"

that

autobiographical theory

Linda Hutcheon writes in The Canadian

in the writer's life that go to build up

as

fictionality

fictionalize"

suggestion

"inspired by a creative,
experiences

to

an

effectively to illuminate features of a

Postmodem, for example, that "to write of anyone's history is

disparate facts;

both

first-person narration of a life from birth to death?

nature

enlightening in

serves as

'made

up,' 'created,'

and not 'real'

autobiographical

-

or

then

not"

we

or

'imagined'

have

(Being

merely

in the Text

defmed the

16).5

one critic disputes the purported fictionality of autobiography,
pointing in part
referentiality toward a real human life. Barrett Mandel suggests that although
autobiographers may use techniques of fiction, "such usage does not tum an
autobiography into a fiction. At every moment of any true autobiography (I do not speak
here of autobiographical novels) the author's intention is to convey the sense that 'this
happened to me,' and it is this intention that is always carried through in a way which, I
believe, makes the result different from fiction" (53). However, Mandel concedes that
autobiography, like fiction, is "a pretense, a construction, an illusion" (57); thus, his
position does not differ radically from that of Jay, and certainly not from that of Howarth.

At least

to its

...

10

Shields's

of postmodern notions about the fictional nature of

awareness

autobiography and even biography is evident in her earlier novels, as well
Diaries. In her 1976 novel Small Ceremonies, hints of
fictional

main character,

a

biographer is

enlarge

Flora

to

lindsay,

or

on

Episodes

(152). In Swann (1987),
construction of poet

a

available data"
in

an

as

postmodernist vision

Mary Swann

as a

is evident in the

to

has

to discover that Swann read Jane Austen.

hoped

that Swann in fact read

of details

only Gone

surrounding

highly probable

(145). As

fellow researcher later comments, "The

not a

last
are

film

script that begins

fictional creations,

Shields
"I had
us

a

....

was

The

as

is the

one

a

of the fictional critics

Jimroy,

Despite hearing

note

from her

is

have been

emphasized

readers and reviewers

thought that the idea of fiction

as

were

disturbed

seamless illusion had

by

If Swann is

a

in Swann's
...

(294).

that declaration:

long since been put behind
nature

of what

("A Little Like Flying" 52).

postmodernist declaration

illusion, The Stone Diaries is

"
...

novelist,

Ontario"

Swann, after all, is about appearance and reality, about the whole

is fictional, what is invented"

a

that "The main characters

tragic Mary Swann, poete naive of rural

surprised that many

daughter

during this period because

bugger should

director's

for example,

by Edna Ferber, Jimroy still

fictionality of all writing

with

posthumous

Swann's life.

that Swann read Jane Austen

bloody biographer" (347).7

chapter,

Each

With the Wind and books

writes "It is
a

Moodie's novel

biographer Morton Jimroy, creates events and

influences

paucity

to

the

her "autobiography in fictional form"

literary figure.s

involved in that construction, but especially
fill in the

states that "The task of

(35), and when she refers

Eventful life

in The Stone

apparent when the

awareness are

biographer of Susanna Moodie,

as

even more

such

a

that fiction

can

longer be seen

as

seamless

declaration. Linda Hutcheon writes that

6 Swann's title is evocative of Marcel Proust's
autobiographical fiction Swann's Way;
thus Clara Thomas calls it "Proustian" ("Reassembling Fragments" 198). The novel itself
evokes the life and death of Vancouver-born poet Pat Lowther, who was bludgeoned to
death by her husband in 1975. Her fourth book of poetry, published posthumously, is
called, intriguingly, A Stone Diary. Swann also is suggestive of Manitoba writer Paul
Hiebert's mock critical biography of Saskatchewan poet Sarah Rinks. The poems that
Hiebert constructs for Sarah are as naive as the ones that fellow Manitoban Shields
constructs for Mary Swann, although more comical.
7

Brian Johnson makes the link between these two passages in a slightly different
"Necessary Illusions: Foucault's Author Function in Carol Shields's
Swann" (66).

context in his essay
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the term postmodern is used "to

(Canadian Postmodern 1).
contain

designate

art forms that are

Hutcheon further

"genre paradoxes," including

biography or fiction (4-5):

an

fundamentally self-reflexive"

categorizes as postmodem works that

undecidability about whether

"One of the results of the

been that its textual self-consciousness has led to

a

paradoxes

the work is

of postmodemism has

general questioning of the meaning

(and value) of making firm distinctions between different forms of literature,
between art and life"

or even

(21). Feminist theorists of autobiography make similar suggestions

about both the self-consciousness and genre destabilization of postmodem

autobiographical acts.
disputing
also

an

Marlene Kadar argues in

to Terms"

that separates fiction and non-fiction, the

epistemology

enjoys contesting

"Coming

the boundaries between fiction and

that "Apart from

postmodem

autobiography" (5).

vision

Liz

Stanley

suggests in The AutolBiographicall: The Theory and Practice of Feminist Auto/

Biography that "a distinct feminist autobiography is
characterised

in the process of construction,

by its self-conscious and increasingly self-confident traversing of

conventional boundaries between different genres of writing"

Autobiography and Postmodemism, Leigh
"Postmodemism's

skepticism

about

autobiography, figured by the I,
catachrestical

eruption

or

legitimated" (7).

attaches to other

analyzes wlilttshe calls

more

stable genres,

and there "indicates

a

very real

extreme self-consciousness of

Flying" 38).

sense

and

a

desire to

impose

in which each

the part of critics and academics to

on

literature definable and teachable
no

such

thing

as

pure

of assimilated and transformed

If The Stone Diaries is

in genre,

not

been

an

previously

literary forms"

because

literary text makes its own form" ("A Little Like

on

that "It may be that there is

varying degrees

disruption

its construction. Shields herself has

In her essay "Three Canadian Women: Fiction

decries "a compulsion

in the

postmodem in its use of the I to disrupt genre

commented that she is "indifferent to the boundaries between

''There is

a

as

of self-representation in genres in which it has

The Stone Diaries is

boundaries, and in the

In her introduction to

generic typology" (5). She suggests that ''the mark of

'autobiographical novel' ,"

interruption

Gilmore

(255).

postmodem

or

Autobiography," she

categorize forms of writing

genres" (50). She concludes

autobiography or pure fiction, but only

experience" (54).

in its contestation of genre boundaries, it is
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also

postmodem in its

use

of parody. Hutcheon argues that "Parody is

postmodem paradoxical form

because it

originality" (8).
that it
Jane

tradition and the claims of art to

The Stone Diaries inscribes and undercuts the genres and

works

such

as

Eyre.

putative fictional nature of autobiography puts into question

and modernist tenet of autobiography: that it

can

Irony/Humor, Candace Lang suggests that 'The

self-representation depends upon
single,

stable referent"

...

be

directly

author

the sole

as

authority,

his

between

autobiography

secondly,

a

writings" (73).

the conviction that 'I,' the

the author

Morgan

argues that the

Morgan suggests that as

with the belief that

propounded by Roland Barthes,
they indicate ''The End

a

autobiography

women must

a

distinction

interlocking assumptions
reality

to name

of the self;

and hold that reality in

"poststructuralist rejection of

at

the act of producing

a

text"
or

cast

transparent"

theories of the "death of the author"

Jacques Derrida and

of Autobiography." He concludes that "no

proposes that

autobiography can take

where concepts of subject, self, and author

(342). Thus,

he suggests, the

autobiographical

he relates to the written text

of referentiality to real life within the genre of autobiography worries

many feminist critics of

to

two,

"is easy, factual, and

Michel Foucault, and

subject does not exist except as she

self,

by

result of the

place except within the boundaries of a writing

rejection

as

"the emergence of

to

eighteenth-century

confidence in the fixed, identifiable

(6). Autobiographical critic Michael Sprinker looks

The

speaking subject, has

unified, originating subject" (3), "both of these assumptions have been

along

collapse into

In

single individual responsible for (and therefore expressed

Janice

a

specific life.

development of the concept of the

confidence in the referential power of language

as a

into doubt,"

or

and fiction "was reinforced

writing: first,

written text" (6).

to a

(72). She connects the rise of autobiography

through)

about self and

related

another humanist

traditional defmition of autobiography

the romantic notion of personhood and the simultaneous

a

specific

parodies, including autobiography, biography, and fictional autobiography

The

a

typical

and abuses the texts and conventions of the

uses

authority of that

tradition. It also contests both the

a

insist upon

autobiography. They argue that, unlike white, middle-class men,
some

form of referentiality in their life

speak [their] oppression,

to name

writing

oppressors" (Stanley 16).

in order "to claim

For women, then,
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issues of subjectivity cannot be avoided, because

gender and of justice. Morgan
position

admits that ''to those

the deconstruction of authorial

...

they are intimately connected to issues of

writing from

subjectivity must,

a

privileged centrist

at least in the short term,

represent a welcome, liberating prospect" However, she continues, for those "writing
from the

margins" and "long familiar with

assigned to them,
dubious

at

best"

construction

subject is
and

the

supposed advantages to be derived from such

be evaded

recuperatively

complicitous relationship

eliminating

anonymity that the power hierarchy has
absence must remain

(12). Bella Brodzki and Celeste Schenck argue that "Gender as

cannot

to be

the

the 'facile

by

any critical

canvassed"

(7),

and conclude that to elide "the
"

in

autobiography "in the

of referentiality' is

political questions" (12-13). Considering

cultural

perspective if s female autobiographical

of 'life' and 'art'

assumption

a

women's

dangerously

writing

in

...

to

duplicitous

name

of

beg serious

general, Nancy Miller

suggests that "the postmodemist decision that the Author is dead, and subjective agency

along

with him

...

prematurely

while Linda Hutcheon

asserts

forecloses the

that "Women

question of identity for [women]" (106),

must

define their

question it; they must first assert the selfhood they have
culture"

(Canadian

In her essay

Shirley Neuman

referentiality is

Postmodern

still

persuasively

implied

From Different Poetics to

figured upon,

a

that

whenever

[A]utobiography's

been denied

before

they can

by the dominant

6).8

"Autobiography:

argues

subjectivity

a

Poetics of Difference,"

despite postmodernist theories of autobiography,

autobiography is written:

definitive feature is that it seeks to represent,

(perhaps impossible) correspondence

or at

between its

least is

narrating

'I'

8 Several feminist critics
rightly admit that the rejection of referentiality has some
benefits for women autobiographers. Brodzki and Schenck suggest that ''What Barthes's
project arguably offers to a feminist reading of autobiography is a model of
nonrepresentative, dispersed, displaced subjectivity" (6). Liz Stanley points out that
characteristics of "innovative feminist autobiographies are also those assigned by various
theorists to postmodernism," including "a rejection of what is seen as the false
referentiality of depictions of the modernist self," a "severe rebuttal of modernist notions
of authorship, the unique mind of the individual writer inscribing some quintessential
inner truth," and "an insistence on intertextuality and a focus on language in use" (14-15).
The benefit of postmodernist views of autobiography to women writers is thus mainly the
recognition that autobiographies can be written from dispersed points of view, instead of
only from the unified position traditionally recognized as a prerogative of male

autobiographers.
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and

a

'self'

This remains true whether

subject actually-in-the-world.
ontological

discursive and

status or

ideological

whether we theorize
structures

a

whether

-

'subject'
we see

the

as

Liz

Stanley posits

the

grant the

product of

the reference of

autobiography as to a self already existent in the world or as to
brought into being through the act of writing

we

a

subject

autobiography. (213)

complex referentiality for autobiography, suggesting not

an even more

only that autobiographies still "claim referentiality (even if of a very complex kind)
life' of the author," but also that "our understanding of 'lives' and how
'written lives' is
ones

such

as

gained from

David

enabled

make

fiction these could be

the novel and not

was

ordinary facts

presented

as

special

less seditious, and less seductive for

a woman

of her life"

on

interest to

of importance, of study, of interest,

(59).

From

autobiography

the

women

readers"

unfolding of one

that when that self was female, she
as

did the

seemingly

Stanley's point of view, understanding

autobiography is intimately connected to understanding fiction,
female self in

of

directly referential claims for the female self, for made through

particular life, one particular self," and suggests
became

fictional

including

autobiographical writing that initially

(59). Stanley defines referentiality in this context as "a focus

"thereby

-

they become

and Anna Karenina" (14). The historical

writing about women's lives is

women

She argues that "it
women to

pictorial autolbiographies

Copperfield, Jane Eyre

function of the novel for

Stanley.

written and

of 'the

and the referentiality of the

has its basis in the referential claims made

by

women

novelists.

Although Stanley writes mostly
arguments also

can

be

applied

blur the boundaries between

to

about novels from the

contemporary novels such

autobiography and fiction

as

and in

coming

to this

feminist researchers into women's
Kadar. Cooke's arguments
Atwood's novel Cas's
Diaries

as

are

conclusion, I

am

her

The Stone Diaries, which

so

understanding of autobiography, "our understanding of 'lives'
'written lives'." In

previous century,

doing help enlarge our

and how

they become

indebted to the work of two Canadian

autobiographical writing, Nathalie Cooke and

made in the context of discussions about

Marlene

Margaret

Eye, but they represent provocative possibilities for The Stone

well. Cooke writes that while Cat's

Eye

has been called

autobiographical. it in

15

fact

"speaks

to the form

She suggests that the

autobiography,"
[sic]

caterogy
Cat's

Eye in

as

it is

autobiography is

In

(164).
uses

the

a

autobiography; they must focus

which she defines

Stone Diaries
to

"an

own

as

can

to

a

generic
classify

the way

on

as

"fictive

as a

as a

"fictive

fictive construct"

autobiography"

which

draw attention to its construction and to its

Eye, that I do not consider

in other words, I do not view it

as an

autobiography,

and the novel does work

through

The

attempt by Carol
one

and

of the novel's

play with

difficulties, and theories of autobiography.

an

the self-conscious

expanded

That

new

autobiography

helped direct my consideration of the

fictionality of The Stone Diaries and its exploration

introductory essay in Essays on Life Writing.

defmition of autobiography

genre includes not

under definitions such

course, to include texts

by

women as

(even) biography" ("Coming

9

be read

Cooke does about Cat's

of autobiography is Marlene Kadar's

study,

their attention

represent parts of her own life in fictional guise.s However,

relationship between

writing.

of

must do more than

problematical status

A second theoretical argument that has

proposes

explores are "those

autobiography.

autobiographical;

is

within it" (162).

autobiography composed by a fictional

of autobiography

emphasize,

primary concerns
nuances,

as

draws attention to its

both fiction and

or

(162). Cooke classifies Atwood's novel

similar way, The Stone Diaries

I must

novel

it speaks from

literary strategy": "Atwood's readers

literary strategies

status as

Shields

a

as

autobiography in the novel "is not so much

used in the novel"

protagonist, which

much

as

"literary conventions" the

and argues that

terms of

autobiography,"

[of autobiography]

as

part of a new genre called life

only works that would be recognized
as

to Terms"

as

Spender's or Spengemann's (expanded,

well

as

5).

Kadar

of

men), but also "letters, diaries, journals, and

More

importantly for the purposes of my

Kadar's category also includes "the fictional frame in which

This argument does not

we

might find an

deny that the novel, like other works of fiction, may
or, as Shields puts it, be
incorporate
autobiographical or even biographical details
a form of "assimilated and transformed experience" ("Three Canadian Women" 54). For
example, the nineteen-year marriage of botanist Barker Flett, who is fifty-three when he
and thirty-one-year-old Daisy marry, is reminiscent of the marriage of real-life Manitoba
horticulturist Frank Skinner. Skinner was a sixty-five-year-old bachelor and his wife,
Helen, thirty-three when they married. Their twenty-year marriage, which ended with his
death in 1967, produced five children (Roy 8).
some

-
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autobiographical voice" (7). Thus
a

work of fiction such

a

clear, although fictive, autobiographical voice,

expanded

genre of life

The Stone Diaries. which has

as

be considered part of Kadar's

can

Kadar takes her theoretical considerations

writing.

an enormous

step further when she suggests that life writing. especially life writing that is metafictional,
is

not

only

a

in her view,

genre but also

"Reading

positive reading,

a

leads

a

ask

a

'original genre'

a term

given

draws attention to its status
between fiction and

the limits of the
in

a

to

fictional

as an

and

and

a

critical comment

this conclusion because,

overtly resists a proof

on

Life

literature about literature,

Patricia

Waugh

autobiography to

some

and

writes that

systematically

questions about the relationship

self-consciously

in order to pose

writing

it" (12).

writing which self-consciously

The Stone Diaries

draws attention to its

questions about the relationship
version of reality. In her review

calls the novel "a

autobiographical form"

or

writing.

artefact in order to pose

Kathryn Hughes

sharp-as-tacks investigation

and suggests that "Shields' work is

a

novel that makes

The novel offers

insights

a

critical comment

on current

into theories of autobiography,

relational nature of autobiography
new

The

sophisticated investigation of autobiography in a meta

autobiographical

whether

into

always

sophisticated understanding of current litcrit debates" (40). Through

Stone Diaries, Shields presents

questions

that

one

the kind of metafiction,

autobiography

autobiography,

of The Stone Diaries,

grounded

as

reality" (2).

status as both fiction and

of fiction to

writing,

critical comment about the genre of life

"Metafiction is

comes to

questions about our critical practice" (10).

I view The Stone Diaries
that makes

She

practice" (3).

kind of metafictionallife

us to

thus becomes "both the

"critical

as

thinking

writing.

explores the discontinuous

proposed by feminist theorists,

ways of writing and

restrictive than the traditional ways.

theories of life

and

and

ultimately

about women's lives

are

any less

CHAPTER Two

Drafting Alternate Versions:
The Communal

The
one

of a female

representation

of the central

concerns

Goodwill Flett is defined

Autobiography

autobiographical subject through

of The Stone Diaries. Fictional
various narrative

through

with whom she is in relation. As
one

of

Appropriation

a

fictional

her relationships is

autobiographer Daisy

strategies in terms

autobiography,

of the many

people

The Stone Diaries accords

on

hand with feminist theories about the relational nature of women's lives and women's

life stories, and with the relational

Salman Rushdie's

Midnight's

always already in relation,
other hand,
women's

although

representation

of lives in

Children. In The Stone Diaries,

the novel

explores and

in which women's lives

become almost invisible,

even

in

describes not events she
she has been told,

as

inscribes ideas about the relational

can

nature

become

so

buried in other lives

as to

remember

as

Jane

experiencing

Eyre does, but imaginary

Eyre.

The fictional

straightforward

accounts of her

protagonist

accounts of what

parents' motivations,

autobiography "written

sex

with

imagination's invisible ink" (149), sparked by ''the vacuum [Daisy] sensed,

suddenly,

own

birth. The book is

or

consistently like autobiography,

their

lives, and her

in the middle of her life"

(75).

an

The narrator outlines the

project, which begins when Daisy is eleven years
She understood that if she
have to

rescue

it

of

of these ideas. The narrative

Stone Diaries reads

autobiography such

can

Jane

as

autobiography.

Only the first chapter of The
but not traditional fictional

Daisy is represented

and her life story is constructed in terms of others'. On the

autobiography, it is not completely uncritical

highlights the way

postmodernist fiction such as

was

on

air, written

autobiographical

old:

going to

hold

on to

her life at all, she would

by a primary act of imagination, supplementing, modifying,
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summoning
whatever,
wrong

up the necessary connections,

dreaming

even

conjuring

the

pastoral

limestone tower into existence,

a

occasionally, exaggerating

conversations of impossible

or

or

getting

heroic

or

the details

lying outright, inventing letters or

gentility,

or

casting conjecture in

a

pretty light

(76-77)1
The entire novel is identified in this passage

consciousness,
even

a

combination of imagination,

lies. Readers

the limestone

are

alerted

that the

tower

something Daisy may

to

around this
..

she

She's

of the

about the

described in detail is

already

out

is

Daisy

making

heroic. As Liz

fiction

construct

building it,

that is

comments

our own

and she's
Book"

that "the lives of most

concealments"

(354). Daisy's

engage in

a

"careful

Daisy is

In Swann, the

She

enlarges

on

of eighteenth- and

writing

our own

her

1

on

-

life.

autobiography:

life. We carry

actually put pen

to paper.

as

on

is the stated task of the

Small Ceremonies, is to fill those

accumulation of details,"
air

to

"enlarge

on

"gaps"

available data"

throughout her long life,

the available material, extends, shrinks,

who knows that it

Cruzzi

affairs. And full of secrets and

reshapes what's

offered; this mixed potion is her life. She swirls it one way

depending

a

printer and publisher Frederic

people are pretty scrappy

(35). As Daisy writes her autobiography

beginning of the

about what makes

not

all think

as

life, and making it

own

Stanley suggests

task in The Stone Diaries,

daily

the

at

presented

it out of the scraps of what she knows and what

biographer-narrator of Shields's first novel,
to

now

of her life in relation to

sense

life. But no, she doesn't

building
58).

up her

Daisy has learned

in interviews that

and

authority of Daisy's voice, since

models that structure her

pastoral or

pointed

imagines" ("Golden

(33),

conjuring, conjecture, exaggeration,

thinking it, in exactly the same way that we

"She's

.

has

invented.

nineteenth-century women, through
Shields has

skeptical

invention of Daisy Goodwill's

have dreamed into existence, and the letters

according to prior available

generic conventions

be

narrator

chapter are flagged as perhaps
up

as an

depends

on?

-

or

the other,

the fulcrum of desire,

or

account of her life is "a kind of fantasy she has
death
a heart attack at 80" (173). However, Daisy
decline
into
after
during
long
to
be
her
autobiography throughout her long life, as this quotation
appears
preparing
indicates, although she clearly revises as she grows older and her sense of generic
conventions with which to compare her narrative becomes more developed.

Margery Fee suggests that Daisy's
her
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of necessity. She

something

or

life is not

Daisy's

out

might drop
of

a

in

a

soap opera

ripe plum
or a

only what happens to her; it is

from

dream.

a

book she's

library

reading

(282)

also what she

sees on

television, what

she reads in books, what she dreams.
The
the

narrator

life is

autobiographical impulse is explored
talks about "biographical

cheat"

a

certainly

(28)

and that "There

aloud"

not

holes that connect like
engages
as

most

she lies

directly

with

when she wakes in the
recovers

in

chapters in every life which

streams"

married

a

as

seldom read, and

opportunity

woman

to

of

(196). However, the novel

Daisy's autobiographical undertaking

from

are

points out that autobiography "is full of systemic error,

morning in

hospital

are

and has the

as a

points throughout the novel,

logic" (27), tells the reader that "The recounting of a

tangle of underground

a

quietly in bed

child; when she waits

she

and

(111),

several

at

at

five times in her life,

consider her life: when she is ill

for her husband, Barker, to return from

her Florida retirement home; when

heart attack; and when she dies.2 As

a

a

as

trip;

elderly woman

as an

married woman, the

narrative tells us,
she carries the cool and curious power of occasionally
world

vividly

....

The narrative

She may be crowded out of her

always know

it

-

maze

own

opens and

life

but she possesses,

permits

able

to see

her to pass

she knows this for

-

as a

being

a

the

through.

fact and has

compensatory gift, the startling

ability to draft alternate versions. (190)

Daisy's

life is

a

narrative, and as its creator, she is able

edit what she composes. If
she would "stutter out

an

Daisy at age seventy-two was asked

edited

hybrid version."

reinvent themselves," her words would be
When

"Pictures

to compose other

Daisy lies in bed in

a

a

As

one

versions and to

for the story of her life,

of many

"obliged

every

"blend of distortion and omission"

convalescent home after

fly into her head, brighter by far than those she

a

heart attack at age

sees on

the

big

TV

day to

(283).

eighty,

screen

in the

patients' lounge" (337):

2

In her internet review of The Stone Diaries, Ann Cowan points to four times "when
Daisy lies in the dark and seeks to define herself." Cowan's count includes the period of
Daisy's depression (when, I believe, others around her instead sought to define her), and
excludes the morning during her retirement and her time in the convalescent home.
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autobiographical egotism evident in Daisy's undercutting

of her

narrative: "It

own

recognizes the self-aggrandizing impulse in the writer of autobiography

and destabilizes it

by mocking it, and at the same time it enforces the accepted premise that events become
history once they are written down" (102). However, Daisy's revision and undercutting
of her own story

serve

yet another purpose: they echo

historiography or the "imaginative reconstruction"

postmodern

of the past

theories about

(Hutcheon, ''Postmodern

Problematizing" 370).
Many postmodern

of historiography have

acts

is written,

history (here personal history)

preceded

Shields's account of how

Salman Rushdie's

including

Midnight's

Children. In 'The Postmodem Problematizing of History," Linda Hutcheon argues that
traditional

historiography and

way that the

realist fiction both

events seem to narrate

fiction, including works such
of historical statements:

as

Diaries is

neither

the

a

postmodern history and

objective

Daisy's
nor

account of

and transparency of

her

own

history in

Daisy

as narrator

Saleem Sinai
I

initially from Daisy herself.

was

The revision of personal

engages is reminiscent of the correction of vague

as narrator on

the

born in the

there's

getting

no

opening

city

of

midnight,

at

Bombay

..•

once

away from the date: I

upon

was

a

history in

which

inaccurate details

time. No, that won't do,

1947. And the time? The time matters, too.

of fact Clock-hands

On the stroke of

joined palms in respectful greeting

at

independence, I tumbled forth into the world. (11; ellipsis in original)
corrects his own

describes the birth of his

son

"at the

at the

instant of India's arrival

I

Saleem, like Daisy,

Oh, spell it out, spell it out:

...

as

came.

by

born in Doctor Narlikar's

night No, it's important to be more

as a matter

or

different

page of Midnight's Children:

Nursing Home on August 15th,
Well then:

The Stone

transparent Instead, the reader is reminded of

subjective and constructed nature of the narrative by being presented with

versions of events,

a

Midnight's Children, challenge ''the implied assumptions

similar way,

In

as

themselves." However,

objectivity, neutrality, impersonality,

representation" (370).
presented

"attempt to narrate past events in such

precise

narrative, then rewrites his correction when he

precise instant of India's arrival

at

Emergency" (405).
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As he revises his life

history, Saleem,

narrative conventions

structuring his

like

life

Daisy,

also shows

an awareness

of different

writing, including fairy tale, interview,

and

autoethnography.
In The Stone

narrative

Diaries, the imaginative reconstruction of personal history undercuts

authority, as is evident in the narrator's presentation

of Daisy's life story. When

of several different versions

girlhood friend Fraidy Hoyt comes to visit, for example, she

thinks,
here is

Daisy Goodwill

with

a

distinguished husband

house and three beautiful children.
Or else

Fraidy Hoyt thought: oh,

godawful

dirndl skirts

Fraidy might be envious of Daisy,
be

as

mixed and
Shields

ambiguous

as

experimented

she

differing

one

Academic Sarah
blood ties,

something? Drop

on

four separate characters

be identified

as

correct, for

one

little hint?

a

example, in

those between mothers and

name

I Blisters the

the bone"

tells small-town librarian Rose Hindmarch that the poem is "a pretty

covenant, the eating

perhaps

...

of

a more

eventually is revealed to

by publisher Frederic Cruzzi

by moisture (282).

be

and his

Thus

elemental

of the Godhead, that sort of thing." Rose does not

menstruation. She would have died first"

as not

(57, 184).

daughters" (57). Biographer Morton

to utter the word

highlighted

day

inescapable perseverance of

she believes the poem is in fact about menstruation, and "She

blurred

(183-84)

the characters'

respond because

my name"

of those

investigating Mary

rubbing

about ''the

direct reference to the sacrament of holy communion. Or

of blood

...

together imply.

what little I own, I Robbing the hour,

particularly

wanted

with narration that presents different versions of reality in

Maloney believes that the poem is

Jimroy, however,

sort

around in

respectable going

the alternate versions

interpretation can

Spends

ever

she's gone fat. And

Daisy. My God,

reactions to Swann's short poem, "Blood pronounces my

with shame I

of us

might feel pity or contempt, or her feelings might

her 1987 novel, Swann, which focuses
Swann. No

poor

should I say

-

large well-managed

a

Daisy's got all that any

who could be

respectable. Although

and

not even

(184-85). "Blood

Swann's exact words, but

wife, Hilde, after the ink

interpretation

on

the

a

was

unable

pronounces

reconstruction

manuscript page was

of the poem, and the narrative itself, is

fixed, but as shifting depending upon the interpreter and upon the
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version of the poem
In The Stone

being examined.3
Diaries, "Birth, 1905" is narrated by Daisy in the first-person, but

after that chapter, the

first-person voice

narration such

straightforward

as

appears

when she describes "the

(121). Daisy undermines her own representation
even more

chapter.

of her life story, but her

thirty-one"

interpretation is

As that narrator says,

with
to

now

is the time to tell you that

getting things straight;

take

Goodwill's

as

it

a

is off.

comes to

ambiguous, although the narrative's repeated

on

lives,

as

it with anyone,

when it is in

reference to

as

she writes her

third-person,

it is sometimes

she records it here

why you

want

bushel of salt.

Daisy

....

-

voice of

intrusive,

displaced into
Daisy's

the

consciousness

third-person

others' responses,

remains

as

well

as

with invisible ink. Even

clearly still Daisy who is doing

private moment,

in which

an

Daisy's autobiographical project

autobiography

when the narrator describes "a very

though

a

little trouble

the details of her life; much of

herself. Whether

provides convincing evidence that she is indeed imagining

recording,

of salt,

but may be the voice of Daisy herself,

controlling consciousness of the narrative even

when the narrative is in the

Which is

..

grain

a

(148-49)

order to allow her to comment

events in hers and others'

.

autobiographer appears to be the ironic

judgmental, outside narrator,
third-person in

Goodwill has

speculative, exaggerated, wildly unlikely

perspective

This assessment of Daisy

of events with

always reliable when

what she has to say is

Daisy

with the truth, that is.

Daisy's representation

She is not

the

I turned

summer

in

radically undermined by the third-person narrator who appears in the second

Maybe

is the

sporadically, especially

more

she will not discuss

[Daisy's husband]

had extolled her

smooth-jointed fingers, comparing them to wonderful flexible silken fish" (230).
The effect of both the
vacillation between first- and

story. This

3

undermining

of Daisy's

third-person narration

authority as narrator and the related

is to distance

Daisy from

her

own

distancing is especially evident in sections of the narration that waver from

Brian Johnson calls the various reactions to the poem different versions of "textual

appropriation" (68)

..
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.

naming Daisy as lor me, to naming Daisy as her or she
An

example appears

"The

on me, on

in the account of Daisy's recovery from measles and

of isolation, of silence, the torment of boredom

long days

young

example occurs

Daisy Goodwill

near

and

emptied her out" (75;

the end of the novel,

as

Daisy's

death

of what's real and what isn't, and so, at this age, have I"
narrator

and

Daisy are identified

person. A third

as

separate, and

born with

a

being judged:

voice that lacks

a

"In

a sense

paradoxical plight of the
distancing
the

and

to

writer of autobiography

engulfment.

..

is my life I

echoes

am

Philippe's Lejeune's

Mellor's

statement

person

or

single

as one

of life's fortunates,

italics added).
is

an enactment

of "the

(speaking subject)

of

accounts for

me) and engulfment

phrase, "the one speaking is

other than me,"

about the self in autobiography, "Je est un autre"

omniscient narrator, each time

primarily through

an

other.

Daisy's displacement from

the

Daisy is constructed

might have

been found in her

still here, inside the

eyes, shoulder,

hip, teeth,

Whether

cupboards,

chapter that describes

(powdery, splintery) bones, ankles,

I'm still here"

her

startling

the sockets of my

(352).

Daisy whose life story

review of The Stone Diaries,

other. However,

readers encounter the

first-person lor third-person other,

self-aware than the

the final

as an

the comments of people around her and the shreds of

comment "I'm

4

one

story is evident each time the first-person narrative I is replaced by the third

life and death

more

I see her

is other than

Daisy as I is never completely eclipsed. Ironically, in

paper that

conflated into

complete with vertiginous bouts

(7). In The Stone Diaries, the I is simultaneously
centre of her

In these passages, the

(329).

the I of the judgmental narrator and

The creation of this other

telling)" (101).

down

approaches: "She's lost track

third-person

sliding effect between distance (the one speaking

(this

pressed

italics added). Another

tragic register" (263;

Mellor suggests that the shift from first-

pneumonia:

all these

-

at the same time

example clearly distinguishes between

the her of Daisy, the person
a woman

single sentence. 4

in the space of a

the narrator is

appears

on

more

knowing and

the novel's pages. In her

Margery Fee suggests that the novel "problematizes the split

Saleem Sinai also is referred

to in both the first-person and third-person in Midnight's
single sentence (for example, as "Baby Saleem," "he" and "I,"
127), but such references are less distanced than those in The Stone Diaries, and usually
can be confidently interpreted as the narrator talking about himself in the third-person.

Children, sometimes in

a
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between the central character's life and her narrative voice.
voice

seem to

be jarringly

unselfconscious, far too unanalytic,

reading" (174).

The

disparate.

Daisy

the

produce

to

Fee concludes that ''The

between what her narrative proves she

we

.

Daisy

..

and her narrative

read about appears far too
narrative that

fascinating

we are

degree of [Daisy's] oppression is the difference

can

think and what others

saw

of her'

(174). The

disparity between Daisy and her narrative voice certainly points out the error of dismissing
middle-aged housewives

as

of the wife and mother who is

mostly body

access to

the consciousness of such

the

time, however, the narrative does

same

thinks in

a

Readers

unintelligent beings.

complicated manner.

a

being

and

functionary,

exposes the

also is

looking

at her own

Shields calls the

commentary, which is

capable of,

serves to

Yet another

more

life and

the

occurs as

narrative almost exclusively in terms of her

points out

that "while

of the text, the main character of her

conspiratorial relationship
Daisy,
own

decentres and

life story,

Daisy

becomes
her'

a mute

(99).

first-person,

relational nature of Daisy's

identity

is

it

writing Daisy's life,

own

a

but

("Golden Book" 58). This
appears

story.

chapter,
as

she is named in the

Barker Flett's young niece,

Alice's mother, Victoria's great-aunt,

Daisy is imagined

to be the

speaking subject

life, she rarely speaks," and she argues that "The

between the anonymous 'I' -narrator and the reader disables
Rather than

being at the apex of her

hollow structure that deflects

Since

Daisy is able to

meaning and points

tell her story, albeit at times in

the "mute hollow structure" in fact may be the stereotype of

the dull, silent housewife that Shields is

life story. Her

At

Daisy's presence in the novel is mediated

eventually deconstructs her.

relentlessly away from
third- rather than

own

on

relationships:

Cuyler Goodwill's young daughter, Mrs. Flett,
Grandma Flett. Mellor

shown how

inaccuracy of the stereotype.

Shields is

As the I fades after the first

by the people around her.

are

seemingly unreflective Daisy

further set her apart from her

layer of distancing

and then

varying levels of narration in the novel

commenting

sophisticated than

asked to note the stereotype

necessarily prove that it is Daisy who

not

"postmodern box-within-the-box, within-the-box":
Daisy

are

seeking to identify

and debunk. However, the

autobiography does displace her from the centre of her own

especially dispersed through

relational

naming.

As

an

ill, elderly
I

woman,

Daisy reacts against this dispersion by cherishing

the mistake the

hospital has
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made in

deleting her married

name

simply, Daisy Goodwill (320).
of wife and mother
As well

as

from her white hospital bracelet and

She

sees

this

pared-down identity that omits relationships

evidence of her own soul.

as

being presented in

a

kind of doubly-

strategies.

repeatedly

Other

constructed

the novel, voices

as

the

proliferation

of voices is

revealing,

Francoise Lionnet
a

an

points out in his review of

"the narration appears to merge with, emerge from, and
an ever

exploration

greater

remove

from

argues, that for

women

Daisy

is

generally

"

'crowded out of her

more

that

writing,

writers of autobiography, ''the

life'

own

quoting

the novel's

by forebears, relations,

interesting than she" (32). The point of these other

narratives is not, however, to show that others

provide evidence

This

fundamentally relational subject" (27). Daisy's life cannot be told

narrator, suggests that
are

Daisy" (l08).

of the relational nature of women's

without reference to those around her. Reviewer Anne Denoon,

and friends who

ambiguous

of outside voices and alternate

of others'. As Neil Besner

sum

proliferate until

human individual is

and

people's stories repeatedly eclipse Daisy's, and her life is

dwell among the novel's characters, at

as

triply-distanced

or

third-person, Daisy's story is told through a proliferation
narrative

naming her,

are more

Daisy's life story is most vivid

interesting

than

when it reveals

Daisy,

but to

an awareness

of how

life is constructed in relation to others, and when the vividness of Daisy's meta

autobiographical commentary puts readers
The construction of
terms

Daisy

in touch with

in terms of others who

of the voices of others around her, is illuminated

Midnight's Children,
I

am

the

an

engaging intellect.

came

by

a

before her, and her voice in

theorizing

of self in

when Saleem says,

sum

total of everything that went before me, of all I have been

done, of everything done-to-me. I
the-world affected

was

gone which would

not

affected
have

exceptional in this matter;

am

everyone

by mine.

you'll

each "I", every

have to swallow

To understand Saleem Sinai's life,

as to

am

happened if I had

plus of us, contains a similar multitude.
understand me,

I

one

seen

everything whose being-in

anything

that

happens after I've

not come. Nor am I

particularly

of the now-six-hundred-million

I repeat for the last time: to
a

world. (370)

understand that of Daisy Goodwill, the reader
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must

understand everyone around them.
Estelle Jelinek suggests that

connection to the
rather than

men's
first

autobiographies by women not only are based

people around them, but also

are

"organized

into self-sustained units,"

having "connecting chapters" that are "chronological

autobiographies (17).

glance to

As

a

fictional

autobiography,

contradict Jelinek's assessment, since its

and

progressive" like

The Stone Diaries appears at

chapter headings focus

of Daisy's life in strict chronological order. However, the narrative of each

diverges

from the

chronology

indicated

repeatedly diverges into

Daisy is in relation.

most

marital

of the

chapter is taken

relationship,

and

by

an

Clarentine Flett, who becomes
describes the

to leave her

up

by

an account

exploration
Daisy's

Daisy's birth

husband and take the infant

desires ofClarentine's son, Barker.
on

their

of Daisy's

the
on

the

parents' early life

reasons

Daisy to Winnipeg;5

"Marriage,

subsequent

and

1927" describes

and

neighbour
only briefly

chapter focuses mostly

honeymoon, but focuses in

dimensions of her three fathers:

and her mother's

foster mother. "Childhood, 1916"

fills his life after his wife's death;

young husband's death

Even the present-tense

of the unfulfilled desires of

experiences of eleven-year-old Daisy:

Cuyler Goodwill

chapter

the lives of Daisy's parents, husbands, children, and

friends. "Birth, 1905" devotes scant space to

death;

periods

on

by its title as it looks backward in time to provide

details about the lives of others with whom
narrative

on a

on

how

Clarentine Flett decided

on

the suppressed sexual

Daisy's marriage

even more

detail

and her

on

Cuyler's volubility, Magnus's recognition of the loving

words he should have said to his wife, and Barker's reaction to

Daisy's marriage.

"Motherhood, 1947" incorporates interpretations of family life from the points of view of
each of

Daisy's three children. "Sorrow, 1965" is ostensibly about Daisy's illness, but

instead tells readers about her friends and relatives, and

peddler who happened
5

upon her

unexpected

even

completes

the story of the

birth.s "Ease, 1977" looks at

Daisy as a

carrying an armful of Michaelmas daisies, which according to
authority signal farewell (Greenaway 9).
She leaves

one

flower

6 Reviewer Geraldine Sherman criticizes Shields for this
passage and for the one in
which the cyclist who knocked down Clarentine returns as a millionaire who builds a
conservatory in her memory. Sherman says of Shields that "as a novelist (or biographer)
she's overly eager to tie all the bits together" (170). In making this criticism, Sherman
fails to recognize that Shields's emphasis on apparently minor characters is a purposeful
way of directing the novel's narrative focus away from the purportedly main character.

-
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retired in Florida, but also describes the death of Daisy's father twenty-two years

woman

earlier and the love affair

Daisy's great-niece is beginning.

The dislocation of the narrative centre from

Daisy is especially evident in "Sorrow,

1965," which consists almost entirely of theories of Daisy's friends, family, and

acquaintances

about the

she has fallen into

reasons

Each

profound depression.

a

presented in the first-person

voice of another person, and each reveals much

that other than it does about

Daisy herself.

Instead, all

through

are

their

her mother is

preoccupied with

own

experiences.

depressed

their

For

own

example,

are our

referring

a

terrible

to, what else?"

details about her sexual

work!

as a

does

Anthony,

of marriage,

suppressing

(244-45). Fraidy herself carries

repetition, degree of response,
Beans

been

separated"

clearly Beans's
It's

disappointment, though.
top of each other. After

a

Daisy

more

like

only

a

all her life. Sex is what I'm

pocket diary containing cryptic

a

while it gets to

(245-46). The theory of Daisy's other friend,

all, but instead

at

"It's not

own:

a

was

fifty-four men, including "duration, position,

and the like"

mention

not

with

that

gardening columnist. Alice,

Work and self cannot be

...

yearning she's

encounters

about her.

theory of Daisy's daughter Alice is

the

(242). The theory of Daisy's friend Fraidy is that "the forfeiting of her 'job'

trigger that released

about

lives, and filter their insights about Daisy's life

because she has lost her job

meanwhile, believes that "We

more

None of Daisy's relatives, friends, and

supposedly closest to her, really knows much

those

acquaintances, not even

theory is

so

much

a

like

a

the

disappointments

question of one big

thousand little
seem

muses on

down

disappointments raining

on

flood, and the first thing you know

you're drowning" (254).
Daisy is not allowed
concluding

section of the

"Surely no

one

-

the poor

to express

chapter,

thing's so emptied out and

hollowed-out,

irrelevant Ann

vacuous

own

theory

titled "Mrs. Flett's

would expect Mrs. Flett

energy to brush her hair, let alone
as a

her

to come

about her

Theory,"

up with

a

starts

a

the

with the words,

theory about her own suffering

lost in her mind she can't

organize

depression;

summon

sufficient

theory" (261). Daisy is perceived by others

housewife, and thus her version of events is deemed

Oakley points out in The Captured Womb that medical practitioners

historically have

devalued women's accounts of their

own

bodies and their

own

health,
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and that women's voices

gradually

have been

appropriated by experts (3, 27, 289).

The Stone Diaries, the experts include everyone around

In

Daisy who knows better than she

what is wrong with her.

Knowledge about others'

internal lives is

Daisy unsuccessfully attempt to analyze

brought into question

her motivations. This

as

interrogation is

complicated, however, by the reader's knowledge that if Daisy can dream
into existence, she also

tower

and her illness. Whether
1965"
know

a

limestone

might be imagining these outside constructions

imagined by Daisy

highlight a question Margery Fee
even

people around

of ourselves, let alone the

or

not, the theories

says the novel forces

presented

us to

in

of her life

"Sorrow,

ask: "What

can we

impenetrable mysteries posed by lovers, spouses,

parents and children, despite the closest of biological and emotional ties?" (173). Shields

explored this question

earlier in Small Ceremonies,

as

is evident from her comment to

interviewer Harvey De Roo that the novel is about "The mystery of personality and the

unknowability of others. Otherness" ("A Little Like Flying" 43). Protagonist Judith Gill
not

only finds the motivations

finds

of her husband,

biographical subjects such as

life is lived inside his

own

head"

daughter,

and

son

unfathomable, but also

Susanna Moodie elusive because "So much of a man's
In Shields's

(53).

own

critical and thematic

study of

Moodie's fiction and non-fiction, Susanna Moodie: Voice and Vision, she calls Moodie

"elaborately

and

maddeningly private" (2),

self is

only occasionally glimpsed;

guest]

or

unwittingly expressed in

it

can

and comments that "Her real and vulnerable

be

seen

in her conversation with

[an unwelcome

her selection of anecdotes and characters"

Shields told Eleanor Wachtel, "One of the

(30).

As

interesting things about Susanna Moodie is

silences in her work, the

things

do you retrieve

who is dead and try to build up with the nib of your pen that

someone

personality who was,

in

a sense,

that she doesn't say

voiceless about the

....

the

How do you retrieve that? How

things that mattered?" ("Interview"

30-31).
The construction of Daisy's life

voiceless about the
more

obvious

as

things that matter.

it is

through

other voices is evidence that she, too, is

The communal

represented through even

more

appropriation of her story becomes

distanced and

distancing letters,

newspaper clippings, lists, and commentaries. "Childhood, 1916" is told in part

through

30'

letters from

begins

Daisy's foster mother, Clarentine,

with

a

series of newspaper clippings about the

and her husband-to-be, and includes
a

a

list of wedding

monologue by her future mother-in-law

1936"

and her son, Barker.

pre-wedding celebrations of Daisy
gifts the young couple received

Daisy's responsibilities

on

incorporates a list of '''Things People Had to Say"

her foster brother and

early father figure,

might have kept in
instead, they

are

an

1955-1964" is told

lawyer,

newspaper editor who is her boss

column, and

even

each letter tells

marriage to

acquaintances before Daisy's trip to the

entirely in letters,

the sort of letters that
one

is written

Daisy

by Daisy;

her dead husband, her friends, her children, the

(and perhaps her lover) when she writes

the readers of that column.

more

wife. "Love,

about Daisy's second

old shoebox in the back of a closet." Not

from her

as a

and

Barker Flett. "Ease, 1977" contains three pages

of conflicting and often humorous advice from

Orkney Islands. "Work,

1927"

"Marriage,

about the person

Again, Daisy's

writing than

gardening

a

voice is absent, and

it does about

Daisy

again,

and each reveals

how little others know of her. Marlene Kadar points out that "the most self-conscious of

life-writing narratives" incorporate "epistolary novels, personal letters,
(159). By self-consciously presenting Daisy's story through letters
locates her in the gaps that
accounts

others

give

are

created

of her life

-

by the contiguous

and

and

and sometimes

even

gossip,

gossip"
the novel

overlapping

gaps that Shari Benstock calls "fissures of

discontinuity" (29).
The final

fragmented.

It

commentary

on

chapter of The

Stone Diaries, "Death," is the most

narratively varied

begins with two versions of Daisy's obituary notice,
the other. The "Flowers

gratefully

one an

declined" of the first,

and

ironic

more

realistic

notice, which might have been written by Daisy's family, is superseded by the "Flowers

gratefully accepted" of the more fanciful notice that is also
Later in the

chapter,

Memory of Daisy
imaginative,

and

the terse and realistic

on

Daisy's headstone,

Goodwill Flett, 1905-199-" is followed

more

thoughtful inscription

decision "To Lie Alone in Death"

necessity

inscription

(347)

-

more accurate to

her life
"In

by a much longer,

(343).

Loving

more

that indicates that she has made the difficult

in other words, that her relationships of

terminate with her death. Included in this

chapter are lists of organizations Daisy
.

7

The novel Shields co-wrote with Blanche Howard, A Celibate Season, focuses
couple who live for a year in separate cities and is told entirely in letters.

on a
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belonged

to, illnesses she suffered from, books she

and included
the flowers

are

on

these

scenes

forward

-

overheard conversations about her illness, her work, her

entirely silenced, although she paradoxically again appears to

in "a series of mutable

forward to her

peace," are recorded

other

here

own

death"

Her last unspoken words, ''I

(358).

am not at

(361), but her voice is for the most part subsumed in the myriad

represented primarily through her connections

experiments with multiple narrative

evident in many of her short stories and in her

Fairly Conventional

couple from

each of their

most evident in

and

imagining

to

people.
Shields's earlier

and A

be

transparencies gesturing not backward in time but

that surround her. She is

relationships

maniages, even

Among this diverse collection of voices and narratives, Daisy's

her coffin,

voice is almost

read, and addresses where she lived,

Woman

voices and

points of view

are

companion novels Happenstance (1980)

(1982), which relate

points of view. However,

a

week in the life of a married

narrative

experimentation is perhaps

Swann, which is told from the points of view of four characters, in first

third-person and past and present

mixed genres such

as

tense, and

letters, poems, and

film

a

through varied

narrative

strategies

and

script Shields has described the section

of the novel about the fourth main character, Frederic

Cruzzi,

as

''his life

artefacts, friends, dreams, reports, letters, rhetorical exercises, [and]

as seen

a tour

through

of his house"

("A Little Like Flying" 51). This section also engages directly with autobiography, when
the narrative reveals that

"autobiography is

a

cherishing of self is only part of the problem.
not to mention hideous

appalling melted
that most

form that offends

There is the inevitable lack of perspective,

evasions, settlings of scores,

people "could write their autobiographies
long

sentence"

pages titled "Frederic Cruzzi: His

Susan

Sweeney argues

Swann reflects "a

Shields divides

awesome

fat of ruminations, barrels of it, boatloads"

sentence" and then to "one

that the

for

in

one

preciosity,

and the

(227). Cruzzi tells

a

friend

line," then amends that to "One

(227). The narrative subsequently provides

two

(Unwritten) One-Sentence Autobiography" (228-29).

peculiarly feminine

responsibility

[Cruzzi]. The cosy

"extravagant multiplicity of narrative voices" in

ambivalence toward narrative

telling her story among

(23). Sweeney concludes that "Swann presents itself

...

authority.

It is

as

if

possible"

as

many narrators

as

many different narrative and

as

-
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nonnarrative texts

but also

-

as a text

that cannot be written"

The

(24).

proliferation of

narrative voices in The Stone Diaries is likewise evidence of what cannot be written, what
cannot

be said.

"disappear[s]

Daisy Goodwill "has a talent for self-obliteration" and in this narrative she

...

from her

own

life"

(124).

writing from a void, completely masking
Little Like

Flying" 48).

Shields said of Swann, "I wanted to try

the narrator, but haven't

With The Stone Diaries, however, she

Mellor writes of Daisy that "Unseen, unheard, this
the centre of the text"
in

a

complex social

woman

at

managed
times

occupies

it yet"

comes

a cavern

close.

of vacancy

(106), while Fee suggests that "the narrative figures Daisy

network" (173). Readers must construct her story in part

as a

on recent

Shields that "at the end of Swann,

(78),

as

novels

by

A. S.

..

in

Mary Swann's presence is salvaged

occludes

Daisy's presence,

book that show

in The Stone Diaries,

Magrath

community"
together to

community both illuminates and

effect made concrete in the

an

the

Byatt, Jane Urquhart, and Carol

academics who have lost all written versions of her poems sit down

reconstruct them However,

at

hole

through

gaps and silences in others' stories, others' voices, other types of narration. Jane
argues in her dissertation

("A

photographs in

Daisy's parents, husbands, friends, children,

and

the middle of the

grandchildren,

but not

Daisy herself.
Sidonie Smith argues in
"identified almost entirely

13).

Her argument

Subjectivity, Identity,

by Seyla Benhabib

upon the comment

their introduction to Feminism

as

Critique,

the 'constitutive defmitions' of her

Daisy Goodwill Flett,

Body that woman is

by the social roles concomitant with her biological destiny" (12-

expands

daughter, someone's wife

and the

identity

woman's individuality

that

a

as a

member of a

and someone's mother"

both

textually

and

and Drucilla Cornell in

(12).

tell her

connecting

own

story

-

The Stone Diaries constructs

visually, almost entirely in relation to others,

for after her birth she is

strand that links the

However, Daisy's function is

disparate events

not

"Daisy's role

virtually voiceless

and characters in the text"

of relationships may obscure the

herself. The novel's construction of a fictional

autobiography through

...

and

is

but to act as the

-

(101).

to expose how an

only to link these other lives, but also

autobiography told through a network

to

family, as someone's

this construction both reveals and obscures her. Mellor argues that
not to

is "sacrificed

autobiographer

a

community of
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voices suggests that women's

based upon

relationship,

the limitations of

a

autobiographies,

while the communal

relational

perpetually been

society
as a

that nobody

within

to tell her own

silenced and how this

recognizes

critical comment

on

appropriation

representation of the self.

undermining of Daisy's authority
have

like women's lives, are, indeed, often

it"

(103).

an

autobiography reveals

As Mellor suggests, 'The novel's

story shows how the voices of women

silencing

is

so

deeply woven into the fabric of

The Stone Diaries thus both

the contemporary idea that

relationship can be

of that

portraying

exemplifies and acts

a woman

effective way to represent her life.

through her place

CHAPTER THREE
the truth about my

"[T]elling

experiences

own

body":

as a

Sex, Death, and Photographs

Adrienne Rich writes in On Lies, Secrets, and Silence,
Whatever is unnamed,

biography,

undepicted in images,

whatever is omitted from

censored in collections of letters, whatever is misnamed

something else, made difficult-to-come-by,

whatever is buried in the memory

by the collapse of meaning under an inadequate or lying language
become,
Rich's

not

merely unspoken,

eloquent arguments

many ways to women's

particular.

The

and buried in

body

about the

sexuality

has

unspeakable
and

general,

As

a

nature of lesbian

fictional

prohibition against "naming

coming

to

the

to

sexuality in autobiography

are

as

...

Women's

The Stone Diaries, that break that

evidence of what Julia Watson calls "a

voice" (139).

unspeakableness

of the

body in autobiography

explored in Sidonie Smith's Subjectivity, Identity, and the Body

and

"An appearance

walking in a forest the sexes burn: Autobiography

of the Feminine

Body."

Smith

individual, "the body itself as

points out that as

a mere

the

core

of the

autobiography, like

a

that

autobiographical self.

is

Shirley Neuman's

and the Construction

result of Renaissance notions of the

object is disassociated from

being" (6). Autobiography has incorporated
as

in

result, what Virginia Woolf calls "the truth about

unspeakable"

in

undepicted, omitted, censored, misnamed,

autobiographies such

The historical basis for the

mind

this will

relationships apply

experiences of the body" ("Professions" 153) has become unspeakable.
autobiographies, even

-

unspeakable. (199)

been unnamed,

long

autobiography.

in

but

as

mind

or

conscious

mind-body disassociation

and has taken

As Neuman argues, "the tradition of

many narratives of western cultures, has established

34

access to

public
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discourse about the self as synonymous with

repressed representations of bodies within
the

spiritual

rather than

spiritual quest and has consequently

the

corporeal focus of autobiography is

handicap," because in the mind-body dichotomy,
associated with
identifies

Neuman argues that the

body)

women as

corporeal leaves

the

women

woman

identifies the genre with

spirituality leaves the potential

of either not

corporeal" (2).

or

have most

commonly been

Contradictorily, a tradition of autobiography

....

writing at all,

what Neuman calls "a double

autobiographer in the position of

her

position

autobiographers,

"literary-philosophic tradition which

identifying herself with

body

For women

genre" (1-2).

woman

of having to invent

The double bind, then, is that

woman

a

autobiographer in

self that is female and

is defined

by her body,

which

the
non

but is

discouraged from writing about that body in autobiography.
Women

autobiographers have long

leaving reference
of the

body,

In Buss's

for

to their bodies out of

tried to invent

autobiography.

a

non-corporeal

Helen Buss

points

that absence makes much of Moodie's life inaccessible:

experience of that female body informs every part of her subjectivity,

woman, a

left out"

.

..

The

body Moodie spoke of

to

of a

always been

(85). The absence of reference to her pregnant body in particular is remarkable,

backwoods about which she wrote in

Roughing It in

In The Tremulous Private
to

completely banish

wholly absent,

remains at the

the

body

the

nursing during

most of

the years in the Canadian

the Bush.

Body, Francis Barker points out that it has
body

from Western discourse: "Neither

is confmed,

ignored,

edge of visibility, troubling

co-opt" the marginalized body, it remains

never

been

wholly present,

exscribed from discourse, and yet

the space from which it has been banished"

(63). According to Smith, although the writing subject attempts

1

the

much of her still

her husband in their private letters, has

or

nor

"[S]ince

desiring, suffering, yearning, nurturing, loving body

because she must have been pregnant

possible

out the absence

example, in works by Canadian autobiographical writer Susanna Moodie.

opinion,

remains hidden.

female self by

on

to

"contain, control, and

the "horizon of experience" and thus "can

Smith points out that woman's essential selfhood is defmed as different from that of
"the universal human/male subject" because it is based on the body: "Anatomy becomes
the irreducible granite at the core of woman's being. This, then becomes her essence, and
paradoxically, her route to nonessentiality" (Subjectivity, Identity, and the Body 11, 12).
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never

be

'jettisoned entirely,'

writing, women's bodies
essay

nor can

it be

Gertrude Stein's The Autobiography
on

In

twentieth-century

have in fact become less and less contained. Smith

diverse

"Identity's Body" to examples as

assembled

wholly contained" (6).

as

ofAlice B.

the

life

points in her

"out-of-body narrative device"

of

Toklas and the "five narratives

the bodies of women" that make up Maxine

Hong Kingston's

The Woman

Warrior, beginning with the body of "no-name aunt" plugging up the family well (273).
The efforts of writers such
Carol

Stein and

argues in "Female

Singley

traditionally defmed
figurative site

in

terms

of female

The female

body

is

of her

more

Kingston to include the body

Language, Body,

and

the

body

are

important,

only because woman is

serves as

the literal and

autobiographical works such

and

these

use

twentieth-century works

evokes both

narrative devices of fiction.

in the voice of her secretary and lover "as

of Robinson Crusoe"

autobiography

and

Alexander Selkirk's four and
Crusoe

or

real-life
some

the

a

(Stein 310). Stein's

fictionality, since
half years

autobiographies of Stein

figure, but

it does

Kingston turns the

or

as a

Defoe's novel

as more

representations

than

woman

Kingston,

body,

was

Defoe did the

Robinson Crusoe

inspired by reports of

The Stone Diaries is not based

on a

in "a fiction that mimics

(Fee 174).

In

particular,

autobiographer's struggle simultaneously to be

body, to speak within

of the

to

as

own

castaway (Green 17). Unlike Robinson

explore autobiography and biography

Shields's novel examines the

simply

reference

of the conventions of autobiography and violates others"

defined

The

eschew the illusion

lives of herself and her relatives into individual stories. Stein's book is her

autobiography

as

Toklas and The Woman Warrior than it is in traditional

autobiography

autobiography, written

as

production" (5).

accessible in

autobiography in part because

of factual truth in

and Self," "not

body but because

pain, pleasure

Autobiography of Alice B.
women's

as

an

autobiographical tradition that excludes

and to express the truth of experiences of the

narrative is evidence of what Neuman calls

body.

Its

"self-representations of a feminine body [that]

rupture and exceed the spiritual discourse of autobiography" (3).
Sidonie Smith asks whether the
subversive
source

practice,

a

body in women's autobiography is "a source of

potentially emancipatory vehicle for autobiographical practice,

of repression and

suppressed narrative" (Subjectivity 23).

or a

In The Stone Diaries,

-
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both

options

are

explored. The corporeal omissions

rupture the surface of the narrative
that the

are

and the

images of the body that

evidence both of repression and of an

awareness

body in autobiography has the potential to be emancipatory.
Shields has shown in earlier novels such

as

The

Republic of Love (1992),

Small

Ceremonies, and Swann that she can write with comfort about sexuality and pregnancy.

Chapter One of The Republic of Love
with her

a

birth in

consists of nine
the last

sexuality

one

As

sex

is

are

a

September to May.

repressed,

with

at least as

they relate

Daisy's life

occurs

at

evasive;

even

by setting up

matters,

...

ten-year intervals. Shields

choosing

for other moments"

the novel's

because of the way in

this structure, "I knew

...

I

the most dramatic

woman's life, and her education, and her sexual initiation

is somewhat

to

Goodwill Flett

losing moments like childbirth, which I think is probably

explanation

In

result of fibroid tumours. However, in The

In part, the omission

engaging

to miss those moments and to go

-

but I decided

("Golden Book" 58).2 This

the

chapters

as

what she calls "still

Shields could have included details of Daisy's sexual initiation in "Love, 1939."

Instead, she chose only

to

allude to that experience

and her second husband, Barker, in which

admits to
2

structural element the book

protagonists announces her pregnancy and

interview with Joan Thomas that in

moment of any

(5). Small

typical of the autobiographer about personal

only briefly" (173).

which the novel is structured,

lifels]"

as a

Margery Fee notes, protagonist Daisy

mentioning

would be

gestation

vaginal bleeding

retains the reticence

an

uses

and pregnancy

autobiographer.

in

and

of the female

"apparently

explains

her clitoris

titled with nine consecutive months from

chapters,

another her relief that her
Stone Diaries,

on

in bed

descriptions of the sexual relations of a married couple,

Chapter Eight,

chapter of Swann,

fictional

protagonist Pay McLeod

long-time lover, whose thumb is "twiddling away"

Ceremonies includes several
features

opens with female

Daisy

through

admits to

a

conversation between

being

a

virgin,

having visited prostitutes. Daisy's pregnancies and labours

Daisy

and Barker

also go unrecorded

In Penguin USA's internet "Interview with Carol Shields," Shields also reports that
''When I read back over my manuscript, I saw that Daisy had somehow leaped over her
experiences with childbirth, sexual initiation, and education. But that's how life stories
are. It's as though you end up your life with a boxful of snapshots. They may not be the
best ones, but they're the ones you have." This snapshot imagery is provocative, but may
not accurately describe most autobiographical narratives, which tend to focus on the
highlights of a life.
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because the narrative of the next
the

wedding with Daisy making

Again, however,

chapter, "Motherhood, 1947," begins eleven
supper for her three children,

had Shields chosen to

use

the

because

one or

both

are

are

important parts

on

on

her

in other

uses

of childbirth.

experiences

important sites of exploration in women's autobiographies

role in the connection of woman to

places particular stress

seven, and nine.

retrospective techniques she

parts of the novel, she could have had Daisy look back
Sex and childbirth

aged five,

years after

of most women's

body

the role the

in the

physical

lives.

They

also

playa

mind-body dichotomy. Sidonie Smith

hymen has played

in

society's essentializing

definition of women:
There is

no

isolable

core

of selfhood there for woman, for in the act of

heterosexual intercourse, the female
other and in the

experience

body is penetrated by

the body of the

of pregnancy, that other that is part of the

takes up greater and greater space inside until it is

suddenly expelled.

is outside; outside inside. The cultural notion of autonomous

subject
Inside

individ�ity is

totally confused. (Subjectivity 12)
If

sex

and childbirth

are moments

when the

challenge

to

women's autonomous

individuality is most acute, they are also moments when women's "double handicap"
the genre of

autobiography should be most evident.

autobiography to display
about

a

might expect women's

of details about

and revelation of those details. In The Stone Diaries, the

Daisy's first sexual experience and her experience

childbirth alternates with revelations about Daisy's

Daisy,

we

continual conflict between resistance to revelation of details

sexuality and childbirth,

suppression

Thus

in

her husband, her parents and

own

parents-in-law,

birth and about the

her friend

Fraidy,

niece Victoria. As these narratives rupture the surface of the text,

and

of

sexuality of
even

they provide

her great

an

exploration of social strictures governing women's bodies.
Daisy's early sexuality
of female

sexuality,

is constructed in terms of the

recurrent

symbol

the flower. From the Roman de la Rose to William Blake's ''The Sick

Rose," flowers, and particularly the

rose,

have been used to represent women's

However, Daisy's flower name, unlike the
tension between

archetypal

rose, means

recognized female innocence

and

innocence

sexuality.

(Greenaway 9), and the

potential sexuality is

evident in

Barker)
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Initially, his repressed sexual

reaction to his so-called niece.
his sexualized

desire fmds its outlet

feelings about the western lady's-slipper:
He loved this flower. (The

have drawn its

lateral

sensuous

"lady,"

of course,

was

his. He had worked

on

it

and root

.

..

The
other

of mankind

intensity of his

complex longings.

Botanical terms take

on a

sexual

of love is described

lady's-slipper is subjected to

as

gaze

this

on

He ached

meaning in

clay

anew

and open its full

particular

single living thing

....

awakened in him

for release from his

this passage,

as

regenerative

body, (45-46)

the flower named for the

delicate, feminine, and resembling female genitalia. The

Barker's sexual gaze, the

he

eventually turns on Daisy (77).

to

Daisy

becomes

and to his eye in

-

now, and now he

and the pure, classic

mechanics that lift it out of the humble mid-continental
to the eye

This delicate, frilled

(her) for months

possessed the whole of its folded silken parts

beauty

Venus.) He could

was

shape even in his dreams. Dorsal sepal, column,

sepal, sheath, sheathing bract, eye,

blossom

goddess

through

"long brooding sexual

The connection of flowers to

sexuality

explicit when the narrative turns to Barker's research

and

.

stare" that

ultimately

into the small

orchids that simulate "the sexual parts of the female insect" and thus attract male insects to

pollinate them:
As

a man

of science, Flett finds the

phenomenon obscurely disturbing,

particularly the copulative gestures the excited male performs at the edge of the
mute

petal.

He is also disturbed,

presence of eleven-year-old

though

sick

room

in her

summer

female

the

edge

supposed

of which

the

a

to

male

be, and is

dresses,

when he entered her darkened

and observed the sweetness of her form beneath the sheet

as women are

on

body, her bare arms

yearning he experienced recently

The orchid is mute,

genitalia,

acknowledge it, by

Daisy Goodwill in his household, the bold

unselfconscious movement of her

the unnatural

he has yet to

now

(68)

explicitly represented

performs copulative gestures.

as

These
.

gestures

are

linked in Barker's mind to what he

time, innocence,
to his

as

sexual urges

he turns her

responsibly:

body into
he

the

sees as

Daisy's boldness and,

object of his

recognizes them

as

at the same

sexualized gaze. Barker reacts

"unnatural"; he does

not act upon
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them; and he writes to Daisy's father to ask him
handles his attraction and his gaze in
she

"translate[s]

her uncle's

attack of indigestion"

a

to make a home

practical manner that strikes the reader as

long brooding

sexual stare, for that

Daisy

was

comical:

what it was, into

an

(77).

Daisy's feelings about her own sexuality
sex, and in her later

for her. Meanwhile, she

are

evident in her

youthful curiosity about

compliance with social expectations about sex as

and her young friends,

Fraidy Hoyt

and Beans

a

married

Anthony, try "to puzzle

woman.

out the

mysteries of the copulative act":
[H]ow long did it last? How much did it hurt? Were you supposed to talk
the

same

did

a

time you

were

doing it, whisper little endearments

'climax' feel like and how could you be

did it matter anyway, and

was

it

sure

and

you had it

cheating to pretend you

did

or

so

on? What

not, and

even

at

why

if you

didn't? (245)
Just before

Daisy's first, unconsummated, marriage,

France, where she learned about oral
which
"

one

is both

ambiguous

and

sex.

"

(107).

As well

as

"I couldn't,"

reporting

'I feel sick

up.'

her story includes mention of "the

text

of the friends

are so

to
-

similar-

right this minute, just thinking

the narrative reveals that

nonreproductive sexual activity of masturbation.

(123). The

Fraidy's trip

discussions about the sexual act, in both its

reproductive and nonreproductive forms,

honeymoon,

announces one

unimportant, since their sentiments

'I'd be sick to my stomach, I'd throw

about it'

the friends discuss

implies both that Daisy

Daisy

engages in the

After her first husband dies
secret love

helpless,

she

their

on

gives

her body"

finds this act shameful, and that she cannot

help

but engage in it
The intact state of Daisy's
a

topic of unusual interest

hymen after her marriage becomes,

in her social circle. She has confided

but her doctor's revelations lead her mother-in-law to

Goodwill

was an

unnatural

frustrated the ardor of

Daisy's society with

a

woman

of profound

healthy young man,

husband's alcoholism

-

but rather

on

frigidity,

her son"

her virginity focuses not

on

announce

the real

Daisy as body.'

only in
publicly

who had

(126).

The

reason

unknown to

her two friends,
"that young

trapped and

-

Daisy

then

preoccupation

for it

Daisy,

of

her young

It also reflects Smith's arguments
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about the role of the

been

hymen in society's essentializing

of

Daisy's body has not

women:

"penetrated by the body of the other" and she thus is perceived as an autonomous

individual who is

a

threat to the established sexual order.

adult ambivalence toward

Daisy's

sexuality is explored in a conversation with her

daughter Alice, related in the third-person from Alice's point of view:
explained to her the secrets of procreation. This is
a

man's peter

wants

details

poking inside a woman's peepee place" (165).

a

they relate

as

to Alice's

Daisy responds
and

terrible news,

shocking

disgust with
not

the comment, "It's

convincing (166).

to her not as "I" or even

beautiful

a

The

in all its parts,

Alice wants details, and she

her house, her parents' bed, and her parents.

to

woman," her response is

voice, which refers

"Alice's mother has

distancing

thing

Although
between

a man

of the narrative

"Daisy" but as "Alice's mother," emphasizes

her ambivalence.
The

tragicomic section

of the book titled "Mrs. Flett's Intimate Relations with her

Husband" reveals that Daisy has learned to define what she
articles in

popular magazines for women.

"Mrs. Flett,"

a woman

who exists

strategy serves effectively
the proper lady

body through

only

in relation

to distance her from her

"represses the body"

selflessness"

(Subjectivity, Identity,

his entreaties,

(185). ''Try to

even

though his

has read; thus she puts in her

also

would be

wears a

many

Again,

desire. Sidonie Smith

and the

this narrative

points

out that

Body 16). Daisy's selflessness

"Deeply, fervently, sincerely desiring

Companion, she has followed the recipes

paid particular attention

husband in bed"

night'

her husband.

to

to be a

and mother," she has read every issue of Good Housekeeping, McCalls, and

The Canadian Home

she has

Daisy is named not 'T' but

and "surmounts her negative identification with the

extends to her husband and her children.

good wife

In this section,

and cannot desire from

can

a

to

articles that detail

actual

lovemaking may be sporadic

diaphragm

every

night,

even

though

are

and

always ready

unpredictable,"

she thinks

"

lot to put up with" and "nine times out often it isn't needed"
has read that ''The

seek affection elsewhere"

Shields's

decorating tips,

representation

and

"ways a woman can please her

make your husband believe that you

nightgown because she

a man to

and the

wearing

for
she

'every
(186). She

of pajamas has driven

(186).

of the effect of the media

on

Daisy's sexual relationship
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with her husband reflects

Betty Friedan's

1963 criticism of media constructions of

women's roles, which Shields read the year it

20). Friedan points

out

in The Feminine

was

published (''Interview'' with Wachtel

Mystique that the image of woman put forward

by women's magazines such as Good Housekeeping

and McCalls and

"by

advertisements, television, movies, novels, columns and books" (34) is of someone who
is

"young

and

world of bedroom and kitchen, sex, babies, and home"
woman

in these

magazines,

believes she

of bedroom and kitchen defined

Daisy's
even

during

climbs

on

content in a

frivolous, almost childlike; fluffy and feminine; passive; gaily

seduction

by

as

her

can

look for fulfilment

only in the

this view of women's lives and women's

starts

image

narrow

of

world

sphere.

the sexual act itself. When her husband

top of her and

like the

(36). Daisy,

comes

rocking back and forth,

sexuality

is evident

home from his business

she is not present in the

trip,

physical

experience; instead, she tries
through

a

helix of mixed

print and distraction, to remember exactly what was

advised in the latest issue of McCalls,

for

demonstrating a rise in ardor;

simultaneously through
that
The articles

nightdress,

even

a

pleasure

except

-

her orgasm

woman,
to

the agent, but

She does not

-

a

wife's

responsibility

ardor and surrender

single subtle gesturing of the body;

Daisy has read have defined
and

that was it

about

expressed

but how

was

possible? (191)

benefit. As

never

a

something

Daisy

her use of contraceptives, her choice

(if she can possibly experience one)

should want

please her husband.

nothing for herself
In their sexual

-

her sexual life

extensively in

Julia Watson argues, women's heterosexual

her

sexuality

for her husband's

especially

relationship,

always the subject of her husband's sexual gaze

explore

as

of

not sexual

she is

never

and sexual

active,

activity.

imagined autobiography because,
"is

repressed [in autobiography]

as

as

superfluous, the object of another's desire" (140).
Only in the "noise,
four" lovers
arms

(245),

nerve,

[and] movement" of Fraidy Hoyt's little "army of fifty

and in the erotic joy

of her lover, Lewis, is sexual

The sexual

relationship

that

Daisy

Daisy's grand-niece, Victoria,

pleasure for women suggested
as narrator

explores

discovers in the

in The Stone Diaries.

in the most detail, however, is that
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between her

own

details of her

and

as a

sexual life. However,

and reflects

night,

way of

fulfilling

her desire for

a sense

of the great

on

his

although Cuyler Goodwill fmds sexual joy night after

days "rounded by rapture"

and

the

on

"precious spark of joy"

sexuality brings him (36), Mercy views his ardour as "immense, unfathomable":

"Niagara in
a

sexual lives

parents'

passionate love between her parents against which she may then judge her own

passionless

that

parents. The reader may, in fact, suspect that she is making up the

all its force is what she's reminded of as he climbs

thundering

is in fact

against the folded

let loose

performed as

a

on

top of her each evening,

interior walls of her body"

solitary act, because Mercy is

(7). Cuyler's sexuality

acted upon but is

never a

participant

and, like Daisy, is always the object rather than the subject of sexual desire. These

episodes of sex with Cuyler make Mercy feel
most

profoundly buried,

as

believes that "Her

pretends pleasure,

as women are

hunger that attacks her when

obese
her

Mercy

arms

and

abundance,
In

an era

into

sexual

a

thighs

as

erotic is

same

giving the reader body in

can

be

her sexual

..

She tries, she

repeatedly
those of

not

repelled by the trembling generosity of
bury himself in her exalting
now never

get enough" (34).

body is represented in the media as ideal,

degeneracy, the representation of fat

taking the cultural construction of woman

the form of

an

and

overwhelming corporeal

as

body,

and sexual presence,

political.

representation

mother, is also

beating of

time, the novel eroticizes fat, by turning the

evidence of excess and moral

and

a

punished by a

are

The Stone Diaries

his life of flesh, he will

act of

.

body' of Daisy (59), and

and breasts, not at all; he wants to

as

than

poisoned her.

do, but her efforts

neat

object. Cuyler "is

startling. Shields's

seen as

to

continuing obesity.

though, deprived all

no more

(7). Her sexual energy is subsumed in her

when toxic thinness of the female

The

(

to feel love has

encouraged

At the

Cuyler (9, 17).

when fat is viewed
as

inability

Mercy's fat body with the "spare,

Clarentine and

is

"It's then she feels

(7).

she's alone"

desire for food, and results in her
contrasts

only body:

though she, Mercy Goodwill,

blood inside the vault of her flesh"

Mercy

that she is

a

of the sexual

experiences of Clarentine Flett, Daisy's adoptive

pointed comment on male-female sexual

yearnings and thus

is

more

relations. Clarentine

obviously unfulfilled

than

recognizes

Mercy. Ungratified
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desire permeates her entire existence: "Even now,

longing,
me.

but for what? Embrace me, she says to the

But she says it

on

slow-flowing" (8)

young

neighbour "like

her

bewilderment and her look of being
to

sheets and

dripping

pillowslips,

believes that she

daughter" (19),

a

hold

her love

the sexual:

Mercy's softly focused gratitude,

long

wash, she is faint with

dully, without hope" (16). Although Clarentine

loves her "large, soft,
for Mercy verges

out the

hanging

take her in her

She

anns.

surrender.

with its hint of

unspotted by the world

can

pressing up against her own tidy

slow-forming smile

make Mrs. Flett

imagine Mercy's compacted fullness

dress front,

heaving with

emotion and

(10)

Clarentine dreams of the sexual surrender

represented

in the

romantic novels she

cheap

reads. Her unfocused, unfulfilled desire is evident in the way she views her husband's
hands

on

their

icebox: "She watched him

new

smooth wood and

polished hinges,

touched me, my naked

Clarentine
more

even

personal

body" (15).

though she does

than his

and

emphasize her role
eventually replies,

as

Her husband,

nightly approach

times, five thousand times

-

that first day

run

against her will thought:

not want

the darkness of their back bedroom,

on

one

'If you're

Magnus,

has

those

hand

same

fingers have

the icebox for

more

sensual and

you're willing, Mother,'

working

up her

nightdress.

willing, Mother' "(14).
as

fingers over the

purchased

it, and his caressing of it is

to her: "'If

mother, rather than

his

he says in

A thousand

His sexual advances

lover. Small wonder, then, that Clarentine

if only inside her head, "I

am not

willing.

.

..

I

am no

longer willing"

(16).
The sexual desire that the Fletts'

that both encourage desire and

son

Barker feels is

prohibit it except within prescribed

off-limits for him. He feels desire for her when she is still
a

blood relative, she is known to the world

uncle. In fact, he is
childhood"

a

disfigured by social influences

brother and

even

as

father

a

limits.

Daisy is doubly

child, and although she is

his young niece and he is known

figure

to

as

not

her

her, "the male god of her

(191-92), whose work supports Daisy's foster mother. Twenty years later,

the nature of their early

relationship

haunts their marriage.

the mundane details of wifehood and motherhood

as

Although Daisy comes

crowding

out "the

dramatic

-

to see
some
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would say incestuous

origin

-

of her

relationship" (191),

the

c�mments

of her first

mother-in-law, who calls the marriage "Disgusting. Incestuous. Obscene" (155),
continue to echo.
Shame is present in Barker's sexual

feelings not only because of the alleged

incestuous nature of his desire, but also because at age
He

sees

her, unlike the prostitutes he visits sporadically.

cannot be

expected

to

visitations of ardor without the

father and father-in-law
even

that

-

thought of shame stealing

an

"there

thinks) and

recognizes

the

of Fraidy

on

always going

for

in

through every window"

sexuality exemplified by both his

he continues to visit

particular times

when Mrs. Flett

goes out of town (as

which may be

off to

in the sexual act

prostitutes on his travels,

can

is

absolutely certain

be

of

of vaccination, she

a sort

tacitly admits

that

Daisy

....

about it now," her

It worried

in Toronto

to him in

unease to
me.

her

"I observe your

Daisy's own construction:

'meetings'

happens

reveal her

Daisy attempts to
were

with his

impetus behind these "vaccinations" through the imaginative reconstruction

have any notion of what

trips

and

his return" (186). The narrator

Hoyt's thoughts,

husband is

therefore

acknowledge. Although Barker's lovemaking

episode of ardor: before her husband

sometimes

women

marriage,

but cannot

are two

pleasure, even

good women cannot be active participants

after his

something Daisy suspects
unpredictable,

good woman who

virgin.

a

to convince himself that he must "be open to

(153). He perpetuates the attitude toward

The text hints that

as a

feel desire. Barker cannot think of sexual

wife, without shame, although he tries

his bride is still

thirty-one.

those

or

Montreal, and I wonder if you

places" (184-85). Many

daughter:

"I could

Bothered me, I should

daughter replies, unwilling

to be the

never

years later,

understand what those

say" (327-28). "Don't think

audience for

Daisy's voiced

autobiographical musings.
The Stone Diaries is able to reveal
sexualized female
of the
sexual

at the same

body by distancing sexuality from
experience is described,

"Alice's mother"
sexual

body. However,

or

it is

important truths about social restraints

on

the

time, the narrative distances the experience

the ostensible

protagonist

When

always by a third-person narrator,

"Mrs. Flett" In those parts of the novel that

Daisy's

own

and she becomes

Daisy

narrates as

"I," the

experiences she describes are those of others, such as her parents, which must be

..
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primarily conjecture.
The sometime result of sexuality
person way.

Daisy's pregnancies

pregnancy

-

and labours

are

is

-

explored in a similar, third

absent from the narrative, but the

experience of the childbearing body is present in detailed depictions of Daisy's own birth.
Her birth is told in the
an

first-person but, oddly enough,

adult commentator, rather than of the mother.

in the

of the child,

first-person

Again, many of the details

now

must be

conjecture. Yet, although Mercy is represented as not knowing that she is pregnant and
thus

as

unable to

identify her first contractions, the narrative is nevertheless eloquently

descriptive of a lived experience of early labour.
floor of her chest,

held

rising

a

series of

first, and then

an

abrupt drop,

heavy bands

autobiographies "as

The idea of

(60).
is

not the

already evident

turn

from

about

...

about

a

the

pain

lapped

(4-5).

women

represented

not

know that

they

were

and of one who, when the midwife arrived for the
or

how the child would

come

into the world'

"

post-Victorian woman who is unaware of her pregnancy

fiction, and lists

to

who has

work to find himself

a

baby and

as one

of her "Notes for Novel,"

doesn't know she's preg. Husband

father. Dramatize"

In The Stone Diaries,

point

"story in paper

comes

home from

(55).

Daisy's unexpected birth

view of her father, but from the
an

,

as

in Shields's 1976 novel Small Ceremonies, when Judith Gill attempts to

biography

woman

accordion

mystified by their bodies than were the

more

slightest idea where

writing

an

rapidly, blinking

flood"

(61). She cites "cases of women who did

pregnant until they gave birth

birth, still 'had

a

that working-class Victorian

Regenia Gagnier reports

middle classes"

squeezing like

around her abdomen. Down there, buried in the

folds of flesh, she feels herself invaded. A tidal wave,

themselves in their

a

As her labour progresses, "She breathes

sideways" (4).

wraps

at

The contractions feel like "a shift in the

is described not from the

of view of Daisy's adult self, who is

point of

represented as

observer at her own birth:
It is
mother's

a

temptation

legs,

and to

head and infant

arms

to rush to

place

the bloodied bundle

my hand

amid the

mess

Mercy Stone Goodwill, panting on

on

my

own

pushing out between

beating heart,

of glistening

pulp.

my

my flattened

There lies my mother,

the kitchen couch with its

cheap,

neat
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floral cover; she's

on

her side,

as

though someone has toppled her over,

large soft trunky knees drawn up, and
seashells

or a

her woman's parts

her

Like

exposed.

kind of squashed fruit

Her blood-smeared drawers lie where she's thrown them,

on

the floor

probably, just out of sight (23)
Daisy's description of her own birth
woman's

is

a

graphic rendering

genitalia during childbirth. Yet, although she imagines

bloodied detail, her impulse is to distance herself from it by
Biblical

with

a

terminology:

"I feel

line of scripture

need for

of childbirth, and of

compelled to transform [it]

running

beneath it

or

At the

same

like

into

If sex and childbirth

and whole
Her

considered clean and

not

are

unbridgable gaps" (76) of her

them in.

present in her fictional autobiography, albeit mediated

of distancing, so, too,

are

experiences

of the

death. In Swann, Rose Hindmarch is unable for months to
fibroid tumours, until she

something clean

time, Daisy's compulsion to transform her birth into something

history and to fill

through strategies

in all its

labelling it with Latin or

sexuality, is

whole reflects her impulse to take the "dark voids and

woman's life

scene

possibly a Latin motto," she says (23).

distancing recognizes that childbirth,

whole(some).

this

a

fmally

declares her illness

to a

body during

speak to

dozing

The

anyone about her

Frederic Cruzzi. In Small

Ceremonies, Judith Gill goes into hospital for "a minor operation,

unspeakable, minimal nothing" (22).

illness and

a

delicate, feminine,

emphasis in this passage is on the

unspeakableness of women's illnesses, although Judith later proposes anew, and
humorous

exactly

identity for herself: ''Lying there semidrugged, I sensed

like

a

biscuit set out to bake, just

waiting my

a new

tum in the oven"

identity:

(23).

I

was

In The Stone

Diaries, illness and bodily decline actually produce the autobiographical impulse. Daisy's
initial

writing

of her

autobiography on air is sparked during a childhood illness,

continues at other times in her life when she is ill,
an

and

including after a heart attack she has

elderly woman. Inspired by bodily weakness, Daisy uses autobiography as

a

recuperative both for her body and for herself.
The novel

speaks graphically of bodily deterioration, evidence of the progress

toward death in the

still-living. Daisy as a seventy-two-year-old woman is defmed

as
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"the fissured broken flesh of her once

physically by decay:
"lipsticked

presentable calves," the

mouth" that "snaps open, gapes, trembles, and draws

"sunk into slits of marbled satin," the

tight," the eyes that have

"pink-white frizz around her face" that "cannot

possibly be her hair," "the appalling jowls or the slack upper arms that jiggle as she
walks"

her

(280). However, in comparison to

one-hundred-and-fifteen-year-old father-in

law, "she is young and strong again" (307). During her illness and decline eight years
later, "her body is all that matters" (309). Daisy is
but

instead

of

being

Her hospitalized

a

sexual

body, her body

body is invaded, not by

of medicine:

a

needle in her

arm.

can

now

a

this passage

nothing

the male sexual

catheter to take away urine,
She

is

recast in

more

than

body, but by

as

entirely body,

a set

of organs.

the masculine

body

drainage tube in her nose, an intravenous

barely remember "a

time when her body had been sealed and

private" (310). Daisy's sense of self remains throughout her bodily decline, although her
individuality is
own

less and less

hollowness"

recognized by others.

as

she dies,

instead into stone, is her connection with her
her clavicle, her fat cells, her

eyebrows,

If the
it is

in the

an

includes

turning

not into the

absence and

a

her ears"

in the

The

3

now

from

(359).

photographs in the middle of

her husbands, her friends, her children, and her

in

To borrow from

images" and "omitted from biography" becomes

whether that omission is verbal

or

pictorial. Daisy's body is as unspeakable

in the text

photographs that are present act as an exploration

representation,

traditional dust but

representation become concrete, for although the section

"undepicted

photographs as it is

time she

presence in the narrative of The Stone Diaries,

grandchildren, it includes not one photograph of Daisy herself.3

unspeakable,

of her

her toenails and back gums, from her

of black and white

photographs of Daisy's parents,

Adrienne Rich, what is

same

severed: "She's miles away

bony nameless place behind

eight-page section

the book. Here, the gaps in

body

genital flesh, from

and the

body is both

equally so

new sense

(330), of "Her body's dead planet" (331), but at the

thinks, "I'm still in here" (322). Only

nostrils and

Even she feels "a

and of the intersection between fiction and

of the inaccuracies of

autobiography in

the novel.

Another photographic absence is of Daisy's youngest daughter, Joan, who
"understands that she is destined to live two lives, one existence that is visible to those
around her and another that blooms secretly inside her head" (172).
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The

images

to be

of real

are

but

people,

fictional, and thus clearly

they are labelled

are

used in

with the

names

of characters

we

know

fictional, and metafictional, way. Shields

a

explains that
Because the book leans, in that

postmodern sense, on some of the

biography, I wanted some of the elements
-like

a

family

and these

tree

and not very

photographs,

bottom of your drawer.
These "not very

shops,

a

granddaughters),
Club

and

own

in rural Manitoba

it to be Shields's

daughters,
example,

Shields

detects

Lissa Taylor

Edinburgh

coming.

I

own

a

and

can see

antique

59 and internet "Interview"). Because The
Shields has created

implied

an

The reader might

initially think

by including photographs of her own

encourage that conclusion. Reviewer Geraldine Sherman, for

"bright-eyed teen-ager" identified

As Shields told Joan Thomas, "Someone said

that when she read it, the

-

Shields and her editors from

resemblance between Shields and the

(170).

be random

like the kind you find in the

autobiographical work.

autobiography,

seems to

there

(the Ladies Rhythm and Movement

photographs and a family tree,

contract with the reader that it is an

to be

family album (the photographs of Daisy's

photograph) (Shields, "Golden Book"

Stone Diaries contains

as

good photographs,

to

of

("Golden Book" 59)

in Paris, her

a museum

biography

photographs, but I wanted them

good photographs" were collected by

postcard market

of traditional

art

it would be

a

-

a

reviewer in

pictures shocked her, she hadn't known they were

shock, because suddenly you

are

asked this

question,

'What is fiction, what's real and what isn't?' and I suppose that is useful to what I want to
have

happen in

this book

-

The jarring effect

explored by
at

many theorists of

points

fiction; thus

jacket;

we

materials

out that as

we

autobiography.

of fiction and

see

we want to

know whether
on

in the

(163). Evelyn

(pictures, reproductions of letters, clippings,

autolbiography but are distracting in even

a

59).

Barrett Mandel argues that "A reader who

what shelf a book is

watch for markers within the text"

Book"

autobiography has been

autobiography or vice versa feels cheated" (53).

readers,

"check to

correspondence" ("Golden

provided by an admixture

first mistakes fiction for

Cooke

the contradiction and

and

a

Nathalie

book is fiction

or non

library; we read the dust
Hinz suggests that "referential

so

on)

seem

appropriate in

historical novel." However, she also argues
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that

our

pleasure in what she calls "mock"

the rule that is

looking

at

life

invoked and broken" (200). Thus in

being

upon "our recognition of

writing depends

reading

The Stone Diaries and

its section of photographs, readers may feel, not annoyance that

they

are

being

cheated, but pleasure in the cleverness of the cheat
In The AutolBiographicaIl, Liz

auto/biography,
points

out

the book,
one

a term

she

uses to

they surrender to

of the silences in

photographs
and the text

are

"the power of visual

purported
explore,

to

the

sandwiched between" (20). Shields

Photographs

techniques "to

be of Cuyler and

create illusions

family album'

and identities just

uses

text,

"speaking

in the novel,

especially

in her essay "Tricks:

photographs, "along with point of view," as
virtuality and provisionality" (28).

photographs that comprise the 'Daisy (Goodwill)

as

effectively

as

they encourage

a

the illusion of the

way in which the

readings of

reading habits

autobiographical"

photographs "masquerade

The Stone Diaries, I, like Schnitzer,

my

found

photographs repeatedly, "using

myself turning

own

masquerade we repeatedly confer with during our experience of the

story" (29). Indeed, during
to the

own

inauthenticity," "craning my own neck,

accommodate disparate
These

she terms it, "the

in The Stone Diaries dramatize the artifice of our

fact in the fiction,

their

or as

Mercy Goodwill,

of presence and absence,

(38). Schnitzer is especially interested in the

appreciate

own

photographs

and Letters in Carol Shields's The Stone Diaries and Anita Brookner's

Schnitzer concludes that "the novelistic

I

her

analyzes Shields's use of photographs

Hotel du Lac." She argues that Shields

as

creates

Y in

correspondence."

photograph purported to

Flett

between these

or

autobiography by incorporating photographs

complex relationship between image and

Deborah Schnitzer

Artful

of X

that

represent them. Through these photographs, she explores, and has readers

contradiction and

the

the middle of

representation" (20). She argues

complex relationship that exists

likeness" of the characters of her fictional

to

biography and autobiography. Stanley

autolbiography is "the use of the 'speaking likeness'

of them, and the

they

encompass both

of photographs

immediately flip to the section of photographs in

that most readers
as

Stanley explores the relationship

as

them

as

it were,

reality checks even as
so

that I

can

perspectives" (31).

disparate perspectives

-

differences between what

we

read in the text and
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in the

the

only, disparity is between the narrative description of Daisy's parents and the

photographs

photograph of them.

up short

The most obvious, but not

see

bring us

-

In the first

again

and

again.

chapter, "Birth, 1905," Daisy refers

"unorthodox size" (5), calls her "an

to

her mother's

extraordinarily obese woman" (17), "elephantine"

(29), "immense," and "bloated" (16), and gives several graphic descriptions of "her great
loose breasts and solid boulder of a stomach"
"double and
and "her
as

triple ruffles

squeezed eyes

of fat around her ankles and wrists"

and

pouched

chin" (17).

"short of stature, small-boned and neat"

than she"
.

(33)

When

we

reach the first

solid, mature-looking

spell

photographed Mercy

Mercy's

son

is

instead of her
as we

that surround them

interpretation
"relate to but

is described

shorter

or two

photograph, labelled ''Cuyler and Mercy, 1902," the
For

although

that Shields

the

heavy set,

uses to cast

yes, but

husband), he is

Mercy

of the

photograph

Mercy

one

that

writes, "I take this

at the outset

Wait

disturb the narrative advance"

undeniably correct,

but

on

another it

photographs could in fact be read

as

On

minute.

make from the

one

the words

Daisy and Cuyler force

photographs.

of the novel's life story,

(31).

a

he could be

interpretation comes from

distinct from the fiction," writes Schnitzer. "Insofar

photographs pretend to be elements

big,

photograph, we cannot do SO.4

and that

we

a

shorter than she is, but several inches

The words that describe

(Stanley 25).

different from the
are

not

is

Daisy's recorded version invokes the

would like to reconcile text to

Photographs require interpretation,

4

(17), "boy-bodied" and "an inch

(30). Although Cuyler looks boyish (in fact, he looks as though

taller. Much

can

Daisy's father, meanwhile,

woman, she is far from obese. As Schnitzer

information back to the

macabre"

(8), her ''jellylike features"

.

disjunction is immediately evident.

This

(7), her thighs "like soft white meat," the

they

are

level, Schnitzer's

as

The

on us an

photographs

1 know the

hypotheses which

assessment

is

homogenizes the fiction as self-consistent The
confirmation of the narrative's assertions that Daisy is

Schnitzer also discusses the illusion that we are looking at Cuyler and Mercy's
wedding photograph, which Daisy refers to as the one photograph she possesses of her
mother (17). Schnitzer points out that the photograph is dated 1902, when we know from
the family tree and the text that they married in 1903. This inconsistency in dates may
indeed be another deliberate disjunction, but it also may be simply an editorial error in
chronology, especially in light of the fact that the text says of Cuyler that "Until the day of
his marriage, not one person had given thought to taking his photograph" (27).
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an

unreliable narrator, that her "perspective is off." As Schnitzer herself later argues,

"Daisy simply can't be relied upon to provide

an

photograph of Cuyler and Mercy

reassess

the

forces us to

physical realities of the bodies
The Ladies

Rhythm

in her

Daisy's,

photograph impels a similar

readjustment Magnus Flett studies it after Clarentine leaves,
beyond recognition,

finds "the proven fact of his wife's
on

the truth, he's heard this said"

happiness":

(97). He

sees

"A

on

her lower

photographs

truism that the camera does
the Ladies
and

Rhythm

not

can

lie; it does

and Movement Club

Clarentine of the other two

cheeky," "like

and do lie. As Liz

not

readily tell

each of women in the

a

photograph (reproduced
no one

is

in the

women

the difference between

tell the truth of the

fictionalize the life

body.

or

verbal

are

the

No

one

a

in

resembles the

inconsistent with

one

has said that

shoulder to

hip"

of that

representation.

As Schnitzer

even ones

purported

us

to be

factual,

points out, photographs in biography can

also

being presented, although we may not "detect the masquerade" because
photographs "reproduce
indeed

can

the

genuine article" (29).

be "constructed icons which

family life" (29).

In the fictional

general,

UIt is

tied around the waist and fall to the

representations.

Stanley also suggests that family photographs

in

The

(22).

and the text that surrounds them make

of our desire to preserve the illusion that

show lies about

girl," "biting

in the book uncracked

precisely
are

insists

camera

photograph and words unsettles Magnus's

photographs, their captions,

question whether either visual
can

fresh

wearing "a wide sash that cuts from
photograph

it, he

Stanley points out,

representation of reality, and the reader's unquestioning acceptance
The

In

photograph as "a wee bit

chronology). Furthermore, although Magnus

photograph

sashes of the

Again,

but the

the truth either"

photographs (which, incidentally,

another in both likeness and

knee.

it with him,

Orkney Islands.

to the

painting will lie,

unfolded) fits exactly Magnus's description, and

(97), the

taking

lip as if life was one wonderful lark," "irreverently happy."

of course, that

problem is,

even

Clarentine in the

shorter than the others, slim, pretty, mischievous,
down

and our, construction of

imagined autobiography.

and Movement Club

folded and with the faces cracked

The

unambiguous account" (33).

autobiography of The

body becomes

a

Stone Diaries,

site of politicized

as

exploration.

in women's

autobiography

Sidonie Smith argues that
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her experiential

''Writing

the

history of the body,

process of critical self-consciousness

autobiographical subject engages in a

which she

through

relationship of her specific body to the cultural 'body'
in consciousness prompts cultural

change

131). By showing
cultural

and to the

body politic.

of the

That

critique" (Subjectivity, Identity, and the Body

the difficulties of representing the body, The Stone Diaries makes

critique of both autobiography and society.

Goodwill Flett reveals gaps in
with

comes to an awareness

The fictive

a

autobiography of Daisy

representations of the body, and at the

same

time is filled

startlingly vivid images of the female body in birth, in unfulfilled sexuality, in aging,_

and in death. These

alternating

gaps and detailed

contemporary women's autobiography
of the

body

in

autobiography,

and the

term, the

argues that "Far from

body may be

seen as

the

struggle in

tell the truth about both the traditional

to

experiences of the female body.

who seeks in Volatile Bodies: Toward a

body duality,

images reflect

repression

Elizabeth Grosz,

Corporeal Feminism to break down the mind

being

an

inert, passive, noncultural and ahistorical

the crucial term, the site of contestation, in

a

series of

economic, political, sexual, and intellectual struggles" (19). Jeanne Perreault makes
similar argument when she suggests that feminist
female

body of she [sic]

that individual

who says 'I'

body with

the

shifting

a

site and

ethics of a

self-representational texts

source

political, racial,

consciousness" (2). Sidonie Smith concludes that in
source

of an

identity

body must be
showing

the

exploring

that leads to

oppression,

taken back and honored

on

of written

the way to

body,

ambiguous

presence of the

body

in

and sexual
"If the

the racialized

body is

the

body, then the

speech and writing" (177). By

struggle to adequately represent sexuality and birth,

the

"make the

subjectivity, investing

autobiography,

the sexed

a

illness and death, and

by

photographs, Daisy Goodwill's fictional

autobiography helps to take back and honour the repressed female body.

CHAPTER FOUR

Orphanhood

The

and the Search for the

mother is

body of the

The Stone Diaries, and at the

perhaps

same

of the Mother

Body

the most overwhelming

corporeal

time the most startling absence.

presence in

Mercy Goodwill's

obese, eroticized, and ultimately dead body dominates the novel's first chapter, while

Daisy Goodwill
throughout The
as a

Flett's search for the lost

Stone Diaries and is reflected in

mother. Her search is resolved

mother represented

by her own

Feminist theorists have

sometimes

the

a

thread that runs

Daisy's experience

both

as a

daughter and

imagined physical reconnection

with her

death.

suggested that autobiographical writings by women are

Of Woman

Born "as

a woman

Adrienne Rich writes

who, born between her mother's

has time after time and in different ways tried to return to her mother, to repossess

her and be
woman

repossessed by her,

that

daughters

impossible for each

to find the mutual confirmation from and with another

and mothers alike

other"

hunger for, pull away from, make possible or

(218). Bella Brodzki suggests that this desire is especially

evident when the mother, like
"Still

only in

mother is

inspired by a desire to communicate with their mothers.

that she enters her book

legs,

body of her

Daisy's

birth mother, is absent

or

powerful and now inaccessible (literally or figuratively),

daughter's autobiographical project" (245).
compelling

motivation for

has many

resonances

chapter, its first line,

among the

she is the pre-text for the

The mother, indeed, is the

Daisy's fictional autobiography in

evident from the novel's first

dead. She argues that

myriad images

and

and

even

The Stone Diaries,

Goodwill Diaries

or

as

is

its title. The Stone of the title

representations of stone that are both

inscribed and destabilized in the novel, but it is first and foremost the maiden

Daisy's mother, Mercy

and

"pre-text"

name

of

Stone Goodwill. The novel is The Stone Diaries, not The

The Flett Memoirs, and its title thus
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gives priority

to the

matronym (or

55
as

close to

usual

a

matronymic surname

priority given

to the

as one can come

A similar

patronym.1

role of the mother is evident in the [JIst
name was

Mercy Stone Goodwill"

mother's life and even,

Impact
one

of Critical

in

a

patrilineal culture), subverting the

emphasis on the matronym

on

the

on

the

chapter of the novel, which begins, "My mother's

In that first

chapter, Daisy as narrator imagines her

briefly, her mother's speech (32).

Theory

and

Sidonie Smith suggests in "The

Study of Autobiography" that autobiography is "another

of those 'master narratives' in the West that,

defining the speaking subject as always

male, is founded upon the repression of woman, the silence of the mother" (2). She
believes that in The W011Ul1t Warrior, Maxine
mother and her mother culture,

voice

even as

she breaks its
"To

MotherlDaughter Plot,

discourse and to silence and
mother's

quiet

life

through

mother's silent and
As

an

breaking

the

Hong Kingston "gives voice

injunction

to

speak for

the mother

...

is at

give voice

not a traditional

patronym. Instead, it is drawn

of the institution and of the town, Stonewall, where she

product of that town; and, by implication, from

unnurturing substance,

for foundations and

Daisy, since

building and

she is

who does not know the

one

and

as a raw

a

stone

ordinary

raised; from

material for

art.

Mercy is

even more an

her ethnic

thing,
no

poor lost

little

1

ones

thing.

Never

history,

Mercy a

Clarentine
"Poor

mother to call her own, and now, from the looks of it

of her own to rock and

sing

to"

As

(7). This separation makes it

of emotional connection when she calls
a

orphan

origin (29).

that she stands apart from any coherent

consolation of blood ties"

emphasizes Mercy's lack

hard,

orphans' home,

impossible for her to connect with other human beings, including her husband.
Flett

a

substance that is strong, solid, and useful

identity of her mother or father or even
only

was

itself, which is both

of the "flour-barrel babies" left outside the

the narrative tells us, "She knows

from the

to her

marginal position.

the main

separated

once to

The

imaginative narrative, yet in doing so emphasizes her

her

name

than

silence, honoring her mother's

marginalize her" (16). Daisy Goodwill gives voice to her

orphan, Mercy's name is

and

herself, her

injunction" (9). However, as Marianne Hirsch argues in

from the

unyielding,

to

(9). Mercy's death in childbirth after

•••

an

The Stone of the title also suggests that the text is cast in stone or is permanent, and
as Cuyler Goodwill believes, "the stone in [one's] throat" must become "dislodged"
in order for speech to occur (84).

that,

S6

unrecognized pregnancy both precludes her own motherhood experience,
too, into

daughter,

The

an

orphan.

body of the

mother has been

literary and autobiographical critics.
determined
...

Autobiography

a

than the

and Mothers' Bodies,"

suggesting that mothers' bodies

being, yet invisible

autobiographical

Shirley

this double bind in

crucial for their children's well

are

narratives because,

individuation,

we

autobiography,

In" 'Your Past

Neuman extends

according to psychological

models of development, mothers must be effaced in their children's

''Tracing

figure of mother is

figure of woman" (12).

Hirsch's argument by
in

exploration by recent feminist

site of detailed

Marianne Hirsch argues that ''the

by her body more intensely

Your Future':

and turns her

move to

selfhood:

the genre which narrates stories of self

might therefore expect to fmd mothers,

and

particularly mother's [sic]

bodies, everywhere, but everywhere invisible" (56). However, in the first chapter of The
Stone Diaries, the

rendering

body of the mother is extraordinarily visible in Daisy's imagined

of ''the vault of her

[mother's] flesh, her wide face, her thick doughy neck, her

great loose breasts and solid boulder of
as

Mercy is eroticized

maternal

body

who

stomach"

Daisy's imagination

(7). That body is also visible sexually.

of her father's sexual response. And the

body is visible briefly but graphically in a childbearing incarnation,

recounts her

the

in

a

mother's labour and her

of the mother is

longs

a

own

birth. For the

majority

Daisy

of the novel, however,

glaring absence, although never quite invisible to the daughter

to make connection with her.

For

Daisy,

the lack of her mother is first and most

physically expressed through

the lack of the breast just after birth. As the adult narrator who

views, and records her

own

that filament of matter we

me" (39). The

at some

a

wrinkled

ring of

unconscious level that

struggle to catch hold of at birth is going to be out of reach for

only physical connection Daisy

the "last of her breath," which she has

It's this

retroactively imagines,

birth, Daisy says, "My mouth is open,

thread, already seeking, demanding, and perhaps knowing

-

as

will have with her mother is

given to

wing-beat of breath I reach

a tenuous one

her child:

out

for. Even

now

I claim it

insist upon its literal volume and vapors, for however hard I try I
of nothing else in the world but this

-

absolutely.' I
can

be

sure

the fact of her final breath, the merest

.'.""'H'",

57
trace of it

lingering

in the

my sealed eyelids and

room

like

sunlight, burning, freezing against

snow or

saying: open, open. (40)

Daisy's construction of the life-giving properties of breath is
female creative
male God

a

reappropriation

ability that has been patriarchally appropriated in

breathing

life into dust as

Images of the tenuous

a means

the Biblical

of generating human life

connection to the maternal

through the breath

as

Daisy thinks

about her mother late at

night while she

rendering of a

(Genesis 2.2).

that calls

and the missed connection with the filament of matter that is the mother's
the novel,

of the

Daisy to life,

nipple, recur in

awaits the arrival of her

husband:

.Tonight Mrs.

Flett is

dead mother,

Mercy Stone Goodwill; this
than

drawn,

no more

has

assigned place

no

itself to reveal
to

a

impression

a

filament of sensation

as

she

was at

lightly

Daisy as

imaginatively

of breath

curiously, suddenly, reverses

the notion that Mrs. Flett has

-

is

lightly

gesture or tint of light which

given birth

(190-91)

drawn breath, connects

Daisy again with the body
through

the

Daisy who has given birth to her mother. Of

literally participated in the creation of her mother. She has

Mercy's

life and death, and has included

of childbirth that might reveal

about her mother's. As

or

brief and

and before birth. The connection is reinforced

narrator has

rendered

linking her to her

moment to be sure is

in memory, and which,

represented by the idea that it

experience

by

her mother, and not the other way around.

of her mother,

course,

an

touched

flash of distortion

This filament of sensation, this

reversal

even

Lynn Bloom

more

argues in

about

a

graphic portrayal of an

Daisy's own experience than it does

"Heritages: Dimensions of Mother

Daughter Relationships in Women's Autobiographies," when the daughter writes an
autobiography she actually assumes her mother's role "in recreating and interpreting her
childhood
her

own

....

[N]ot only, in this

sense, does the

mother, she also becomes the

adult in their literary

recreator

daughter-as-autobiographer become

of her maternal parent and the

controlling

relationship" (292).

Daisy may be the controlling adult in this literary relationship, but other than
through imagination, she has no tangible connection

physical reminders

with her mother. The lack of

of her mother disturbs her and reinforces for her the

intangible nature
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of their bond:
How slender and insubstantial that connection

arbitrary,

granted pleasure

keepsake
Because there is

no

..

.

no

never

something her mother had touched. There is no

beautiful hand-stitched

christening gown,

wedding ring, which
bury

in his

her father once said he would

lopsided pyramid,

might be something

The

(189).

orphanhood

sees

its effects

as

crossing gender and

(262),

and

so

unreliable

present

at

do others. However, since

projection

Daisy's birth,

at that.

has

Daisy may

and

-

again

the kitchen table like "a

a

kind of sickness for
own

culture.

Daisy's

seen a creature so

controlling consciousness in

might simply be a projection

Skoot Skutari, the

never even met

Daisy,

grandson
but is

of her

of the

feelings, and

peddler who was

represented

saw

own

the infant

as

being acquainted

Daisy abandoned on

lump of dough left by mistake," "he felt perfectly the infant's

loneliness; it was loneliness of an

as

sudden

and here she

-

The narrator links

be the

with the story Abram Skutari often told: that when he

Skutarl,

a

in her sixtieth year in part to ''the old unmediated terror of abandonment"

the narrative, the theories of others
an

by

age lines, at least in her

Daisy's early orphanhood affects her entire life.

depression

of her primary loss.

recognizes it in the same way

she

-

lies, stranded, genderless, ageless, alone" (189). Orphanhood is
and she

like the

she herself has dreamed into existence, and thus

recognize a migraine coming on: here it comes again

Daisy,

give to her

pyramid,

her bond with others, and she shivers "as if struck

infection": 'The illness she suffers is
you

little

lack of physical connection with her mother

symbolic or real, Daisy's

momentarily breaks

no

and she "feels the loss of

Daisy's detail of material loss might be a (melo)dramatic extension
Whether

blurred

experienced that everyday taken-for

the loss, in fact, of any connection in the world"

limestone tower,

a

diary, Daisy makes one up, in the form of The Stone Diaries. She

but which he has chosen instead to

ring,

beyond

of any kind. (189)

remembers her mother's

that

She has

of touching

wedding veil,

no

seems, how almost

for what does Mrs. Flett possess of her mother

wedding photograph.

diary,

now

extreme

alone in the world"

and incurable

variety

.•..

(261-62). Daisy's loneliness is

it does Cora-Mae Milltown, who

He

swore

he'd

never

said to haunt Abram

keeps house for the Goodwills in

S9

She

Bloomington.

thing" (255), and affirms that "there's not one thing

motherless

being

begins her theory about Daisy's depression with the words "The poor

motherless"

"Your mama's inside you. You

talking

to you,

careful, be good,
lacks not

only

a

now

saying

can

the

don't get

feel her

same

physical connection to

and for

going
dark

to

be

place

a

full life

are

moving and breathing

as a

motherless

in front of her that

was

black

as

connection

a

going to

freight of their

importance of speech and

one

narrator

way? How's she

on

primary

significant Other,

source

her mother has said: "There's

amplified or underlined by some comment

one

women

part of us that can

carry with them the

never

recontextualize
out on this

such

as

the mother's

-

primary

source

mothers

....

or

reject,

.

..

engenders subjectivity through language;
In response (however

reconstruct, and reclaim

message" (246).

autobiography:

-

deferred), the

to locate and

In The Stone Diaries,

Daisy has

missed

Although foster mothers

Daisy still seeks to reconstruct and reclaim

her birth

through her own autobiographical narrative.

In Swann, the

emphasized when

the mother

of language from her birth mother.

Clarentine fill the gap,

mother's message

to

be erased

mothers' words in these passages from two

of speech and love.

daughter's text, variously, seeks

this

(257).

different novels reflects Brodzki's argument about mothers in women's
"As the child's first

see was

memory in the mother

of my life theories: that

mothers' words. It's the

for

of the first section, Sarah

everything

in fact, that isn't

(53). Shields's emphasis

she is the

through speech

Daisy's prospects

find her

the blackest night"

believes that she remembers almost

of my mother's. This reinforces

can

daughter, Daisy

in her life? I'd stare and stare into the future and all I could

happy

scarcely a thought in my head,

revised"

a

result of these lacks,

daughter relationship is evident in Swann. The

full

As

the maternal, but also

bleak: "How's she

A similar expression of the

Maloney,

and sometimes you

things over and over, like watch out now, be

yourself hurt" (257).

and memory. Cora-Mae believes that

happiness

daughter through memory,

something tangible, something that moves, breathes, and especially talks:

which becomes

hear her

connects mother and

(256). Her theory

in this world than

worse

importance of the dialogue between mothers and daughters is

Sarah argues that "clever women, it

We want to

seems to

me, are created

by their

please our mothers, emulate them, disgrace them, oblige them,
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outrage them, and bury ourselves in the mysteries and consolations of their presence"

(52). Unlike Daisy, Sarah has had the opportunity

to

define herself in relation to and

against her birth mother. Using metaphors taken from women's work and relating her
own

life to theories of literature, Sarah, who is herself

when she and her mother get
us, a

genetic sewing

mothers and

This belief in the

literary theorist, suggests that

together, ''Within minutes, we're peddling

machine that

daughters there

a

is

a

between mothers and

interpretation of Swann's poem "Blood

two

of

limitless love. It's my belief that between

runs on

kind of blood-hyphen that is,

"blood-hyphen"

away, the

finally, indissoluble" (52).

daughters is

evident in Sarah's

pronounces my name." For Daisy, the lack of

anything but a blood connection between

daughter defmes

mother and

her status

as an

orphan.
In The

MotherlDaughter Plot,

Marianne Hirsch examines the female

orphan in

fiction and suggests that "the Victorian heroine's motherlessness. like that of the

hero's, gives her the freedom necessary

(44).

An

of a

example

motherless

social

purposefully engages.

her the

about

a

own

developmental course"

heroine whose status

as a

liberty to chart her own course (within the constraints of

situation) is Jane Eyre,

a

novel with which The Stone Diaries

The Stone Diaries echoes Jane

woman's fictional

autobiography

Autobiography

and in its

-

circumscribe her

nineteenth-century narrative

orphan gives

gender. class, and

to

orphan

-

the

original title

representation

Eyre in its construction of a

of the earlier novel is Jane

of the central character

as an

orphan

Eyre:

An

who is

initially cast adrift but eventually integrated into social and family networks (DuPlessis 4;
Greene

321). Jane Eyre is

list of books

Daisy

a

marked intertext in The Stone Diaries in that it is named in the

has read and,

the formation of her "romantic
It is also

one

presumably, has

imagination"

been influenced

that "can support

by (355), especially in

only happy endings" (149).

of the four books that Clarentine Flett leaves behind when she abandons her

husband, and is the novel that Magnus becomes famous for learning by heart.
If The Stone Diaries echoes Jane

plot in striking ways.

Eyre, it also diverges from the traditional romance

One of the ways it rewrites Jane

mother who dies in order that the

Eyre is in its vivid rendering

daughter-heroine can have "enough freedom

circumscribe her own developmental course." As

narrator of her own

of the

to

story, Jane Eyre
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repeats

a

version of what she has been told about her parents, but she does not try to

reconstruct her mother in the way that

her

daughter's story,

and her presence is evoked

cannot remember her

mother,

her

or

Shirley Neuman suggests

autobiography, through
We get

Daisy does. Mercy Goodwill is

such

own

somatic

production

in their

often

can.

only glimpsed in

displacement onto photographs

or

scholarly

signs of psychic malignancy or of healthy new growth

of mothering. We don't

Daisy Goodwill's fictional autobiography,
first chapter, but then is

centre of the novel In

although photographs

body memory; Daisy

bodies in brief detours from the main direction of

inscriptions as to be nearly effaced as

centre in the

are

for

see

these bodies whole

do

nor

in

they

foreground of the scene; instead they are so overwritten by social

occupy the

In

kind of

"pre-text"

things as photographs:

autobiographical narrative,

the

a

birth, but she imagines that she

that mother's bodies

glimpses of mothers'

analysis, as

through

the

addition,

no

the

displaced

body of the

and

photograph

of other mother

flesh. (" 'Your Past

of

...

mother is

reinterpreted

in the

Your Future'

"

76)

placed front and

photograph

in the

Daisy as mother appears in this section,

figures are displayed: Daisy's first and

most

influential foster mother, Clarentine Flett; her parents' mother figures, Hannah Goodwill
and Bessie McGordon

(the latter being otherwise not mentioned in the novel); and several

of Daisy's other mother

figures, including

father's second wife, Maria. This

her mother-in-law, Mrs. Arthur Hoad, and her

proliferation of mother figures is evidence that,

Brandt argues in Wild Mother Dancing, "There have

and

stepmothers and

figures in the way

Di

always been plenty of nursemaids

foster mothers in Western literature. In that sense,

have not been forbidden

as

that biological mothers

are.

adoptive mothers
Someone, after

all, had to do the mothering" (8).

Although Daisy's mother dies during childbirth

and her father is

incapacitated as a
,

parent by

grief and

in until age eleven

a sense

of betrayal,

by kind "Aunt" Clarentine, Shields's rewriting of the wicked Aunt Reed

who raised Jane Eyre until age ten.

As Adrienne Rich writes, in Jane

motherless Jane time after time fmds
nourish her in

Daisy

is not completely abandoned. She is taken

women

who protect,

self-respect" (O/Woman Born 252).

Eyre, "the

solace, teach, challenge, and

Clarentine Flett is the first

woman to

-
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.

protect, solace, and teach Daisy. In fact, she is a maternal figure
ways: she has maternal
like

a daughter to me" (19)

she raises

Daisy until age eleven;

Mercy, ''you're
to

Daisy;

feelings for Daisy's mother, Mercy

she lived until

Daisy's

second

marriage,

-

and thus is in

Daisy in

to

at

least four

she would like to say to

-

some

respects

she is known to the world

she would have been

as

a

grandmother

her aunt; and, had

Daisy's mother-in-law.

Despite the obvious importance of Clarentine to Daisy, their relationship is in
a

ways

gap in the narrative. As

Neuman suggests, the mother figure is "so

Shirley

by social inscriptions as to be nearly effaced." The only concrete description

overwritten

of Clarentine' s
and is

of Daisy

care

comes

during Daisy's illness, just before Clarentine' s death,

presented in the voice of the third-person
[N]o

could say the

one

narrator rather than

woman was not a

child cool, wet rags to soothe her fever,
her eyes

itching,

morning

relationship

retrospectives, or through
Goodwill has sent

on

Mother has loved

in

as

(55). Magnus

Winnipeg,

"he

and

between

others' eyes. In

nurse.

pick at

-

Flett reveals that

a

letter

changed" (99). Daisy remembers
ill, elderly

stooping
and

woman:

over

the

"She is

seven

douche

assuage the

as

if she

were

her

years old,

or one

was

child

-

doted

on

her, in

spied on his estranged wife
and heard her

...

on

give a

the table and she'd

sharp, merry, affectionate, utterly

very like it, years later when she is

standing

snapdragons, pinching them with

Cuyler

Daisy the child "whom my

own

occasion when he

Her voice

this scene,

the condolences

responding to

doorway of that house

lickety-split

to

to

sick

poached eggs, stewed fruit (74)

shout, calling the girl, Daisy, into the house, saying supper was
better hustle herself inside,

brought the

She

Daisy and Clarentine is described only in brief

on one

her appear in the

voice:

own

solution of boracic lotion

the death of Clarentine, Barker Flett calls

dearly all these years

saw

a

devoted

Daisy's

night, herbal creams of her own making

and trays of soft food to

For the most part, the

fact"

some

in her Aunt Clarentine's

her fingers

so

an

garden,

that their mouths open

close," and she hears herself being called in for supper by Clarentine, who has

promised

to

make

which should be

pancakes (337-38). Daisy copes

devastating but is not presented

Clarentine "to heaven

on a

bed of

as

with the second loss of a mother,

such, by dreaming that she

pansies" (77). Later, Daisy "Dream[s]

backward in time" and realizes "with wonder, that the absent

are

can

float

her way

always present" (89-90).
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Although Daisy is connected to Clarentine through positive memories of the
provided, her feelings about Clarentine remain, for the

maternal services Clarentine has
most

part, unexplored However, parent-child relationships

by others in the

novel. Barker tries to understand his

own

are at

least

briefly examined

relationship with

his mother

through psychological theories that he ultimately finds inadequate for describing his
feelings:
Toward

women

impatience, and
this

he feels both

from his random
from

impatience stems

enfeebling mother,

a

profound reverence and a floating

reading on

a resentment

the mother who

But when he remembers his

toward

gives

a

punishing, withholding,

and then withdraws the breast

bustling,

own

subject, he understands that

the

narrow-chested little mother,

her attention to the cost of articles, to the contrivance of her

only

warmth.

own

psychoanalytic theories of the kind

theories that blame his

experience

life, he feels

(112)

For Barker, half-understood

Mystique,

own

feelings

about

criticized in The Feminine

his mother, do not match his

women on

energetic, practical mothering provided by Clarentine. Clarentine

of the

herself, in her fantasy of confidential conversation with Mercy Goodwill, reveals her
belief that

''Taking

is. We say

we

a

love

little

our

one to

husbands,

forever and ever, till death do
Clarentine

(9-10).
time

nurse,

we

we

grow to manhood, that's what love

stand up in church

part, but it's

recognizes the blood

our own

saying

as

how we'll love them

blood and sinew

we

really love"

connection with her children, while at the

same

exposing her ambivalence about her marriage.
Valdi Goodmansen, the young

builds

a

conservatory in her honour,

those who
them

watching him

are

in fact

care

for

us

in

unbreakable"

our

early

(188-89).

cyclist who knocks down Clarentine

comments to

Barker that ''Weare bound forever to

years. Their loss cannot be
He is

speaking

of Daisy's

mother

are

Clarentine.

compensated. Our ties

relationship

Daisy focuses more on her imaginary relationship with

eleven-year relationship with

and later

to

to

Clarentine, but

her dead mother than

on

the

Despite this focus, the influences of her foster

evident in her adult choice of creative endeavours

Clarentine, Daisy's creativity is expressed in her garden

-

-

unlike her mother but like

and in the voice with which

-
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she

When she is

speaks to her children.

Clarentine's,
Her

as

she tells her

son to

Daisy's voice is

mother herself,

a

change into something clean "Lickety-split" (157).

subjectivity as mother thus is shaped by Clarentine's language.
Cora-Mae Milltown's role

narrative,

a

as a

mother to

lack of emphasis that in this

Mae is mentioned

briefly

of photographs, and

the Goodwills'

as

a sense

case

Rich notes in

Daisy also is downplayed in the

may be connected to

housekeeper, she is

of the maternal role she

allowed to express her own theories about

O/Woman Born, women

plays is

not

not

pictured

Daisy's middle-aged depression.

their black mothers

are

love

(254).

The narrative of The Stone Diaries reinforces that assessment,

Mae

as

housekeeper when

Mae indicates that

from her

own account

no one

in the world,

mother. She got

a

(256). Her

sense

of herself

period, although Daisy did

mama's

as

are an

a

she's

ever

no more

going

than

a

to

little

mamma

Canada, and

cleaning

and

the

now

she's

care-taking

laundry, made

clean for school," and most of all, "tried not to scold"

Daisy's only

have

the

Cora

and thus talked to her

willingly provided all

Daisy's breakfast ready, did

when, and that's the way my
can

Cora-Mae

are

naming Cora

in her life: "First her

mother

figure (which she was during

previous mother in Clarentine) is put forward
girl.

...

I'd be

ironing

her hair and I'd think: I'm all she's got I'm not

mama

You

(255).

she "took to Mr. Goodwill's little

brushing
the

me"

only

Daisy was "dressed nice and

reason

a woman

black

actually mother to Daisy.

see, and then an old auntie who took care of her up in

died, you

sure

was

Cuyler Goodwill "wasn't used to coloreds"

"straight out" about the fact that Daisy needed

duties of

she

as

As Adrienne

"unworthy" of

to

to see

in the section

evident until she is

who have second mothers who

depreciate that relationship,

Although Cora

race.

encouraged

got

echo of

an

get" (257).

Cora-Mae says of her

bitty story in her life
mama

is for

even

me.

now,

You

can

blink and miss it But you can't make it go

one

suppression

the
or

half a mama, but I'm all
own

daughter, "Her

something from

way, way back

tell that story in five minutes flat

away" (257).

of any

as

of her dresses

In her view, mothers

unrecognized but essential part of a child's life, a part that Daisy

the death of her first mother and her

this time

recognition

has missed

of the

through

importance of

her surrogate mothers.

Daisy's first mother-in-law,

Mrs. Arthur Hoad, echoes Cora-Mae's views about
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the

importance of mothers, although her concerns about Daisy are less altruistic

centred

on

her questions about

Daisy's ability to be a good wife to Harold.

Daisy, "My feelings toward you are filled

with

acknowledge the fact that you have grown
as we

a

know, be

a

identity is so caught up in her role
own, Mrs. Hoad is the

fairy

as

the result of "the maliciousness of one

since his

had the effect of

She

drinking precludes
of the

Hoad, is made

older

"She

-

maternal

care

possibly
be"

mother

a

for her

be

as

"sacrificial act" and

will

a

implying that

Her creative
as a

even

as

already have realized

cruel,

as

result, he is

this

a

Cuyler Goodwill's second wife,

thirty-one-year-old widow

As

Daisy

by kissing Daisy on

that she feels useless"

that

no

person

her mother-in-law, Mrs. Arthur

and Maria is

[Daisy]

a

dress"

the

probably not much
Maria

-

(130-31). By getting

up at

six-thirty

house, Maria also drives away

not

Maria's

intricate rivalrous dance which
has been the

provides

lips, constantly "Cooking, cleaning, sewing,"

(129). However, she is

(130). For twenty years, Daisy

Maria.

tells her friends, Maria fulfils the stereotype

Cora-Mae: "It's not that she doesn't like Maria,

an

She creates

(110). Mrs. Hoad effectively castrates her son,

insensitive,

step-daughter.

make

and Maria grows

of her

name

not.

any sexual interest in his young bride. Yet

to mop the floors and vacuum the

figure,

first

might be anywhere between thirty-five and forty" (127)

"wanting to

morning

no

whose

(148).

by then

of an Italian mother
and

a woman

making Harold feel perpetually drunk" and,

Another mother figure for Daisy is
is

wife. As

enfeebling and castrating mother is undercut; as the narrator (who is

out to

Although Daisy

as a

monologue is both

explains Harold's expulsion from college as

perhaps Daisy herself) tells the reader later, "You
in this world could

Mrs. Hoad's

particular neurotic professor.

twenties to real drink"

early

representation

turning it into

''unmanly.''

As she tells

household without a mother, which can,

enfeebling, castrating mother that Clarentine is

her son's need for details is

"driven in his

a

wife and mother that she has

tale around her husband's suicide,

explanations

up in

listing of her responsibilities

a

more

nothing but affection, but those feelings do

handicap along the road of life" (102).

criticism of Daisy and

and

can

in

earlier

says, it's

"Between

never, never be

only woman

an

[Cora-Mae]

only rival:

every

only

Daisy

brought to light"

Cuyler's life, and

her rivalry

with Maria is connected, at least in part, to her distaste for "the wild love cries" she

now
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hears at

night (130).
If Daisy is

almost
more

a

daughter to many women in

many. As Marianne Hirsch suggests, "The

as

obvious than for the

figure

Stone Diaries

fulfilled womanhood,

as

in Jane

see not

Eyre,

only the

but also

are

mother. Di Brandt argues that in

woman as a

given

some

mother-daughter narratives
rather

on

child"

(16). In

a

which the

a

a

incomplete, of

and maternal absence,

.•.

but

home and mother in order to have

body,

similar way, Shields centres part of her narrative

autobiography as

is the

imagined body

on

memory and

Daisy

as

text"

mother and

as

on

her

of her mother.

the novel

sexuality. However, Daisy's voice
of her children

as

a

although her maternal body is never as clearly evoked in her

through the practical tasks of counting

pillowcases, preparing meals, teaching her children

by those

albeit

(30). She suggests that recent

narrative centred in the mother's

Daisy's mothering is detailed in

about

picture,

contemporary novels by Canadian

"separation

protagonist must leave

interactions with her children,
fictional

on

orphan's struggle toward

discussion of Margaret Laurence's The Stone Angel, she argues that

life, Laurence posits
In

based not

daughter"

the intimate interactions of the mother with the world around her, and with her

against the plot "in

(30).

are

a

is nowhere

both mother and

always

young

women, "the wanderer and the mother are the same"

mother to

a

multiplicity of 'women'

of the mother, who is

(12). Readers of The

the

The Stone Diaries, she is

as a

table manners, and

mother is

represented

as

talking to

them

often drowned out

(although again, given narrative uncertainty, readers could

imagine that what are represented

as

her children's

thoughts may in fact be Daisy's

construction of them). Hirsch argues that the mother's discourse, "when it is voiced,
moves

her from

remain the

object to subject. But,

as

long

as

she

speaks

as

mother, she

object in her child's process of subject-formation; she is

(12). Daisy is initially only
discounts her mother's

a

body,

mother
as

might be sexually active (166).

object for her daughter Alice.

is evident in her
As

As

a

always

fully a subject"

child, Alice

disgust at the suggestion that her mother

Shirley Neuman

argues,

Daughters will speak with the greatest ambivalence,

caught in the contradictory position

never

must

for it is

daughters who are

of identifying with while

their mothers' bodies. And mothers will

speak

most

separating from

tentatively,

most
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evasively, of their own persons,
motherhood has been founded

their

on

the

own

bodies, because the narrative of

non-representation

of their persons, their

bodies, and what goes unrepresented in culture is difficult to recognize
one's

as

experience. (76)

own

Indeed, Daisy's ambivalence about her own sexual body is evident in her reaction to her

daughter's questions and her husband's sexual advances, and
representation
can

of her

physical experience. However,

acknowledge her mother's physical

"fluffs out

over

her forehead and ears"

presence,

as

once

Alice is herself a mother, she

including

Daisy sits

in the gaps in narrative

the

"rusty-gray

in her bathrobe

frizz" that

writing her column

(239).
As well

mothers
then to

as

mothering

by becoming

a

her

aunt and

a

When

train ticket and takes her in

a

teenager,

vacations in Florida with

airport in

as

Beverly confesses that she

"one of the

and

Beverly,

is pregnant,

family" (249). Daisy acts

an

a

Daisy

becomes her mother substitute. Victoria

"who mails her

Daisy,

a

plane ticket,

Daisy

as a

great

little African violet

blooming

on

the bedside

may be embarrassed

crisp cotton sheets,

table, who has plans for the

Ringling Hotel" (270).

two

of

Victoria

by her great-aunt's conversation with the waitress, but "once the
back into the kitchen," she will "reach

waitress has

sashayed

dear

powdery hand.

old

spends her

who meets her at Tampa

air-conditioned cab, who makes up the guestroom with

them to get all dolled up and have their Easter lunch at the

dry

role of her foster

surrogate grandmother throughout Victoria's early life, but after Beverly dies

while Victoria is still

who has

recreates the

foster mother herself, first to her husband's niece,

Beverly's daughter, Victoria.

sends her

children, Daisy

own

A hand she knows almost

as

across

well

as

the table and pat that

she knows her own"

(270).

Although
fathers.
Aunt

Victoria has had

Despite this deficiency,

Daisy once overheard her

becomes

preoccupied

two

strong mothers in her life, she

"she doesn't

say

as

much"

completely lacks

give one golden fuck who
(269). Instead, Daisy is

with "the lives of her two dead fathers:

.

her father is; her

the

one

who

Cuyler Goodwill, her blood

parent, and Magnus Flett, her father-in-law" (266). Her obsession with her birth father is
not

surprising,

since he in many respects abandoned her at birth.

Cuyler fulfils his
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fmancial and

care-taking responsibilities by sending

letters to Clarentine, but he abdicates his emotional

by allowing Daisy to be raised in Winnipeg,
months to eleven years: "For

child,

little

a

and

money and

asking about Daisy in his

responsibilities for more than a decade
seeing her from

never once

days at a time he is able to forget that he is
He thinks of her only when he

girl named Daisy" (59).

age two

the father of a

sees

other children,

when he looks at

a

photograph of Daisy or opens a letter from Clarentine, or when he

sends Clarentine

a

money order. In

.

..

It would be unnatural if a father did not love his child, but what Cuyler Goodwill

feels is

only a pygmy love produced by the ether of custom" (61). He shrinks from

"awkward
-

fact, "he wonders if he is capable of loving the child.

he has

meeting" he

never

would have with his

been to the

city, has never seen

anyway, to sacrifice the whole of a

Cuyler's life (which

daughter,

in fact may be

Sunday" (62).

When Clarentine dies, however,

longest oration:

Daisy

is

forcibly

''virtual

"He talked to fill the

of the future, but

reason

chiefly he talked in

going

his

the

kind (77).

daughter.

parental role,

During

the

language,

to

access to

speech through

She wants, "it

As

uncertainty
they journey,

her foster mother, into the

language.

seems to

Victoria,

to

also

consumes

her,

pull herself inside a bag

of

be that language, to be able to utter that unutterable word: father"

(266). However, instead of travelling to her birthplace

or

sending off letters of inquiry,

Daisy simply "thinks about her two departed fathers. That's
thinks about them, concentrates

on

as

far

as

she goes: she just

them, dwells on them" (267). She wonders about their

lives, and in particular, about their deaths. The narrative moves into
account

despite his

long train ride to

(91).

During Daisy's later preoccupation with her father, language

buried

and

silence and to hold back the

order to claim back his child"

realm of her father's current obsession with

especially the word/ather.

and his monument

strangers" (87), the talkative Cuyler embarks on his

frightening

moved from her first

and is reluctant,

-

religion

him than his

Cuyler steps into
as

for

In the narrator's construction of

important to

previous neglect of her, Daisy sees his mouth
two of them

"And from the confusion of travel

Daisy's construction),

to his wife are much more real and more

Indiana, with the

any

the

a

retrospective

of Cuyler Goodwill's death, which concludes with the words "The

only daughter either did or did

not occur to him in his

fmal moments"

thought of his

(279). Cuyler's
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feelings

toward his

at least may

other fathers

daughter may be still ambivalent,

be unreadable to her. In the search for

Magnus Flett,

-

who

husband of her first foster mother

-

as

herself

opportunity to

as

news

on

but

a

stiff

wave

about the death of one of her

a

to have

of selfconsciousness intervened"

to be a

wanderer, too, with

marked with her
echoes

he searches for

the

a

own

an

name"

a

name

home,

The

"traveling

-

by the father

and

at

the

refuge" (146).

same

Orkney

Daisy finds

said the word 'father:

(307).

a

As

a man

always done, "believing

wistful

herself

longing for refuge, for a door

of Daisy's

recognition

her much older foster brother, Barker

to Barker Flett as to a

the

of Magnus

Daisy travels by train toward her third,

impossible position occupied by the daughter in
'owned'

she has

as

language

passage earlier in the novel. As

unacknowledged father

estranged

father, Daisy realizes that her

orphan's heart and

(305).

to

the

his grave, however, because he is still alive.

psychological link with Magnus is their mutual identity as wanderers.
by family,

trip

''utter that unutterable word: father,"

Although she cannot give him

abandoned

presumed narrator,

being her father-in-law is also

incapable of doing so: "She would have liked

testing it,

is the

Daisy accompanies Victoria on

Islands. She is unable to put flowers
Now that she has the

well

or, if Daisy

-

she is said to be

Di Brandt discusses "the
the

patriarchal script, as

time forbidden to him"

contradictory and
sexual

object

(21). Daisy is "owned" both

by Barker and by her biological father, Cuyler. However, although she is morally
forbidden to Barker (at least, when she is

Daisy can and

does marry her

a

child), she is

not

legally forbidden,

and thus

early father figure. Their marriage is in part an enactment of

what Lynda Boose calls the father's bestowal of the

daughter.

As with the

marriage of

nineteenth-century heroines to older godfathers or other authority figures,which

analyzes in "The Father's House and the Daughter in It," Daisy's marriage
only

allows the heroine to remain

fantasies of perpetual childhood
status as a wife"

a

good girl loyal to her father,

security through union with

to

Boose

Barker "not

it satisfies the

the father masked

daughter's
by her

(34).2

The reader, like Victoria, cannot help but

2

interpret Daisy's interest in her fathers as

Daisy's marriage to Barker also can be interpreted as an enactment of the trend Hirsch
nineteenth-century novels by women, in which maternal bonds are
repressed in favour of fraternal ones (14)
notes in many

.

-
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a

suppressed interest in her birth mother: "She entertains the suspicion that her aunt is
that the

really in search of her mother,

sly equation" (269).

ruse or

preoccupation with her two

As Sidonie Smith suggests, in women's

"Ultimately, the suppressed story

of the

search for her fathers thus is revealed

as a

lost fathers of hers, and

She

begins

nears

her

into stone

she is forever

ways

"belongs to

no

one" because she is

'ruminating' about her past life,
was

be

her

interpreted

for and is the favourite

own

death, "Stone is how she finally

as a

of mineral

sees

deposition" (358).

merger with both parents: stone

imagery of her father; Stone is

"feels herself merge with, and become,
as

in birth,

Daisy is joined

birth to her mother, she
still

as a

now

to

the

name

her mother. As she

imagines that she is the body

boat" after her death

during Daisy's

discourse with her dead mother, and she

she

Her transformation

provides the livelihood

of her mother; and stone

birth

once

imagined

of her mother,

lying

is in part an attempt to enter into

fmally achieves a kind of silent communication

body of her mother at death. Susan Stanford Friedman points

out that

"psychoanalytic critics of autobiography often focus their analysis on

which self-creation in the text

(36). She

"silent and

(40).3

her union with the

her parents"

especially

that she gave

through

3

as

fmally, the still body of her dead mother" (359).

Daisy Goodwill Flett's fictional autobiography

or

(281).

herself, her

represents the finality of the death of all three family members. However, Daisy

In death,

those two

handed at birth"

and compensate for the loss of her mother only

replaced by the insentience

can

some

body of her

death.

Daisy imagines

cells

("Impact of Critical Theory" 5). Daisy's

hurling herself at the emptiness she

truly comprehend

own

As

living

to

autobiography,

redirected search for the lost

mother. She herself recognizes that she in

"Perhaps that's why

only a kind of

mother/daughter diad disrupts the confidence and

conventions of the father-identified narrative"

motherless:

fathers is

explores

or

the way in

recapitulates the writer's past interplay with his

argues that "The very

sense

of

identification, interdependence,

The Stone Diaries is not the first time in Shields's fiction that the

body, absent through

death, is an overwhelming presence. In Swann, the murdered and dismembered body of
poet and mother Mary Swann haunts the text Biographer Morton Jimroy even recalls her

body in order to think and speak about literary theory: ''It was just a matter of time before
the theoreticians got to Mary Swann and tore her limb from limb in a grotesque parody of
her bodily death" (95).
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and

community

elements in the
sense

that

[Georges]

Gusdorf dismisses from

autobiographical selves are key

development of a woman's identity" (38), and

of self is connected in

particular to

the mother-child

suggests that women's

relationship (41).

The

importance of the mother-child relationship for female selfhood is evident in the way in
which

Daisy

tries to recreate that

Buss suggests, in

a

the mother is not

'pre' anything,

expressions,
females"

is the

(190).

rewriting

relationship

in her fictional

of Bella Brodzld, "for
but rather,

women at

Daisy's life

is

and surrogate

and sustains

productive adult

shaped by her attempts

connection with her absent birth mother, and is sustained

by

her

surrogate mothers and with her biological and foster children

.

As Helen

least, the relationship with

through its continuing

shaping relationship that engenders

In The Stone Diaries,

autobiography.

to

make

relationships with her

•

CHAPTER FIVE

"Writing Beyond the Ending"
"Our stories
Carol Shields

wrote in

The Stone Diaries is
ascends

nor

praise

of Alice Munro's short stories

novel about

composed

autobiography.
ending"

a

fragmentary; they neither ascend nor descend; they go along,"

woman's

a

life,

of the domestic,

And it is

a

story that,

of both traditional

I want to

begin

to use

romance

this [mal

something often left

Etymologically,

the

out of both fiction and

chapter by returning to the beginning

English

word

through

are

a

journal in

have eaten bitterness,' he rather
taste for it'

diary comes from

as

has been

explored in Chapter

the Latin dies,

meaning day,

domesticity that is often

continually reminded of diary-writing

as an

"(112).

The word journal has

(OED),joumal has

an

in his

old

'and find 1 have

-

a

and

parliamentary

professional.

travel

diary in

As

a

young

which she writes

mythic journey (132). That diary has been lost,

longer writes in

a

Frenchjumal. However, with

become coded masculine and thus

about her tamed-down version of the
no

private journal.

logbooks, business statements,

widow, Daisy keeps something much less privileged

however, and Daisy

Daisy's

etymology similar to diary, since it is

meaning daily, via the

its current connotations of nautical

activity

which he records details of his frustrated life: "'I

pompously wrote

derived from the Latin diumalis,

records

to the word

-

references to diaries in the hands of many of the novel's characters.

husband, Barker, keeps

"beyond

certainly not a collection of diaries or

and the novel indeed pays the kind of attention to dailiness and to
characteristic of diaries. Readers

woman

plot and traditional autobiography (197).

"daily record of matters affecting the writer personally,"

One.

130).

fragmentary, that neither

Rachel Blau DuPlessis's term, goes

diaries in the title of the novel. The Stone Diaries is
a

life that is

a

Must Come"

('Writing

descends, that simply goes along until her death. It is the story of a

whose life is

the

are

one:

72
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Daisy Goodwill's

own

thoughts

given up the practice of keeping
diary

it has

-

been found

never

on
a

her

marriage are not recorded, for she has

private journal. The recent loss of her travel
caused her

-

a

certain amount of secret

grief;

she shudders to think whose hands it may have fallen into, all that self

indulgent scribbling that belongs, properly, to
place

where she

no

marriage

own

are

suppressed in

Other than the

"pocket diary" in which
belong

she is

to women.

(234);

about her sexual

They

depressed;

and

the

feminine

reason

diary,

her

in contrast

keeps his addresses (198), the

include the nonexistent
more

Praidy Hoyt's

are

also part of the

she is told to

"keep

a

diary of Daisy's

firmly together (189);

"little

and which she

experiences,

visiting Daisy (248). Diaries

receives when she is

as a

as

perceives her activity as

that she would not be reminded of the "mean,

believes herself to have been

keeps notations

hers

Barker

mother that Daisy believes would have linked them
so

a

-

journal.

novel's other diaries all

that Alice burned

is put forward

the novel. She

self-indulgent scribbling, perhaps because she views
to Barker's masculine

province of girlhood

longer lives. (156)

Daisy's forsaking of the diary or private journal form
views about her

the

the diaries

bossy" teenager she

pocket diary" in which

she

temporarily misplaces when

ironically unsound advice Daisy

diary like Virginia Woolf' (262),

although Woolf committed suicide at close to Daisy's age despite having written in her
diary a few months earlier, ''This trough
Woolf s

diaries. In

pleasure

an

diary entries

entry

down"

despair shall not,

evidence of the

one

[sic]

about the

gains

a

certain hold

essential characteristic of

sausage and haddock

on

nature

diary of poet Mary Swann

-

ends," and "a mishmash" (49-50)

-

fictional

of diaries such

written in

scribbler" and reported by librarian Rose Hindmarch

Profound

as an

engulf me" (501-02).

now

with

some

seven; and must cook dinner. Haddock and sausage meat I

(503). Shields explored the domestic

Speaking

quotidian

I swear,

few weeks before her death, Woolf wrote, "And

a

I fmd that its

think it is true that

are

of

to

an

was

as

Woolfs in Swann.

unassuming "pocket

be "Just jottings," "Odds and

literary critic

Sarah

disappointment is what I felt when opening

first time. What I wanted

by writing them

Maloney says
that notebook for the

elucidation and grace and

a

glimpse

of the

-
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Mary Swann

woman

"Creek down
I

today," or "Green

puzzled for days

decided

she drifted in and out of her poems. What I got

as

finally

over

beans

up,"

or

"cash low,"

or

"wind

was

rising ......

one scribbled passage, hoping for a spill of light, but

that the pen scratches must read "Door latch broken."

(55)

Although Mary Swann's diary is a disappointment to Sarah, it appropriately reflects the
ordinariness, the dailiness, and the domesticity of many women's lives. As Frederic
Cruzzi concludes,
woman"

Mary

Swann may have been

a

poet, but she

was

also "an

ordinary

(352).

Diaries,

as

Swann's notebook and the

Stone Diaries indicate,

are a

proliferation

diary writers in

analogous to

the

fragmented, interrupted,

Olsen

out

that motherhood in

responsive, responsible" (18),

are

"important

to women

because

and formless nature of their lives"

(19). Tillie

more

why

it has been

so

difficult for many

women to

than diaries. Suzanne Juhasz suggests in her essay

in Jelinek's book that "In their form, women's lives tend to be like the stories that
less

a

pattern of linear development towards

some

clear

goal

repetitive, cumulative, cyclical structure. One thinks of housework
domestic life in

general" (223).

they are

particular "means being instantly interruptable,

which is

find the time and energy to write

they show

The

type of life writing that is often, but not always, by women.

Estelle Jelinek argues that diaries and notebooks

points

of female

Juhasz

specifically connects

the

or

than

one

they tell:

of

childcare, of

repetitive nature

of

women's domestic lives to diaries: 'The classic verbal articulation of dailiness is, of
course, the

belongs to

diary,"

she writes, which, like

and stays in the

Theorists of

and

women

autobiography

English autobiography, Wayne
the most part, excluded from

have

long pointed

out

that unlike diaries,

...

biographies

often omit the domestic. In his 1954

Shumaker suggests that

day-to-day

that women's

include domestic details,

especially "frontier"

autobiographies,
or

"efforts to be reconciled with their families, to

even

study of

details of lives are, for

autobiography (40-42). However, Jelinek

opposition to Shumaker,

to survive

''Traditionally

private world" (224).

autobiographies, especially by men,

childbirth, and

and their lives,

argues, in

historical ones, often do

"captive" autobiographies that emphasize

acquire food,

emotionally and physically in

to

build homes, to endure

the wilderness"

(8).

Domna

•
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Stanton finds that

a

autobiography (12), even

"domestic dailiness" permeates women's
and considered

though domesticity is generally devalued

an

inappropriate subject for

autobiography. Writing of Daphne Marlatt's Ana Historic, Helen Buss proposes ''that
women must

seek the lost and obscure texts of the lives of forgotten women,

whose utterances would

Diaries, the
Patricia

never

sought and revealed are those of a housewife,

utterances

In The Stone

by 'literary' standards" (192-93).

be valued

Meyers Spacks suggests, seldom

engages in

women

someone

who,

as

autobiographical writing (112).

Domesticity is part of Shields's conception of both autobiography and fiction.
his review of The Stone Diaries, Neil Besner argues that the novel "shows

comfortably biography and
domestic"

(106). Referring

celebration of the

79).1

to Shields's short

actual

to

be

most

sure

the

'quotidian'

celebrated in Swann;

has its hard

deposits of ennui,

as

Sarah

just how

familiar domain, the
comments on "her

of facades; the

that all her works celebrate;

of dailiness with fate, coincidence"

quotidian certainly is

"Dailiness

[Shields's]

stories, Clara Thomas

beauty of the daily,

amazing entanglement

The

cohabit in

can

astonishingly extraordinary behind the most 'ordinary'

sturdy reliability and
and the

fiction

us

In

("Stories Like Sonnets"

Maloney concludes,

but it is also,

as

Mary

Swann

suggests, redemptive" (19). Sarah's first-person and in many ways autobiographical
narrative takes her conclusion literally
intimate details of, for

(20),

example,

by repeatedly

and

what she eats: "a cheese

and for dinner, "a boned chicken breast steamed in

broccoli al dente"

In several

(22).

satisfyingly giving the reader
on

pita for lunch,

grapefruit juice

then

and

a

an

apple"

branch of

interviews, Shields has said she purposefully

set out to

write novels that included the details of domestic life (see interviews with Anderson,

Wachtel, and De Roo). She told Harvey De Roo, "Domesticity is like breathing. It goes
on

and on"

(44), and added, "I have

never

for

trivial, and I've always known that men and
seldom fmds its way into

our

fiction"

The Stone Diaries is in part

women's diaries and

some

fundamentally domestic:
1

a

women's

recipe.

Coincidence, indeed, plays

fictional

autobiography

an

that is

a

one

minute

women

regarded the lives of women

alike possess

a

as

domestic life that very

(47).
affirmation of the domestic detail present in

autobiography.

On

a

hot

It opens with

something

July day, Mercy Stone Goodwill

is

"making a

large a part in The Stone Diaries as it does in the
marked intertext in the novel, Jane Eyre

as

.

-
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Malvern

recipe

is

for her husband's

pudding

provided,

homemade relish,

pudding" (3) ..
never

is the

as

menu

kind of creativity. As

brooding

lower

suggestion

fold

a

to

lay

or

art

of

spoonful

of

imagined.

or

me

like

Mercy, the domestic is a

of her mother, "Like
-

was

sleeve,

gift:
to starch and iron and

gifted. And her gifts were put to

When she
went

in need of a

artist

she stirs and arranges and draws

sauce, set a

a

an

stepped into

round

to

a

room, the

take in whatever

good buffing,

use.

girls'

was

and then she rolled up her

straight to work. (30)

domesticity is no less important than Cuyler's stone carving, Although his skill

also is described

as a

concentration you
and

table, thicken

broken

sleeves and went
Her

a

be

women

skill in the domestic is her

for instance, her eyes

dormitory,

disorderly

can

that for

perfectly clear to

stack of neat linens. She

Worse lives

a

pudding

making of this particular meal, which will

Daisy as narrator says

lip" (2). Mercy's

[S]he loved

and currant

for their meal: "cold corned beef with

The richness of detail about the

years later this form of artistry is
in her

raspberry

dressed potatoes at the side, cups of sweet tea, and then this fme

some

be eaten, culminates in the

concrete

The

supper" (1).

gift,

see on

and his face is said

to

take

on

the faces of real artists," "he

"Only when he fmishes a piece and carries

''that twisted

never

monkey

thinks of himself

look of
as an

artist"

it to the site of the tower does he

experience the fever of transcendence" (65).
The Stone Diaries alternates between

celebrating the artistry of the domestic and

exposing domesticity's limitations. Daisy's recovery
example, to her enjoyment of the domestic details
apron around her waist
them

soaking

once

again, peel

in cold water. Polish

a

a

from her

depression

of life: "She'd like

pound of potatoes

to

tie

is

linked, for

a

crisp clean

in three minutes flat and

jelly jar and set it on the top

pu�

shelf with its mates"

(263). As Sarah suggests in Swann, the domestic may have its "hard deposits of ennui,"
but it may also be

redemptive (19).

In the final

chapter of The Stone Diaries, the profound

and mundane nature of Daisy's life is summed up
Now there's

drooping

a woman

who made

rubber plant, who bid

who looked after her

a

by her relatives and by the narrator:

terrific meatloaf, who knew how to repot

a smart

no-trump hand, who

wore a

personal hygiene, who wrote her thank-you

a

hat well,

notes

-
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promptly,
almost

.•.

who missed the

point, the point of it all,

unfailingly courteous to

but was, nevertheless,

(354)

others.

That last chapter is filled with lists, many of them of domestic details such

buy, things to do on Tuesday, and
the

menus

and

"Must Do's

Long Term."

-

recipes of Chapter One, including

Luncheon, 1951" and

a

recipe for "Aunt Daisy's

it does

as

Lemon

as

groceries to

It also makes

a menu

a return to

of the ''Garden Club

Pudding" (352-53).

Domesticity is presented as a mixed blessing, however, as several critics of the
novel have

pointed out. Margery Fee suggests that

and contributions of a life spent in
heart of this novel;

surprising

a

nurturing

producing a marvellous garden, these

are

the

children and

men,

husband with

The Stone Diaries reveals "the beauties

a new

plants. Domesticity

recipe, counting pillow cases,

important feats,

However, Fee complicates her arguments by commenting

on

the memorable feats"
the novel's

''terrible limitations" that a domestic life entails. Winifred Mellor, who

"celebratory acknowledgement of women's creative artistry in
Diaries, also

sees

of women's art"

the novel

(l05).

as

"a serious attack

Some of that

experience of housework.

her

the

mending,

garden than in

for her

own

next

recognizes the

self-invention" in The Stone

narrowness

of the

drudgery,

and

"inside her head:

accepted

as

arenas

she works she

now

the curtains to starch" (11). She takes much

ate

to

her steamed

pit the

the stove to

more

pride in

prunes that went into her prune

offerings wrestle with the stones in their own

(98).

"Visitors

to

creativity, like Clarentine's,

standing in this garden

(196). Again, hers is

a

creative feminist

by a patriarchal God. However,

garden, Daisy, like
Five opens with

her

two

-

Eden itself,

as

well

as

place

paradise

reappropriation of the paradise said

mothers, also attempts

Daisy preparing

is not her house, but her

sometimes feel their hearts lock into

instant, and experience blurred primal visions of creation

created

recognition of the

is reflected in Clarentine Flett's

scolding voice

labor, refusing, for instance,

Daisy's major access
garden:

own

(174).

her house. Still, her husband admires the fact that she has "a respect

pudding, letting those who
mouths"

narrowness

the

For Clarentine, housework is

hears the continuous drone of her

polish, now

on

is the

to

for

an

indeed"

have been

expressing creativity through her
to do so

through her house. Chapter

supper for her family in the heat of a

July day, echoing

-
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the actions of her mother,

Mercy, recorded

again is provided, and again it is
tomatoes, and

a

cold meal for

beginning of Chapter One.

a

hot

A

menu

day: "jellied veal loaf, sliced

potato salad and, for dessert, sugared raspberries in little glass bowls"

(157). However,

Mercy's artistry in

unlike

and the difference lies in the

artistic

pursuit

came"

(I). Preparing

For Mercy,

the domestic,

Daisy's is imperfectly executed,

religious passion with which the two women engage

eating food

food is "almost

in the hot kitchen

standing

a

at the

cooking

is said to be "as close

as

to

heavenly," something

heaven

"she

[she]

as

in their

ever

glorie[s] in," and

is her "particular notion of paradise"

(2). By contrast,

.

the

Daisy uses

kitchen is "hot
breath

as

As

from

a

as

Hades"

(157),

a

pan

(158, 159). If cookery is
for

profane craft or technological activity

a concrete

cookery

book

example

woman to woman,

and commercial pages of Ladies Home Journal

a

sacred art for

Daisy.

of the debasement of her art, the

down from

passed

her

enterprises:

and she says "Damn it" at least five times under her

prises the veal loaf out of the

she

it is

Mercy,

of hell and damnation to describe her culinary

language

recipe Daisy uses is

but from the

(158). Daisy's

art has

more

not

pedestrian

been

commercialized; like her ideas about sexuality, her ideas about domestic duties

come

the pages of the

Mystique.

popular magazines

thinks she

Daisy's son

even

looks

shabby house, the only thing
uses to

display photographs

The idea is not

titled

"Putting

original;

that

Betty Friedan

"straight from

she is

of her children and

she got it from

women

Oxydol

putting

Sidonie Smith suggests that the

a

a

copy of her

an

(193-94),

identical

woman

sense

the

as

purpose

through her roles

defines her life at this
the narrative

erases

self-denying, self-effacing
as

wife and mother"

point solely

exclusively as Mrs. Flett.

and readers

are

ironically

left to

imagine

of self into their houses.
as a

self-protective

act,

that cultural fiction that defines

and

erasing,

and defines her cultural

("Impact of Critical Theory" 3). Daisy

in terms of her

other aspects of her life

she

marriage announcement.

autobiographer,

embracing the story of 'woman,'

of woman

Inside her

(160).

Canadian Homes and Gardens article

often "shifts postures,
essence

ads"

proud of is her glass-topped coffee table, which

the Essential You into Your Decor"

thousands of Canadian

the

decries in The Feminine

from

responsibilities as wife and mother,

by self-consciously renaming

and

her almost

The details of Daisy's life reflect comments made

by Friedan
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about the mystique that

developed around women in the middle of the twentieth century.

Although undoubtedly overgeneralizing from her middle-class, white perspective, Friedan
nonetheless gets

twentieth-century hegemonic American femininity right when she

that "domestic aspects of feminine existence
were

confined, by necessity,

turned "into

a

religion,

femininity" (43).

As

a

recognizes

her

it

was

pattern by which all

by women

as

and restrictive. Like the

analyzes, Daisy is

"almost childlike"

"girlishness" (160), and even Alice,

live

whose lives

deny their

particular religion a

her Bible the

women

in

magazines

issue of

an

(Friedan 36). Barker

in retrospect,

''kept [Daisy] girlish,

or

she fmds this

slavishly follows it, taking

essentializing

difference between her parents

lived

women must now

Daisy's kitchen language shows,

as

McCalls that Friedan

as

cooking, cleaning, washing, [and] bearing children" were

to

kind of hell, but she nevertheless
that Friedan decries

-

argues

speculates

that the age

made her a kind of tenant in the tower

of girlhood. There she remained, safe, looked after"
illusion of being looked after in her tower, but hers is

(235-36). Daisy may have the

trapped, Rapunzel-like state, and

a

she is not safe from disillusion about the limited nature of her life's rewards: "A little
escapes the

noticing

lips of Mrs.

that

no one

Flett

(Daisy), who is suddenly exhausted

has asked for

a

second

suffers from what Friedan calls "the

for

'something more'

than

helping

problem

and who can't help

of jellied veal loaf'

that has

no

sigh

(161-62). Daisy

name, a vague undefmed wish

washing dishes, ironing, punishing and praising

the children"

(61).
As

a

young woman,

downplay her education,
were an

Daisy has

like the

interval to be gotten

'real' life could

begin.

And real life

in Liberal Arts from

was

settle for the domestic and to

when you married and lived in

(154). Daisy's

ease

and

energy"

mourning for the squandering

knowledge when she decides

to

Friedan describes who "behaved

son,

as

if college

a

year after her

a

suburban house

Warren, knows that "She has

Long College for Women,

where his mother's "intellectual

"She must be in

women

encouraged

through impatiently, efficiently, bored but businesslike so

with your husband and children"

degree

been

a

class of 1926," but he wonders

have gone

of herself'

graduation

(251), and concludes that

(252). Daisy quotes received

that it is

"

'time' to marry

is, after all, twenty-two years old" (117). Her future mother-in-law

warns

-

she

her not to let

•
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her college education "impinge

women seem

something

but doesn't know what she is allowed" (117). As she flees

domesticated version of the

a

what is

but rather what

most notable fact that culture

important thing
actual
sense

mystique has made higher

of recognition of the lack of choice in her life: "She

toward Barker in

possible,

harmony" or "be tempted to parade [her]

suspect, unnecessary and even dangerous" (357).

Daisy herself has flashes
wants to want

normal marital

As Friedan argues, ''The feminine

knowledge" (102).
education for

on

"she doesn't ask herself

possibilities remain" (147). Writes Adrienne Rich, "The

imprints on

one woman can

mythic journey,

women

do for another is

is the
to

sense

of our limits. The most

illuminate and

possibilities" (O/Woman Born 246). Daisy has

had

expand her sense of

no one to

help expand her

of possibilities. She at last concludes that her lack of choice is connected to her

gender: "She is powerless, anchorless, soft-tissued
whole of it, that she is

Daisy's

more

Mystique, theorizes

a woman.

Yes, of course" (150).

reflective and

who has read The Feminine

demanding friend, Fraidy,

their situation: ''What do

the old charlatan. He knew what

Perhaps that is the

a woman.

-

women

wanted.

women

good enough. Everyone knew that Everyone

want, Freud asked. The old

They

wanted

nothing. Nothing

but me" (246). On the

fool,
was

subject of Freud,

I

Friedan wrote, ''The fact is that to Freud,
Madison Avenue
saw

them

serve

as

women were a

less-than-satisfyingjobs all

Alice

sees

as

salvation"

Daisy's work outside

the home

no sense

her mother's

was

man

and

about Freud, but

having

(242).
has

as

adopted Friedan's perspective about work,
The Feminine

Mystique" (242).

her salvation: "Before my mother became

of self-worth whatsoever. Whatsoever!

when you think about it, she functioned like

Undervalued. She

love

"tak[es] issue with Betty Friedan's

Fraidy during their "good jabber about

newspaper columnist she had

unpaid.

only of man's love, to

her life, she

Daisy's daughter Alice, however,
she reveals to

magazine editor on

(108). Fraidy espouses Friedan's point of view

exaltation of work

as

than to the

strange, inferior, less-than-human species. He

childlike dolls, who existed in terms

his needs"

worked at

today,

even more

a

kind of slave in

nobody" (243).

Alice

our

recognizes

productive work because it is unpaid turns Daisy into

society.
that the
a

She

a

Really,
was

devaluing

nobody in the

of

•
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patriarchal frame of reference.
really done anything before,
Alice becomes
now

a

not

cleaned the house
In

-

teenager, Alice herself tells her mother, "you've

a

recognize the productive value of housework;

lfWomen Counted, Marilyn Waring points

out that

and did the

-

the

am

seeing

longer perceived

no

it does not make money. As
know I

garden"

rule of a house

or

(18). However, the original meaning has gradually become lost, with

result that women's work is

as

productive

Waring writes, ''Every time
work.

a woman at

.

..

I

or

the

in economic terms because

see a

mother with

an

infant, I

I know that money payment is not necessary for

work to be done. But,

again, I seem

when work becomes

concept in institutionalized economics, payment

a

she

English word

economics derives from the Greek oikonomikos, "the management
household"

as

after

stayed home and looked after her children and sewed and

though she could have afforded help

even

never

counting the usual Betty Crocker stuff' (210). Only

mother does she

says of her mother, "She

(236).

As

to be at odds with

economics

as a

discipline, because
enters

the

picture"

(25).
Unlike her

Mystique.

daughter and her friend, Daisy apparently has

Shields read it, however, and it affected her life

fiction. She describes her

Daisy's)

experiences

as a

young

in terms of descriptions in The Feminine

My real life,

I

as

saw

children and live in
would

acquire

a

a

it,

was

was

so

by

Shields told Eleanor Wachtel that, like the young

it.

falling in

had

long

love and

going

been interested in

to

dances, although I did

writing,

but she

I grew up in.

I have to say I

and

having

a

wanted. I can't believe it"

era:

Along the way I

'something to fall
was

quite happy with

about whom Friedan writes,

"I think I
some

was

much

more

interested

reading" ("Interview" 14). She

forgot that interest when she married, and

began trying to live her life as the women's magazines suggested:
being in love

from her

not

(''Writing Must Come" 123)

women

college education was almost a waste of time for her:
in

one

it affected her

I would get married, have

that I would have

plan fail.

enchanted

as

Mystique of women

house much like the

back on,' should any part of the

much

read The Feminine

(of Alice's generation,

woman

entirely predictable.

university education

this future; in fact, I

as

never

"I

was

just interested in

house, the whole Ladies' Home Journal thing. That was all I

(16)

.
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However, Shields told Wachtel, she was

again" after she

difference to

enormous

everything
home,

as

read The Feminine
me

she said seemed

editorial assistant

right,
on a

breakthrough: "[Hlaving a job
is still

a

very

hire

me

no

are

choice but

for this

[It]

....

to enter

the first job I ever had

very

important to

Mystique

the

describes the

experiences

its focus

on a

on

out her

of

women

who have

and has been criticized

criticized, by feminists of my

middle-class woman, and its focus

providing solutions. However,

on

Shields's novel is still

uses as a

the lives of women of Daisy's historical

tongue.

.

women

like

Daisy: "Something,

over

there at the

edge.

thought but not articulated
closing benediction

compresses and at the

on

and is

era

and cultural

someone, cut off her

out,

as

presented through

her

the middle of

autobiographical project,

time universalizes her

her

which

silencing as he

experience under the aegis of
of

our

century" (361).

Margery Fee approaches a feminist criticism of the novel when

she writes that

[Daisy's] children, never sees anything but the domestic Daisy; only the

reader hears the voice of the liberated
as a

head,

others' voices, attests. However, in

domesticity: "Daisy Goodwill Flett, wife, mother, citizen

"The reader, like

near

to

The least vibration could knock her off'

Daisy's death, Warren perpetuates

same

an

model, it exposes the

[Y]ou would expect her to land somewhere

..

(252). Daisy's tongue has indeed been yanked

figured

of women like

Daisy's son, Warren, muses on the silencing and marginalizing that happens

the world. Instead she's

be

a

having a job for me.

concerns

experiences

feminist text in that, like the feminist criticism it

middle-class, middle-aged

his

and

paid work force to support their families,

rather than

effect of social strictures

is

-

suggested,

my self-esteem that anyone would

The Stone Diaries also has been

identifying problems

yanked

was, as Friedan

(27).

acquaintance, for its limitations:

situation.

was

Shields's first job outside the

anyway" (26).

from the middle class, but it leaves out

deficiency.

important

that

an

about her that I didn't like, but

scholarly quarterly,

was

and pay me"

The Feminine

Shields who

things

same

important thing because I never thought I would in all those years I was

home with children

actually

were

at that time

-

able to "doze off quite the

Mystique (20): "Reading Betty Friedan made

There

....

never

triumph, but such

a

Daisy.

From

a

feminist perspective,

Daisy's

life

perspective cannot disguise its terrible limitations"

can

•
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(174).

Fee argues that

what Daisy's

although "Domesticity is never rejected,

generation missed," and concludes

the text makes it clear

...

that the model for change that the novel

provides is in the generation that comes after Daisy. Alice, for example, can "begin
overcome

the

patriarchal prohibition against women who

intellectual and

making

.•.

up

Alice has been able to

spiritual one.

as

she goes

along'

Housekeeping, McCall's and

Shields has described her novel
from the centre of their

woman

in this century can understand what it

own

we

remain

arguments further in

1995

a

Someone,

a

women's

by convention, Good

silencing and on their

feels like to be erased from
are more

voiceless

powerless" ("Golden

wrote to me

Daisy had

Book"

the culture. I
than

even

we are,

60). She refined

after The Stone Diaries

tried harder. (I do

was

settled for

never

knew what she

exactly what she

parts for "I

want.

"
..

was

was

allowed, what she

was

as

I

see

owed. She

offered, without ever forming the sentence

She believed what the women's

unquestioningly,

woman's life

its rewards, its

might consist of,

say

too.) But like the huge majority

women's work. She absorbed,

had said to her: Your life is your
women never

her

published to

of women she felt the full force of social stricture. Her real sadness,

it, is that she

but I

interview with Thomas:

epistolary

stranger,

that she wished

and

'she's

something

as

an

lives. She told Joan Thomas in 1993 that "any

generation, who

fairly voiceless

domestic life with

Companion" (174).

as a comment on

erasure

think

her life

a

rather than fixed pattern laid out

The Canadian Home

think of course of my mother's

see

combine

to

own

magazines said

the notion of what

bargains.

If only

and there is work you

head this articulated before The Feminine

one

can

Mystique

about

a

person

do. (A lot of
was

published.) (127)
Shields's comments about

Daisy echo

''The

ever

tragedy was, nobody

want to do with your

By writing

those of a mother of three

looked

us

quoted

in Friedan's book:

in the eye and said you have to decide what you

life, besides being your husband's wife and children's mother" (71).

in The Stone Diaries about

Daisy Goodwill's perceived lack of choice,

her adoption of models of women's lives

presented

in

popular media, and

that she is "blinded, throttled, erased from the record of her

own

about

about the fact

existence" (76), Shields
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explores and makes concrete theories learned from
women's work. The novel's
such
these

skirting

of descriptions of Daisy's

sexual initiation and childbirth,

as

experiences,

and of women in

physical experiences,

parallels society's silencing

presented as redemptive in

friendship, which, like the domestic,

exception

between

women

has seldom been recounted"

Vera Brittain's Testament of Friendship

-

remarks in her

prologue

that women's

but mocked, belittled, and

who had

friends"

with Wachtel

("Interview"

talking about,

to

write

a

novel about

30).

who

Mercy

buys his clothes

trip

from the Salvation

subway
a

Fraidy

same

who had

is

lawyer Nancy

has

Nancy's father, and

home from the

hospital after a

tentative step toward the

intimacy she feels, but

generation in the lifelong friendship of Daisy with Fraidy Hoyt

and Beans

is at times

a woman

Army,

As the narrator says after the three young

wafts of air and

friendship

that I would

friendship by raising Mercy's daughter. Friendship among women

to France and their mutual revulsion toward oral sex,

she and
the

Anthony.

about her first

friendship is evident in the relationship between Mercy and

also is enacted in the next
and Beans

a woman

dies before Clarentine is able to express the

Clarentine enacts that

one

points out that Brittain

that the well-to-do

mastectomy, is Judith's mother. In The Stone Diaries,
confidences of women's

provides

self,

In Small Ceremonies, Judith and her friend

that the widow Judith has described, who took the

Clarentine.

but

-

She

about the

friendships "have usually been not merely unsung,

Nancy "swap frugality stories" (169), then confess
been

(98).

reflective side to her life. I wanted to show

a

The Stone Diaries is

falsely interpreted" (99-100). Shields said

novel, Small Ceremonies, "I wanted

recognize,

undermining of

often is left out of both novels and

autobiographies. Carolyn Heilbrun argues that in women's writing
"friendship

and

general.

An aspect of women's lives that is

women's

Friedan about women's lives and

are

like

coming

one

person

out with

the

women

"Sometimes

discuss

Daisy

Fraidy's

thinks that

sitting around in the same body, breathing in
same

larky thoughts" (107). Although their

intimate, and at other times strained and distanced, it is maintained

throughout the liaisons, marriages, and

travels of their long lives, and culminates in their

retirement

another.

to

Florida to be close to

The narrative refers

one

directly to the

way in which women's

autobiography often
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leaves out friends, and the way in which
when it broaches the

friendship,

What

a

marvel

women

often

subject of Daisy's

presumed incapable

are

Ottawa friends:

[is Daisy's garden], her good friends say

mention has been made of Mrs. Flett's many
somehow too vague and

autobiography, is full

unpromising

of

-

but it

seems no

good friends, as though she is

to deserve

friendship. (Biography, even

of systemic error, of holes that connect like

a

tangle of

underground streams.) (196)
In her retirement years,

Daisy

Lily, Myrtle, Glad, and

of course

aspired

to no

profession

finds

Penguin USA,

other

women.

.

Daisy.

joy in the "mutual attachment" of the Flowers:
These "four old white women'" who "have

other than motherhood

and achieve "a kind of schoolgirl
for

new

"One of the

popularity" (318).

consciousness-raising

groups.

Shields, friendships among

They

were

marriage

as

the

'bridge

life is her

club biddies'

an

women are an enactment

were

with

forerunners of
For

politics.

friend to other women, The

as a mature

"writing beyond the ending"

only acceptable conclusion

of feminist

interview

friendships

early feminist cells" ("Interview").

By engaging with Daisy's experiences
a

As Shields observes in

things that redeems Daisy's

Sometimes I think that those

..

Stone Diaries is

[and] wifehood" play bridge every day

of the traditional

to a woman's life

romance

plot that sees

story (DuPlessis

197).

Indeed, Shields writes beyond the ending in several other intriguing ways. First, the
novel's

use

of autobiographical and

of fiction. As Ann Cowan

points

biographical technique

out in her review of The

allows the reader to read ahead in the
a

way of finding out what

habit of mine." The
members who
goes

beyond

show her second
and her life

as a

the

mentioned in the

romance

"I

it

beyond

plot ending

to

or

show

family tree

particularly liked this since

photographs also
plot,

the limitations

Stone Diaries, the

going to happen before getting to the end,

family tree and

are not

the

was

family history:

moves

allow

an

it was

impatient

some access to

family

only barely mentioned. Next, the narrative

Daisy's life as

marriage, her domestic experiences as

a

a

young widow, and to

mother, her second widowhood,

grandmother and elderly woman. By using techniques of diaries and

traditional women's

autobiographies,

And finally, unlike traditional

non

the narrative inscribes and criticizes the domestic.

autobiographies, Daisy's fictional autobiography allows her

86
to write

beyond

her

own

Heilbrun argues that

texts,
their

plots,

own

women

have

long "been deprived

examples, by which they might assume

lives"

(17). Instead, the plots that they

are

own

death.

of the narratives,

power over

the

or

take control of

-

allowed make their lives

Writing about the traditional romance plot, Gayle Greene points

others.

on

or

then record her

ending to imagine and

dependent

out

that

marriage is
the

one

plot available to woman, her sole

means

quest and vocation that absorbs all possible
to adulthood.

symbolizes
to

of success

or

and defines her transition

Bildung

Marriage symbolizes her integration into society;

her failure

to

negotiate that entrance,

as

well

as

death

the culture's failure

imagine her existence apart from marriage. (321)

Death is thus the

only alternative to marriage

that can be conceived for

women

.

development. Daisy buys into
the

survival, the

a

version of that

lonely woman's romantic imagination

(149). However,

her

romance

and thus

can

plot in that "she

plot

is cursed with

support only happy endings"

imagined autobiography refuses

own

in the

her

presumption

of the

happy

ending.
In

considering
an

the

romance

plot in

autobiographical form

based

of

terms
on

the

autobiography,

historicity

Helen Buss argues that

of the actual life lived is

already a refusal, by very definition, of the traditional plot structures of novels
and the

imagery patterns of poetry. Thus,

write of her life

beyond love and marriage

memoir allows, indeed encourages,

subjectivity to
novel.

However,

as

the

one

offered in

as

that she must

in order to fulfil the mandate of the

writer

a

assumption

...

to

inscribe

an

alternate

tradition-bound formats such

more

the

as

(70)

Buss goes

on to

suggest,

a woman

opened up by autobiography and instead
and thus

the very

denying, silencing,

insist

the facts of her

autobiographer can reject the possibilities

on

own

"reinscribing her limited patriarchal role,
life"

(70).

In The Stone Diaries,

autobiographer is at times silenced as her autobiographical narrative is

voices of others in her life. At the

same

life experiences described, and

presented

are

time, love and marriage
in

a

way that

are

taken

by no

Daisy

over

means

by the

the

only

provides an implicit criticism of

•
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the

romance

plot.

Rather than ending with Jane Eyre's "Reader, I married him"

The Stone Diaries exposes the falsity of the
alcoholic who is

as an

second

marriage and

sexually

as a

romance

(474),

ending first by revealing the groom

uninterested in his bride, then

by showing

the bride in

a

mother and widow.

Di Brandt writes about Margaret Laurence's The Stone Angel that "in this text the
narrative

depends

on

the mother's presence rather than her absence; the narrative ends

before she does. The prospect of her imminent death, furthermore, is not the

tragic death

of a young mother in childbirth but rather the natural death of old

In The Stone

Angel and
each

The Stone Diaries, the mothers of the female

protagonist as autobiographer then rewrites the

of her life much

protagonists

romance

beyond her own marriage. Beginning

age" (32).

die in childbirth, but

plot by recording

the details

with the death of the mother in

childbirth, and ending with the death (or approaching death) of the daughter in old age,
The Stone Angel and The Stone Diaries first inscribe, and then undercut, the

romance

plot

convention that the fictional mother must die.
A difference between these two Canadian

narrative ends before she does, The Stone Diaries
first

displace Daisy as first-person narrator,

This

inscription

autobiography,

is

a

rewriting

even

fictional

future is unclear to the

of the

uses a

mix of narrative

strategies

then allow her to inscribe her

traditionally

autobiography.

autobiographer as

novels, however, is that while Hagar's

well

and

necessarily open ending

Nathalie Cooke
as to

autobiographical work is often ambiguous" (166).

his

or

ending.

of

points out that "since the

her audience, the

ending of any

Domna Stanton suggests that the

"difference between the

autobiographic and

inscribe the death of the

speaking subject, the terminus of life, which theoretically the

second

can

describe.

of rhetorical closure it

Cooke's arguments echo earlier arguments
writes in his introduction that "no
way

can

told, the bios

biographic text"

is that "the first can

never

Autobiography, then, [is] necessarily un-ended, incomplete,

fragmentary, whatever form

sense

the

own

that

must remain

by James Olney

autobiography

possess wholeness because

might contain" (8). Stanton's and

as

and William Howarth;

conceived in

a

traditional,

Olney

common

by defmition the end of the story cannot be

incomplete" (25), while Howarth suggests that "In its broadest

sense, the theme of autobiography is

life,

since the story cannot

legitimately end

in death

88
-

the hand must pose while forever in motion"

(88).

Daisy Goodwill Flett's hand, however, does not pose forever in motion. Instead,
on

Daisy's deathbed,

and is reborn in

an

the

extended

She entered
like

autobiographical project of looking

and then

a

as

through a tunnel, still groping in

of inferior oxygen the real and

kind of exhaustion took over,

rapid fading of color and of line,
previously called

up the earlier

series of mutable

was a

forward

and

a

version of her death in the [mal

motif, and is again relational; it is the
left behind for others to find.

ending is still what Buss

autobiography (201);

scenes.

the final

on

although in providing
unusual for
a

perhaps boredom

What

in any

-

case a

a

her eyelids, instead,

pressed on
not

backward in time but

might say

that she breathed it

(358)
recapitulation of the creative breath

her death and her funeral

are

"necessarily ambivalent ending"
is the

described, her

of women's

only one that is undated, and the

question mark in the family tree

like her life, remains in

an

was

or even

fictional

interview with Patrick White

going

on

on

a

and

blank in her obituary

a

blank and

ending inscribes

autobiography.

...

toward death'

opening birth and concluding death,
going

ways

question mark,

death in

seem to

in which he says, �I
"

a

have

never

and its

way that is

a

plot.

The Stone Diaries indeed portrays in

a

With its

compelling

toward death." Between that birth and death, it describes the

redemptive women's friendships.

And

worry about

(Penguin internet "Interview"),

and tedious nature of a woman's life, with its share of domestic dailiness,

creativity,

a

Shields has commented that

worried because The Stone Diaries didn't

I worry about life

way "life

some

funereal details, the novel's

autobiography

while I

then I read

plot

breathing in

the past,

her headstone.

Daisy's death,

"For

life ends

of what others say of her, and of what she has

chapter, "Death,"
a

or

death. You

own

chapter is

sum

Although

calls the

date of Daisy's death remains

and

own

failure of the mechanism that had

into existence, then fell in love with it.

Daisy's

her

imagined episodes of her life,

transparencies gesturing

forward toward her

-

on

imagination of her own death:

sleep,

species

a

back

profound

drudgery, and

CONCLUSION

The Stone Diaries is

meta-autobiographical commentary

the construction of women's lives

autobiography and on
domestic.

a

By using techniques

postmodem disruption
postmodem

as a

family

writing. Various

third-person, undermining

protagonist from

narrative

photographs,

as

as an

concedes the truth of these theories, but at the
become buried if it is

serves as a

strategies

same

expressed only

and

as a

It makes

critical comment

in the novel,

on

including

distancing

a

shifts

of the

and contestation of theories

exploration

essentially relational

the novel acts

autobiography.

of the narratorial voice, and

her life story, act

that present women's life stories

can

and

and feminist criticism of both genres, and

from first- to

story

tree

women's

relational, disembodied, and

of the boundaries between fiction and

theories of women's life

ostensible

such

as

on

fragmented.

time exposes how

a

The narrative

woman's life

in the gaps and silences in others' life

stories.
The novel

explores several

relate to those conventions,
and the construction of the

other

including

autobiographical conventions and

the traditional

disjunctions,

unspeakableness of women's bodies

daughter's autobiographical project as

about and to her absent mother. The novel's

autobiography is a political

as an

The final

helps take

are

attempt

to

help to expose

evidence that

back the

representing

speak
and
and then

the

body

at

and absence is resolved in the

in

body and free women from that

body of the mother in particular is

overwhelming presence and

contradictory presence
between mother and

that

They

In The Stone Diaries, the

particular oppression.
back, appearing

act

an

corporeal omissions, inclusions,

both in the text and in the section of photographs,

break the silence about women's bodies.

the theories that

the

same

taken

time absence. This

imaginative physical reconnection

daughter at death.

autobiographical elements explored and criticized in

89

The Stone Diaries

90
are

the domestic and

friendship, aspects of life often omitted from autobiography

Again, the narrative simultaneously inscribes and undercuts the idea that the

fiction.

be

of creativity for

domestic

can

women's

friendship can be redemptive.

an avenue

It also

women.

explores the way in which

The Stone Diaries goes

beyond traditional

endings, both of fiction and autobiography, by showing Daisy Goodwill
mother, and friend, by using autobiographical techniques

to allow the

Flett

then record her
I have

own

the

those

argued that

the novel is

an

important feminist text

autobiography, and

propounded in Betty Friedan's

silencing and marginalization

silence about the

imagine and

feminist theories of social structures

The Feminine Mystique, in order to reveal

of a middle-class,

implicitly demands

Shields does not make her political
what Helen Buss refers

middle-aged woman.

to as a

"topics of male authority

"feminist

and

authority ironically

that such

points in

...

a

didactic

Shields

and

breaking the

experience of

manner.

laughs

Instead, she writes with

In this fictional

at what

Marjorie

Anderson

As Shields told Anderson, "I think

hierarchy."
or

In

suppressions be rectified. However,

playfulness" (200).

autobiography that is both tragic and funny,

look at male

to

because it engages with

suppression of a woman's voice, body, relationships,

the domestic, the novel

terms

wife,

death.

feminist theories of women's
as

as a

reader to read

ahead, and by using narrative techniques to allow the fictional protagonist

such

and

comically, for these are ways we

we can

can arouse a

kind

of distrust in it" ("Interview" 147).

My investigation of the meta-autobiographical aspects of the
be directed toward
women

recent

an

exploration

Pieces and

might in future

of the way in which other recent Canadian novels

engage with and comment

books that

novel

critically

might bear examination

on

both

in this

biography

and

autobiography.

by
Two

regard are Anne Michaels's Fugitive

Margaret Atwood's Alias Grace. Atwood's novel

takes off from Susanna

Moodie's 1853 account of the real-life story of Grace Marks, convicted ten years earlier of

killing
and

her

employer and

interpretations

of a

his

housekeeper-lover.

It explores the conflicting

representations

partially known life history, as Marks talks out her story to herself
.

and to her doctor, Simon Jordan. Michaels's novel

fragmentation to

inscribe two

uses

poetic techniques of

first-person, interconnected life

stories

-

the story of a poet

-
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rescued

boy from death in the Nazi concentration camps, and that of the son of

as a

concentration camp survivors who finds his salvation in the
As

protagonist Jakob

many events in

a

man's life

Beer says in

are

Fugitive Pieces,

the sciences. So much of a man's life is lived inside his
a

"Never trust biographies. Too

invisible. Unknown to others

echoes Judith Gill in Small Ceremonies when she says that

encompass

poet's life history.

personality" (53). Biography,

completely reveal a person's thoughts

and

perhaps

"biography is

lives

narrow, too

history.

even

and dreams, but fiction

quite enough

circumscribed,

It is

about how

are never

through

for

too bound

us.

be fiction's

autobiography,

make such revelations.

can

interview,
too

dark,

by geography, by gender, by

have

a

that it attempts to be

an account

too

cultural

narrative structure, but

account of a

seems to me to

of all that cannot be

("Interview"

with Anderson

In The Stone Diaries, Carol Shields merges fictional content with

theory to provide an

an

much about the interior lives of people. This

magic,

can never

fiction that I've learned about the lives of women. And

documented but is, nevertheless, true.

and

the least exact of

They're too brief,

people think; biography and history

they don't tell us

Beer

(141).

head, that it is impossible to

own

Shields makes this argument outside of her fiction when she says in
our own

dreams"

as our

150)

autobiographical form

woman's life that "cannot be documented but is,

nevertheless, true." As Gail Pool suggests in her review of The Stone Diaries, ''True
invented,

a

distinct person emerges from these pages. Her story is

chronicle of
this is

a

an

ordinary life,

marriage,'

we

finish The Stone Diaries

Stone Diaries is indeed
is also

a

valiant and tedious. If we finish

a

of both

this is

autobiography

It first reveals the limitations of the traditional

representing women's lives,
women's bodies, women's

and then offers

relationships,

quietly riveting

Happenstance feeling 'Yes,

"life," the traditional word for biography

sophisticated postmodern critique

autobiography.

feeling 'Yes,

a

or

a

or

life'

"(20). The

autobiography, but it

and theories of

autobiographical form

emancipatory strategies for looking

and women's life stories.

at

in
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